PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
Established

June

THE MAINE ST VTK PRESS, is published at the
place every Thurri l*v morning at $2.00 a year,

Invariably

in advance.

G.

J.

HJVEJOY,

Wholesale Commission Dealer in

Lime,

Cement and Plaster,

PORTLAND,
May

quent insertion.

Uniou

Street,

Portland.

fitted with Pipes for Gas, steam or
workmanlike manner, and satisfaction
mayl jtt

Houses

in the “Maixs State
r*RE88 (which has a
large circulation in every pari
ot the Slate) lor $1.CO
per square lo* first insertion
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser

Water, in

8 3EBIDAN & GRIFFITHS,
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

STUCCO & MASTIC WORKERS,

Botmell & Pelham.

NO. 6 SOUTH ST.,
PORTLAND, ME.
ty Prompt attention paid to all kindsof-robbing
in our lire.
apr22iitf

ABCH1TKUTR.

AND

a

plasterers,

BUSINESS OABB8.

To Parlies about to Build.
Plans, Specifications and Estimates made, and
Buildings superintended by
OHIO. B. PELHAM, Architect.
Office Canal National Bank Building, Middle st.
Portland, April 20, 1865.
dim

M.

Ia.

Sta-te

Sturdivant Block,(IO© Exchange 8t.)
B3f~Offlce Hours 11 to 12 A. M. and 3 to 4 P. M.
April 3-dAwtf

TOON &C0,
WOODMAN,
Importers
Dealers in

M.

attorney

And Small Wares,
of Middle and Pearl
Streets,

Corner

Agents for Singers' Sewing Machines, and
Sanborn s Patent Steam Fire Proof Safes.
April 4th-d4m

I‘ LA

Dress

Willard

Davis,

&

& FITZ,

tdvi sable.jy22eoitl

Office Merchants' national Bank Building, I
Exobasgk St, dp stairs. )

communications will receive prompt
ALL
tion, and should be addressed
M. A.

Russia and R G Sheet Iron
Imitation and French Polished Sliest Iron,
Galvanized Sheer Iron,
Sheet Copper and Zinc,

ALBION F. HARRIS,
Senior partner of the late firm ot

tee his friends
at the store of

li. C.

92 Commercial

193

THOMAS

B^Tlie best place in the city to buy Plated and
Oreide Jewelry.
April 6, 1fcC8." d2m

CHOICE

Seed

DEER1NG, MILL I KEN & CO.,

For

I. & T.
apr!6 dtt

Not

Spices,

Eclectic Medical Colkso
and Dispensary and the Honuepathic Dispensary, Ac.,
Ac., Ac, New York City.

Roaster in the city.

the State wlU be

War

JOHN E. DOW, Jr.,

Law,

Jan. 29 dtf

W. U. PHIL.L.IPH,

CARPENTER, BUILDER,

I

And Ship Joiner.
BP~ClrcuUr aud Jig Sawing done with despatch.

Modi'.lugs oi.il kind., I>oor*, Sub and Blind, made
,r fiirniened to order.
338 Commercial 81, (faal ml Park St.,)
au29dtt

G. & J. T. DONNELL.
BATH, ME.,

Cordage Manufacturers,
Including Full Gangs, Fishermen’s Hawsers, BoltRope, Foint Rope, Trawl Warp, Lath Yum, Ac.
JatiSdtim

PAIYTFR.

Dflce at the Drug Store of Messrs. A. G. Schlotterbeck & Co.,
tfO.'f Congress Hi, Portland, Me,
One door above Brown.
Jal2dtf

SUSSKRAUT,
■HPOBTeK,

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN

Furs, Hats and Caps,
136 Middle Street,
MAINE.
PORTLAND,
OrCasU paid for Shipping Furs.
sep20dtf

is

thirty-nine.

&

NE.

Office No. 30 Exchange Street,
Joseph Howard, jy9'67-1y

Nathan

Cleave*.

CO^T

S. FKEG1UAN &

Merchants l

Commission

1M1 Broad street,
Samuel Freeman, I
E. D. Appleton.
J

NEW

AMlilAL,
Gem of Arabia.
A

0askets7Desks,

and Office
lurniture
Of Every Description,

Made (rom

the best material and by
WUsiKMeiN, at

C.

II.

Wo.

EXPERIENCED

BLAKE’S,
No. 10 Cross St., Portland. Me.

septlHdrt

til

Oriental Perfume.
Its odor is of the most fragrant, agreeable and durable description and application simple by merely
rubbing on tbe Coat sleeve, Gloves, Garments, or
Handkerchief a most delightful and indestruciable
perfume is imparted, concentrating in itself the ftagrana of the finest Gums, Oils or Extracts hnown to
the scientific world.
It will in no way toil or injure the finest

PACKING AM,shipping FURNITURE,
TunUkiag nod Poll.king done nl aborl
■elks, by

Jp.

ritEEMAV.

Japanese

Crop

8 ole

Manufacturer and Proprietor,

T. I). EDREHI,
Perfumer and Chemist.
For Sale by all Apothecaries.

W.
_

April

F.

13-eodlm

Care in the selection of risks, and economy in
distinguishing features of its management.

Feb 29-dtt

Tea

A HANDSOME

HAND

"W alnut

JSP*Every desirable or advantageous feature, new or old, has either
been introduced or adopted by this Company.
Dividends can remain with the Company to accumulate and be paid
with the policy. After a tew years it will thus become self sustaining.
It has always made Annual Dividends.

Office 72 Exchange

HALL.

Phillips

& Co.,
WHOLESALE AGENTS.

ZIMMEUMA X >S

Steam 0 poking Apparatus.
Cheap, Simple, Economical!

DINNER COOKED for twenty persons over
ONE hole ol the Stove. Can be pat on any
Stove or Range ready for instant age.
Water changed to a delicious Soup by distillation.
Leaves the entire house free from offensive odors in
cooking. Its results astonish all who try it.
gf'-'Send for a Circular.
Tsws and Caaaty
Vsr «alr, a*
Riuhta iu the Htmlr, by
JOHN COU8ENS,
Uu 3-dtf
Kenncbunk. Me.

A

Drugs, Medicines, Paints,
155

Lye Stuffs,
Waterhouse,)

Middle
Also,

a

very

Street.

extensive stock ot

TOILET ARTICLES.
General Agents for all the popular

PATENT MEDICINES I
of Congress and

corner

G. H. KNIGHT.

and

Polishing

d.ne

short

at

notice, by

W.

P.

Mar 21-dtf

SEE®,

SEE®!

2200 BUSHELS

TIMOTHY,

8,000 Pounds Northern and Western Clover.
1OO Sacks Red Top.
150 Bushe’s Golden Drep Spring Wheat.
50 Bushels M illett.
lOO Bushels Huugarian Seed.
Also a large and select assortment oi Vegetable
and Flower seeds at Wholesale and Retail, at
Portland Agricultural
Warehouse and
Seed Store

A

WHITNEY.

Portland, Feb 26th, 1868.

fe27d3mis

and

Milk

BLAKE. JONES

A

GAGE,

n«. i uu BlMk.

may2dlw*

Grant,

ONLY AUTHORIZED WORK OF ITS KIND
Written by jhe san *tion ot General Grant, himself. The Author U widely known as one ot the most
truthfiil as well as brilliant writers.
He was with
General Grant during most ot his Western Campaigns, and as a Journalist writing trom “Heaiiqitauters in the Field,” was one ol his earliest
!-upporters. He writes from personal observations
and from m&teiial gathered trom channels opened to
him by

THE

—

will find it to their advantage to examine
be lore purchasing elsewhere.

oir

stock

jy Orders carefully and promptly filled.
Obdway.
April 23,18t»8. d6w

Book

Agents Wanted
For ‘‘PEOPLE'S BOOK OF BIOOBAPHY.”
PARTON.the

“Prince

Biosrmph-

o’

BYers,”and
disiimuLlied persons of
containing I
all
countries, Worn^n
as well as Men.
a
ages
hai-tisome octavo book of over C 0 pages, illustra-«a
with 12 beauii'ul Steel Engravings, iso competition.
sav it sells taster than any book they «ver
sold. Terms liberal. Send lor descriptive circular.
A. s>. HALE & CO., Hartlord, Conn.
April 23. d&wSw 18

Agents

THE

“GET

BEST.”

NT anted
.Agents
FOR DANA’S

Life of Ui.ysses S. Grant,

Conqueror ot the Rebellion and General of the
United States Army,
Comprising a complete and accurate history of bis
evemtul and interesting career, with an authentic

The

narrative ot his invaluable military scr\ices, adding
also an impartial e :tinnate ol his character as a Man,
a Soldier, and a Statesman.
Bv Hou Charles A. Dana, late Assisi ant Secretary
ol War. For particulars applv to or address
GURDON BILL & CO.,

Springfield, Mass.

T. G. III! I CHINS
Yarmouth, Maine, General Agent.

C. L

CUSTOMERS

T. T.

and his friends. The work will contain foe-similes
of the Unconditional Surrender and other letters
trom Genera' Grant to Generals Buckner, Lee and
others, and their replie-, trom Ihe original- eutrut-ted to the author, and matters of the highest importance, relating to ihe civil government since the war,
This is rhe « nly fully Illustratnever made pub’ic.
ed Lite of <*r;mt, the only fully authorize! and authentic Life of Graut, and when compared with others will be the only saleable Life of Grant.
Circular sent, an dthe highest commissions paid.
Add re -s,

C. V. Bosworth.

'ihe

rf the kind issued under the sanction and by the
authority of Graut himself. The anthor is well
known as one ol the most brilliant writers and eloquent orators in the country. Agents will fiDd this
one of ihe most intensely interesting biographies ever published in America, and will meet with a ready
For particulars, address S. S. SCRANTON
sale.
& CO.. 126 Asylum st., Hartlord, Ct.
April H-d&wim
rk

w

Street^

Timber and Piles Wanted.
to two hundred Maple, Oak or Hackmatack
Piles, not less than tliirty-live feet in length and
*lso irom thirty
ten inches in diameter at the top.
to filly thousand sound Hemlock Timber, twelve
Inches square, fifteen, twenty and twenty-five feet
long, one-thira of each length. Apply to
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
Wharfinger of Union W hart.

aprl5d&w3w

[Transcript copy.

Board Wanted.
a young man
Private family preferred. Best
of reefrences given. Address
Box 1888.
dlw
29.
April
Wanted to Charter.

BARRELS
in store and

t

Discharging from

Abb}/.”

to load
“Guano” at
“Sombrero,” “Swan Island,” “Rodondo,” and “Orchilla,” lor Poris North of
“Hatteras.” Also vessels lor coal from
New York to Aspinwal] and Deals
ffom St Johns NB, to Ports in the Untied Kingdom.
_____

&

DANA

CO.

Apply

d3wi9

15.

Town of Dexter
BONDS !
These

Best and
for

Bonds offer

one

investment in the market.

The whole amount of the loan is 9195.000,
which is secured as follows:
1— By a moi tgage of the Dexter & Corinna Railroad to the Town ot Dexter, which is ample security
of itself.
2— By the Town of Dexter itself, with a marketable valuation oi a million and a bait dollars.
3— By a lease to the Maine Cential Railroad Company tor thirty years, at $18,000 a year, which is $7,500 mote than enough to pay the interest on all the
bonds issuei by the Towns of Dexter and Corinna.

The Coupons

in

Port-

land or Boston.
These bonds are now offered at a lower rate
any other equally jrood security. For sale by

than

are

II.

payable semi-annually

M.

ap28dtt

39 Exchange Hired.

or thirty good men ot pleasing address
to sell by subscription in New England a new
standard religious book needed in every Christian

family.

There is no other work of the kind In this country;
and those applying soon, the be-t opportunity ever
ottered to canvassing agents will be given.
A Salary o 1500 dollars per
year will be paid to
any efficient and reliable agent who prefers it to a

commission.
Ladies often make the best of Town and County
agents. None need apply but those of striCc moral

integrity.

Address bvletter
J. M UN ROE SKINNER,
Care B. S. Moulton,
B.jx 2918, Boston Mass.
Aprll-dlm

in every

PRICE

Apr

Street,

A

Aiu

ll-dlm

Boarders Wanted.
FEW Gentlemen boarders, or a gentleman and
wife, can be accommodate*! at No. 20 Myrtle St.

November 8.

dtt

arrlrlnz and In
\TOW
lowest market

stare, and will be told at the
price,

■A,MO

Ba«k.

*,000

••

10.000

<•

I

*RED F. HALE,
23 Free Street, First Floor.

Cora, High Miami
*•

11,000
1,300

4500 Bu. Yellow Mixed Corn

U

••

niera.

R«. 1.

Burt u,

Cornish,
Dajtm,
K'l'iot,

3

2
4
4
(

Hollia,

Kennrbunk,

Kt

nuehuukport,

I
4
2
4
I
3
I
4

Kilter/,

Lebanon,
Limerick,
L uting on,

Lmu.iii,
Nwlu-lJ,

It

4
3

I
I

4

Welle,

I

Yerk.

—4.

113

of delegates.2S8

no.

M. A BLANCHARD, Portland,
EDWIN B SMITH. Saco,
GEORGE LIBBY. W.s brock,
GEO. rf KNuWLION, Allred.
SAUL A. HOLBKOOK, F-ecpert,
JOHN WENIWOuTH, Kitiery,
XrilEU B.LUNGS, lidgton,

Republican
District

•

Committee.
:

For Sale

Doable XX Katrn Rpna|.

"

Extra

DAVID

Wisconsin Floor,

first-class, tbree-story brick house,with freeJUST FROM NEW YORK,
THE
trimmings, number 35 High stiect.
For particulars inquire at No 30 Exchange
stone

Spanish Consulate’s, between
April 21-dtf

street,
P. M.

To Rent,

House

Brick

nine
GOOD
session

10 A. JVi. and 3

rooms.

at

Apply

W. H.

DEEBING

Tenement to Let.
Lafayette st, Majnv. Enqirc of H. ROWE,
the

on

piemises.

mar24dtf

TPo liftt,
Lodging Boom to

FOR
N ALE
Or TO HiT,

ADAMS
i

Iriends and the public gen-

our

MONDAY,

Choice

A

FEET,

mar!2dtf

Of the Latest Styles!

To Let.

TENEMENT In Franklin Street, containing 7

Dec 20.

Lincoln Bt.,
Mr. M.

For *ale

containing

or

Direct from the New York Market.

To Let.
iel9dtf

To Let.
Rooms, with Board, for gentlemen
PLEASANT
and their wives.
Enquire at No. 12 Clapp's

Block.

Iebl7dtf

Style, Quality and Prices.
It

were

useless to particularize

our

it to say it is

and

Large

stock; suffice

Yaried,

consists of

And

Goods of Every Grade

Lost

IN

to

as

LOST AND FOLlflL

City Hall Tnvaday Evening,

Any one finding the same
leaving it at the Press OBico.

we

Please the Most Fastidious!

first-class, thiec story brick house, with treeTHE
stone trimmings, number thirty five Higli street.
For
particulars inquire at the bouse

We think

can

8

LIBBY.
83 Franklin St.

eodtf

GOODS!

AND

CLOAKINGS!

On the premises

rooms.
Atso one on
rooms.
Apply to

W

D M ESS

Building,

EXCHANGE STREET,
OVER MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE*.
For particulars, &c, apply to
W. W. THOMAS, JR.,

A
I*

E

dark Sable Mu9.
will be rewarded by
a

apr2dtf

From a Ten Cent Print
TO THE MOST COSTLY SILK l

Lost!
SQUIRREL Tippet; nolle the better for the service it has seen Anyone finding such an article will be rewarded by leaving It at the Press Othce.
Feb 20-dtf

A

leone
nre

ia

LEACH,

Remember !

We shall take pleas-

look ia.

showing

Goods.

oar

&

PARKER

CO.,

IVo. &

FITZGERALD

Keeps fall lines of Hosiery & Gloves
Remember!

BLOCK.

BEERING
April 25-d2w

FITZGERALD

-AND

Fire

Safes !

Proof

Chests. Vault Doors, Shatters and
money Boxes.

Steel

STEAM FIRE-FJiOOF SAFES !
THE

BEST IN THE WORLD.

Keeps Parasols and Sun Umbrellas. THIS Safe
inanut'actnie,

has been tested with safes of every othand the result has been to'al
er
destruction to couten s ot' all save tbe Steam FireProof Safes, whose contents were Not Injured.
Manufactured to order of any size, will* or without >teel Burglar Proot Boxes, and fitted up to suit

Remember !
FITZGERALD

purchas

Keeps all kinds of Yankee Notions.
Remember,
FITZGERALD

Prices

Laces & Embroideries.

are

rs

Portland.

CHAS. STAPLES & SON,
Under the superintendence of MK. GEO. L. DAMON, Junior member of tbe firm, formerly Superintendent o' the Tremont safe and Machine Company, Boston,
Works ‘J15 Commercial
Ulrrel, Portland, illaisf.
RTWe would refer to the 8a e* n the Fust National Bank, Portland Savings Bank. Hon. lie». W.
Woodman’s Block, and Norway havings Bank, as
specimens ot our work.
March 1, KB. <ttm
_

HALE.

FOR

*M will be will fbr $106.

T year*

0 e
w»i ted— a go -l
nqnirr ot

Remember,

maa

work an a Ihrm.
GEO. -Ml in.

to

mayJ-dW__Wo.

FITZGERALD’S

STORE IS IN THE
Cong re 88

Jierriok

‘MART,’

SATIS

plain fig-

(tstkm,

yd

St

Co.

Mass.

FIS 1*11

Spool Cotton

Buy* hit goods from Impirters and m an n factor
e»s, thereby saving o>b fsofit.
This coupled
with light expena«a enatles
him to undersell any
•tore in the State. Alll
marked in
gooda

II B

Thread

Holyokef

Street.

FITZGERALD

and aall

at

FITZGERALD,

iVanwM iftn Ward*
In claimed tbit the abort In ike But turn
CAJt SPOOL Gorro*. It le too dh anil Wrong,
nod will l* Inuiid parf* tly rodnble for Marbmn m
Hand Work.
$y The colon aro superior to nay other make,

IT

of ‘The Jlnrt.'

ron

eat. a

n

Relallerr Smwnlly In the State nf Mnlne,
And by the following Jobber*in Portland:

Loantea, Spring Beds and Bedding,
Manuiaatnrei to order at short notice.
No. 31 Free Mtreot.
Mar 21-dtl

Furniture
368

hanging

on

his

contempt

the verge

for the

of the

body
government”

and for the laws which it may enact.
It is more than ever apparent that the
safety of the country will be gravely imperiled
by the acquittal of the President. Coming
out ot the impeachment ordeal with the prestige of victory, with his antagonism inflamed
by the attacks of his prosecutors aod all the
vindictiveness of his nature in the highest
state of excitement, all his previous exploits

not a man whose natural

safely

recklessness

can

be stimulated

mental

appeal

of

by allowing the sentiMr. Stanbery’s peroration,

any consideration for his Senatorial action
in 1860—01. to shield him from the due conArnold did some
sequences of his crimes.

at the Old Stand
Congress street, 368,

Maadaaa. Trar*
Mar

DMrlagi Slilllhen * Cn.

13^od3m___

DOYLE

Ac DRENMAIH,
(Late Burnham & Merrill,)
Will continue the manufacture or Parlor Suita,
Lounges, Mattresses, Spring Beds, Ottomans, Pew
Cushions, Ac. Particu ar attention paid to Upholstering, Repaying and Varnishing, Cane Cbaira Related.
teifeoOSm
DOYLL & BURN NAN.

A

A

ard-

of ike Ron*

employment
longer
BEING
Railroad Company, 1 shall be ulearad to see my
SB >*STOBr, 132 Middle
where
triends
>a

no

at

the

>tr*et,

my

ontniBe the purchase of Mutilated Currency,
or It not too badly torn will taka It in exchange tor
M. G. PALMER.
Boots and slioei.

l .ball

excellent

fighting

ou

the

patriotic side before

bis treasou, hut this would hardly have saved
his neck alter West Point, if he had fallen in
to

the hands of the Americans.

by

MARE,
‘Household Words’ BLACK Bigagc
wiin.

Proprietor

express

anew

or

FITZGERALD

Keeps

•hrnuvh tlieir representatives, removed Ed
Irom the War Office, so far
as any executive act could have efficiency in
doing so, and made Lorenzo Thomas Secretary ad interim.
What does it matter that Nelson argues that
the President is entitled to “some consideration” because he submits to be tried lor this
crime instead of resorting to war, “as he
might have done?”—or that the same counsel, as the immediate representative of the
President, denies in his client’s behalf the
jurisdiction of the Seuate, and the power of
the House to present articles of impeachment.
This direct testimony that Johnson
still clings with unwavering firmness to his
revolutionary ideas ol the extent ot his prerogatives is not of a nature to induce a lenient consideration ot his past acts. This
testimony completely undermines the otherwise effective words of the closing argument
of the defence. Mr. Stanbery insisted that
he had made a study of Johnson's character
and was sure that, like a schoolboy detected
in mischief, he would never do so again, if
let off this once. But this can hardly avail
in defence of a man who sends an old and
intimate Tennessee friend into court to deny
once more the legality of the tribunal and to

might be expected to sink into comparative
insignificance by the side of the unrestrained
lawlessness of his subsequent career. He Is

HOUSE

BANK,

in defiance of law and with intent
w ill ol the people
expressed

to defeat the

win M. Stanton

SPRING

28 feet Hinii,

masterly

c

February 4,

eedtt

per annum, in advance.

the ladies will excuse me for smoking, I think
bv the time I have finished them I shall have
this job pretty nearly planned." Thus he sat;
aud when the company retired, we left him
there, still smoking and thinking, not having
touched one drop of liquor.
When the army lav around Vicksburg during that long sie»e, the time thattried men’s
souls, I watched every movement it was possible (or me to do,
leeliug almost certain that ho
would ev< ntually succumb to the custom, alas I
too universal among the officers. I was in
company withagenilumanfroui Chicago, who,
while calling upon the
Ueueral, remarked, “I
have some very fine brandy on the boat, and
if you will send an orderly with me to the riv“I am
er, I will send vou a case or two."
greatly obliged,’’replied the General, “but I
do uot use the article. I have a big job ou
band, and though I know Ieball win, I know I
must do it with a cool head.
Hend all the liquor you inteud for me to my hospital in the
rear; I don’t think a little will hurt the poor
fellows down there.”
At a celebration on the 22d of February, before the surrender ot Vicksburg, while all
around were drinking toasts in sparkling
champagne, ! saw General Grant push aside
a glass of win •, and, taking up a glass of Mississippi water, with the remark. “This snifs
the matter in hand, drink to the toast, “God
gave us Lincoln aud liberty; let us fight lor
both.”
Krcrnl

Fwblicalieaa.

Messrs. Hurd and Houghton, New York, art
tha American publishers of a delightful volume entitled Life, Letteri, and Posthumous
Works of Fredrika Bremer, edited by her slater, Charlotte Bremer, and translated from
the Swedish by Fredr. Milow and Emily
nen. It contains first a biography of the an
thoress from the hand of her sister, by which
we get an excellent idea of the peculiar circnm
stances of Fredrika’s early life and the obstacles which impeded her efforts to work oat
for herself a noble career and a harmonious
development. The iron wall of a conventionalism more narrow and rigid than can even
bo conceived of in our country and time, shot

^Jon-

her in on every band; and it is easy for any
who reads this record of her dwarfed and
thwarted early years to perceive whence came
the somewhat melancholy view which she was
accustomed to take of the position and destiny
of woman. She spoke with feeling of these
things because she had herself been a sufferer;
and it was one of her chief sources of happiness In later life than her swn efforts and example were largely; fmtumeatal in bringing
one

about reforms which have gn-atly lightened
the burden of legal and social disability under
wh ch her country-women were compelled to
labor.
Following the Biography, we have a brief
Autobiography, which is charmingly artless
and naive in its revelations of character and

feeling;

and breathes

throughout

the brave

cheery spirit, and the rare parity of thought
which characterise Miss
Bremer’s novels.
About half of the volume is occupied by selections from her correspondence, and from the
sketches and poems which were left unpublished at the time of her death. Some of
these have great merit and beauty. The book
is published in very handsome style. Though
but a few days have elapsed since its issue the
first editiou is already exhausted by the orders
of booksellers, and a new one is in preparation
to be

ready immediately. (Beceived by Hall

L. Davis.)
Roberts Brothers, Boston, send us a pretty
little volume entitled A Sister’s By-Bours, by
Jean Inge low. It contains seven short sto-

ries, written in the simple, natural and touching style for which the author is so well
known. The many youthful readers who remember the tender and

beautiful

of

story
style and ielicity of expression are not less “Poor
Matt,” and that other volume tha
marked than profound learning and comprewill
hail
with
“Studies for Stories,”
pleasure
hension of the most abstruse problems of
this fresh collection irom tbe pen of a writer
last
of
and
chivalrous
Mr.
law;
all,
Stanbery, who has so eminently the power to mingle incoming from a sick-bed to give a client with terest with instruction. (Beceived by Bailey
whose fortunes he has completely identified
& Noyes.)
himself the benefit not only of his reasonHarper & Brothers have added to their Liing but of his own personal testimony as to brary of Select Novels Jeanie’i Quiet Lift, a
Janita's
the purity of motive and uprightness of char- story by the author of “St. Olaves,
Cross,” etc. It bears upon its title page the
acter of the accused—and the defence is
motto: "Tis noble only to be good,” and teems
\
closed.
a mild, sentimental, harmless sort of story.
But in spite or the fortunate selection of
(Received by Hall L. Davis.)
counsel which has given the President the
Loring, of Boston, is publishing, in cheap
benefit of all this eloquence and learning, in
pamphlet form, a series of short stories by Mis*
spite of the torrents of words that have been Louisa M. Alcott, illustrating various popular
poured over the acts of the criminal in the proverbs. The latest of these are Aunt Xfpp;
attempt to wash away the deep stain of guilt or, “Children and Fools speak the Truth,” a
that a perverse and wicked heart has left up- droll and sparkling story, full of lifelike touchon his official career, the accusation of the
es; and in a more serious vein, Psyche's Art;
These
American people stands with not au atom ot or* “Bandtome it that Bandtome does."
little books are Just the thing to brighten an
its gravity abated. Not one of the counsel
hour of waiting, or wile aw«y time in a rail
has succeeded in so much as obscuring the
fatal fact that on the 21st of Felniary the car. They are sold every where at ten cents

President,

Assortment

1ST

LET !

In Thomas

inst.,

OF-

Possession given April 1st. Enquire of
marSlditCHARLES PERRY*

and

27th
display

We will

Store No. 3 Galt Block.

A HALL 43 BY 73

BLOCK!

I.ane * l.iule,

PAKLOlt SUITS,

XT

We beg to inform
rally that on

let at 21 Brown
PLEASANT
_street.mar23dlw»tlicntf

TO

5

to

JEKRIS,
Apr20 d3wReal Estate Agent, Portland,

ONArchitect

No.

Morriil’a corner, containing
garden and Stable. Pos-

Good

immediately.

April 2“-4tf

KEAZEll,

No. 80 Commcreial Street,
April 28,1868. <13w

SSOOOBu. Michiigan White and Amber Wheat In Hags and Bhla.

SPRING GOODS

to Let.

or

to be ODe of the most

and eloquent addresses ever heard in the
Senate chamber; Evans with an appeal occupying parts of four days in which grace of

To Let

FRONT OFFICE in McCarthy’s Block, over
Storo No. 181 Fore Street, recently occupied by
IV. J. McDonald Enquire of
charles McCarthy,
apr25iltf
No. 99 Middle Street.

First Judge Curtis, with an opening speech,
charged to repletion with law and compact
logical reasoning; then Nelson, with a closing
argument of W estern fervor, Johnsonian
reckl 'ssne-s and more than Johnson’s diffuseness; Groosbeck with what is on all bands

acknowledged

Ac.

GOODS.

White Wheat llaar.

«

Portland,

SPRING

A

Ignore the Jew
ONE PRICK.

ron SALE BY

Wheat,

Carpeting., Store., Ac.,
Aprl3eodtf

To Let,

ur6i;"-w®

Prime Yellow.

300 Bbla. Chaiee

Corn and Wheat

«

Exchange Street,

tT'la.k paid for oecead-haad Faraitare

mayldti

Corn and Flour. Remember,
Xl

130

Eaton’s,

&

o*

270

lishment.

aj'iWrw

11
4

134
112

Whole

every nameable thing In the home furnishing
line at

FITZGERALD’S

*3,73.

Students, Business and Professiona
men who can devote all or part of their time to the
of
this
hale
work, will not tail to be largely remunerated. Apply lor territory to
R. H. CURB tN, 48 Winter st., Boston.
Farmers,

This arrangement 1 h pe, as a temporary one, will
better accommodate my mmy lilends until such
time as 1 enn secure quarters large enough for my
whole business at a ta4r rate.
Everything in ibe
way ot manufacturing, repairing or re-gudding
frames attended to. Steieoscopic goods, chrouios. <fcc.

&

Dress-Maker.—

‘•Christ Stilling the Tempest!” Remember,

First Class Picture Frame Estab-

April U. law.

city and town in N. E. to sell
tor the new and cele rated

and control territory
AGENTS

Frame Store, in connection with mv large manufacturing chambers in Free Street Block, and I am
bei ter tbsn ever prepared to supply everything pertaining to a

CP1IA HI

4

Berwick,
Biddeford,

4

WARE !

Hilaries !

DESIRABLE Store, Also office room. Inquire
JOHN 0. PROCTER,
apr29dlw_63 Exchange Street,

A

WANTED !

IN

1500 Bu. California White

INGRAHAM & WHITCOMB,
Commercial Street, Portland, Me.

or

Remember !

NOTICE.

aprJ9dlw

TO

SACRED ENGRA VINO

Rki

Windham,
Yarmouth,

all kind.,

Hooper

Wanted Immediately and Perma-

response to many andoP repeated requests from
numerous fj tends that 1 should be centrally locaton
the first floor, I have taken and shall for the
ed
present occupy

a

W, at brook,

the cheapest lot iu Portland.

No 6 Chestnut

Keeps Hoop Skirts & Corsets.

d3w

Opposite Corey’s Furniture Warehouse, as

3

North Berwick,
Pareunslleld,
naco,
7
Sanfoid,
5 Shapletcb.
» sou, a Berwick,
3 W .Csrherungh,

Hiandish,

CARPETINGS

premise*.

unfurnished rooms, with board, for Gent and
TWO
Wife. Ac dress Box 1823.
apr29dlw*

PAYSON,

Store No. 23 Free

85

rooms, at

suitable fo a Dentist, Milliner
Enquire at No. 1 Paris Street.

Wanted S

STOCK & EXCHANGE BROKER
apr27

Otistield,
Portlani,
Pownal,
Raymond,
Scarborough,
SoUajto,

Glass, Tin and Woodrn Ware !

To Dentists and Milliners.
LET, s very desirable business room In Cashman Blook, between Green and oak S reefs,

TWENTY

Securities

Cheapest

to

nently.

of the

Street.

Allred,

4
3
3
2
4
3
3
38
3
2
3

North Yarmouth

-and-

In tact

JUST

VESSELS

Schooner “Ellen

7

Gorham,
Gray,
Harpsweli,
Harrison,
Naples

1

Acton,

The Defrace C l«el.

Store to Let.
finished aud centrally located. Suitable tor
grocery or boot and shoe business. Apply to
W C. COBB, baker.
“»)*»•

ONE

Halibuts9 Heads BY
SO

Falmouth,
Free | ort,

New Gloucester,

FURNITURE
CROCKERY

Brunswick,
Cape Elizabeth,

Casco,
Cumberland,

OPEN !

YORK CUOBTT.

3
6
8
6
2
3
4
6

Bal'twiu

Bridaton,

Nice Gilt Shades at 75 cts.

the

WANTED,

Straw AGENTSWANTED £S?vri.
GRANT. Bv Hon Henry
eming.
only

BOSTON.

EASTERS

be accommodated

BY ALBERT D. RICHARDSON,
“Author of Field, Dungeon and Escape,” and “Beyond the Mississippi.”

Or,
aplGd&wlm

GOODS!
IS

can

ve* o

FREEMAN.

KENDALL

CrMBKItLAALt CUUATY.

—

Exchange

^AGENT

Bent.

icveu
on the

May 4-dlw*

OUB ILLUSTRATED PERSONAL BISTORT OF

JAMKS

of
A TENEMENT
street. Enquire

Wanted.

gentlemen boarders
No. 2J Boyd 8t.

at

No 2

AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Conn,
may 2—d3t&w2tl9

Street.

Upholstering, Furniture, Repairing
Varnishing

credentials.
he apportionment of delegates to the several cities
and towns in the district is as follows*.
1

For the celebrated

130

The committee will be In session at the Hall on
day above indicated at 10 o*clock A. M., to re-

the

ceive

AGENTS FOB THE STATE OF MAINE

of

and New Brunswick,

To

GENERAL GRANT

April 9-dti
Wo. 31 Free

Lowest market Prices

Window

lo LET.

may4dlw*

FEW

FOB

PERFUMERIES,

E. DANA, JR., formerly
Preble streets.
E. DANA, JR.

Hampshire

be accommodated at

General 17. S.

IN

FOX SALE

.priMSw

can

AGENTS

Cargo ScU. Arctic, landing at Contra! Whart.
ALSO, IN STORE,

ON GRAND TRUNK R. R.

New

_WASTED.

A

KNIGHT,

&

at the

ALSO,

Low Prices l

and

BOSOMS, HDKFS., and CRASH.
Also, a Complete Stock ol
SHEETINGS,
SHIRTINGS,
TICKS,
DENIMS,
STRIPES,
FLANNELS, &c., &c.,

THE BEST IH THE MARKLT.

Block.

STATE

Boarders Wanted.

STORE,_NEW GOODS I

(Old Stand Emery

Street, Boyd’s

SPARROW,

Maine,

April 23-<ltf

ritt

Oils

National Convention which inlets in Chicago, on
he i-Olh day of May next, and tor the tiansaction ot
any other business that may propeily come before
the convention.
The basis of representation will be as follows;
Eat h city and Town will be eutit ed to one delegate
and one additional delegate tor every seventy-five
votes cast fir Joshua L. Chamberlain at the Gubernatorial El°ction ot 18C6. A majority fraction ot
torty votes will be entitled to an additional delegate.
The chairmen of the Several Ci:y and Town Committee s are requested to forward the names ot their
deleva'es to the chairman of the District Committee
as soon as chosen.
the

BRILLIANTS,

AT

street.

DKALF.R8

for

DAMASK CLOTHS and NAPKINS,
PLAIN, CHEKED and STRIPED CAMBRICS
SWISS MUSLIN,
BISHOP LAWN,

AGAIN

FEW

&,

WHITE GOODS,
M arseilles quilts,
PIQUE CL THS,

Which they Will Sell

BIDDEFORD,
Tuesday, Mny 5th nt 11 a’clock A. M.,
the purpose ot selecting two Delegates to attend

On

April 21—dim

To every man who invests his money in Life Insurance—be it much
or little—these considerations are of paramount and vital
importance,
and nowhere else but in Life Insurance would they ever be
disregarded.
All persons desiring reliable and accurate information
concerning
the standing and condition of the various Life Insurance « ompanies of
this Country, are invited to call at my Office, where access to a*l the Deports of the Insurance Commissioners, and every possible facility for obtaining such information as will stand the lest of coming years will be
cheerfully and freely furnished.

The Republican and a1! other voters o! the First
Congressional District cf Maisb, compel ing
the Counties of York and Cumberland, who are In
tavor of sustaining the principles ot the Republican
Party, and of standing by and executing theie:onKtTuetion policy ot the Congress of the United States
in accordance with the recent call ot the National
Committee, are invited and requested to send deUgatei co a convention to be held at the CITY HALL
IN

Full Line ol

a

John Crockett’s

boarders
HENRY R. BURROUGHS, A Deering

DANA

|

Collars and Cuffs,

CASH!

Rent,

BLACK and COLORED ALPACAS,
CHENE POPLINS,
'IAKKO CLOTHS,
MOUSSELINE DE LAINES, &c, &c.,

It expenses of management have been for a series of years lower, while
its ratio of surplus has been and still is, proportionality larger, than
any
other Company; from which it necessarily and mathematically follows:
1st—That this Company having the largest ratio of surplus affords

For

Closed Out Cheap

Low

OF

PHIL. SHERIDAN

WARREN

TOPS,

LANCASTER

ASSORTMENT

GOOD

It never hazards principal for interests, and has never lost a dollar
from investments.

WEICH WILL BB

FOB

A

OLDEST PLACE OF BUSINESS

Sets !

MARBLE

COTTONADES.
ALSO

Store,

—OF—

April

the

Teas,

ASSORTMENT

Black

No.

are

the

at

HAVE ON

I

OLD

expenditure,

85 Federal St.
WM. L. WILSON.

rcJEy*

Free Street.

Upholstering, Fnrnilure, Repairing,
„_w.

NEW AND WONDERFDL

Furnaces, The Cooking Miracle of the Age

NBW BlilLDlnc UN LillU IT.,
(Oppositethe Market)
Where they will be pleased to see all their former
Butomers and receive orders as
usual.
»ugl7dtf B

Coffins,

BARNES,

Surgeon General, U. S. A.

Provisions,

Can be tound in their

Sltotv Cases

New

Selling Cheap

pr.

Are prepared to make liberal advances on a’l kinds
of Lumber, Cooperage and
to any oi tbe
Ports ot the Island, and their connections with the
firs; class Houses ol the Island, make this a desirable mode loi parties wishing to ship Goods to that
market.
Portland. 16 Dec 1867.
dc16tf

YORK.

A. N. .NOVE8 A80N,
Manufacturers and dealers in

A

Choice

rery

MesRra.OHUROELL, BBOWNS * MANSON

t**Particul.«r attention given o the purchasing
of F’lour and Grain.
References—Da\ id Keazer, Esq E. MrKenney &
Co., W. & c. It. Milliken, J. B. Carroll, Esq., T. H.
Weston & Co.
jnnelldtf

Btoves, Ranges

Some

Advances made on Goods to the
Island oi Cuba.

CLEAVES,
Counsellors at Law,

PORTLAND, M

J. K.

Mar G—till June

HOWARD A

Attorneys

JUST RECEIVED

Department,

Advektufmbvt.
Army Medfca1 Board, to consist of Surgeon
J. B. Brown, Brevet Brig. Gen’l U. S. A., Surgeon H. R. Wirtz, Brevt Lieut. Coi. U. S. A., Surgeon John Moore, Brevet Col. U.S. A. and Assistant Surgeon A. A. Woodhull, Brevet Lieut Col.,
U. S. A., will meet in New York City on the 1st ot
May next, lor 1 he examination ot A ssistant Surgeons,
U. 8. Army, tor promotion, and ot candidates ior
admission into the Medical Stall ot the U. S. Army.
Applicants must be between 21 and 30 years of age,
physically sound, and graduates of a regular medical college
Applications for permission to appear before the
Board should be addressed to the Surgeon General,
U. S. Army, and must state the tail name, residence,
and date and plate of birth ot the candidate.
Testimonials os to character and qualifications
must e furnished. If the applicant has beenJn tbe
medical service of the Army during the late War,
the fact should be stated, together with his former
rank, and date and placeof service, and testimonial* from officers with whom he has served should
also be torwarded.
No allowance ism ado for the expenses of persons
undergoing examination, as it is an indispensible
prerequisite to appointment. Tbe number of vacancies now existing in the Medical Corps of tbe Army

J. SCHIMACHEH,

G. A.

Crop Teas.

Millinery

AN

ijr^Commissioner for Maine and Massachusetts.

111 IvSCO

of Parlor and
customers will

New

SUBGEON GENEUAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., March 2,1868.

And Solicitor in Bankruptcy,
JAUNCB1’ COUBT,
U Wall Niml, ... New l ark Cilr.

C.

Also, the manufacturing

JOBBERS OF

WM. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agcnt*,rortland,Me.
Wahd. Southeelakd &l Co, Wholesale Agents,
128 & 130 William St, New YorJr.
ap2tdf wlm

guaranteed.

at

Furnishing

Goods

ORD WAT BROTHERS & CO.

v'S

B.—Our Coffee is prepared by the oldest and

Orders solicited.

Petersburg.

Box of 60 Drapints Den
pv, equal to
OckJ-Utw OU, T0 ocuts; boio, V"
of ISO Drag***, sqnal to *
box of V''
pint* of OU,
MO Ontsf**, equal to 0 pint*
w uu.
tmma ror circular.

Cor, Commercial and Park Streets.

Portland, Maine,

and the Imperial Medical
Council of St.
Deed in English Hospitals,
Now in nee in Bclknrae, St
Lake’s and City Hospitals,

Prices:

SALERATUS, Ac.,

Counsellor and Attorney

Central Whart.

objectionable to the moet delicate stomach. >*4
More Economical, Agreeable and Efficient, than
Cod-Liver OiL
by the Imperial
Medical Academy, Paris,

the

TARTAR,

Orders received from all parts ot
satisiaction

7

^Approved

Manutacturers of and Dealers in

promptly executed and
Match 31, lbC*. dd

Crockery.

Drawing Boom Furniture. Old
please call, and with our increased facilities we ehail
be able to give good bargains. Upholstering done to
order.
ABAD EVANS,
WM. H. JOSSELYN.

COD-LIVER EXTRACT NOT OIL.

St.,

SIMON TON & MERRILL,

experienced

_No.

BERRY,

SUUAlt-COATEIXPILIiS

spacious store

On the Old Site occupied by them previous to the
great tire.
Fortlund, March 16. tf

mo»t

House

Agents.

to

continue the

Furniture,

over

This Company is STRICTLY
MUTUAL,—It has no “Leech-like
Siockholdei s' —pays no bonuses to officers, nor immoderate commissions

Josselyn,

PACKING AND SHIPPING FURNITURE,

EABI.V

SOU’S)

sale by

WOOLENS,
and

CREAM

BLOCK.

Goodrich, Early Mebach and Jark-

AND

and

St.,

Potatoes!

—

GOODS,

Coffees

Provisions,

Portland, April 1st, 18;8.-dtf

C8 and 60 Middle

and will

Briggs & Co,

Flour and

(UP STAIRS,) BOSTON.

erected tor them

Evans &

$15,000,000.

lUBLli AND TWIST CASSIMERES,

WEEDS,

KENTUCKY JEANS, and

Together with

Dividends Declared to Members, over $7,000,000.

firm, under the

of

COSMETICS and

AND DEALER IN

Jewelry,

new

and customers

WHOLESALE GROCERS,

Silver Plated Ware, die.,

Have this day removed to the

Notice,

a new

stylo

J.

$6,000*006.
Annual Dividends 50 per ct. in Three Years.

old stand

the

at

We havo this day (firmed

BROTHERS,

Will be happy to

Successors to William n. Elliott wholesale dealers in

DRY

Agent^

NOTICE.

dCm

OR

Pension

HARRIS

WASHINGTON STREET,

BLANCHAKD,

April IS-d&trlm

L. DRESSER & CO.,

JOBBERS

New firm

atten-

to

Iron,

Assets Over

FIRST DISTRICT!

*

COATINGS,
CASHMEKKTTS,

D
1

Convention I

Republican.

BROADCLOTHS,

1868.

Tuesday Morning. May 6,

Attractive Stock

Charter Perpetual,

Annual Income

PORTLAND, ME.

Agency for Paying U. S. Pensions.

Tin Plates,
Terne Plates for Roofing,
Eng. and American Sheet

St

Copartnership

April 28.

Naylor & Co. ’s Cast Steel,
Muntz’s Yellow Metal Sheathing,

193

Breo Street,

second House from H. H. Hay’s
Apothecary Store.
Uf1 Ether administered when desired and thought

Also agents for the sale ot

Watches

W.R. Johnson,

DENTIST,
No. 13 1-9

OBlce

CO.,

Chamber Sets

(Thomas Block,)
Brown, I

fESjkDr.

OF

ami shapes,
Bauca, Straits & Eng J in.
Norway Nail Rods,
Copper Bottoms and Brass
11 every description,
Kettles,
Tinmen'sturnish'ggoods, Iron Wire, Sec., See.

18.

T.

_JuneHkitl

Steel

February

A)

Mar 27-dtt

Portland.
Walter H. Brown, )
Sole Wholesale Agents lor the Boston Match Co.
,or Maine. By permission refer to Dana & Ce., J.
W. Perkins tSk Co., Josiaii H.
Drummond, Burgess,
t’obes A Co.

OFFER FOR HALS
Bands and Scrolls,
Plato, Angle and T Irou,
Rivet Iron, Swarf Iron,
Bolt Iron. Spike Iron,
Ship ami Kailroad Spikes,
Oval and hall round Iron,
Shoe Shapes, Horse Na.is,
Norway and Swedes iron

CORE

Making,

No. 90 1-9 Commercial Street,

Sts, Boston,

Refined Par Iron,

W.

Organized, 1843,

of

And having purchased the Stark Mills, are
prepared
to furnish orders of every
de-criptiou of Lumber, at
Sturdivant’s Wharf, foot of Park St. Portland. Me.
Q. W. COBB.
I F. STURDIVANT.

W. T. BROWN & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SHEET IRON,
AND
METALS !

Best

G.

PORTLAN I>.

Street,

FANCY CASSIMERES,

$8.00

DAILY PRESS.

Haskell,

&

51 & 53 Middle

Insurance Company!
Newark,
TV.

entered into copartner-

name

General

IRON, STKKL,
TIN PLATES,

Hoops,

subscribers having
THE
ship under the firm

Millinery Chamber

No. 163 middle Street, Portland, me.
March 9, 1868. dtt

Mill,

Life

NOTICE.

-AND-

*ortlal‘d-___mar26dtf

110 North

BOSWORTH,

Fashionable

mer-

Kefebekces—R. P. Buck & Co., New York;
Wm

IMPORTERS

SAWYER A CO.
For the purpose ot carrying on the Fish business in
Its various branches, at Nos. 27 aud 24 L ing Wharf.
j. w sawyer,
H. WINCHESTER,
Portland, Me.
apr27-d3w*

CBOl'KEB,

STERERS,

MRS. M. A.

Timber and Ship
v

FULLER, DANA

IV.

business.

in 1868—100 per

MUTUAL BENEFIT

a co-

mar9-eodtf_

&

21 Union Street;.Portland) Me.
B3T* Coloring, Whitening, and Job Work promptly aitnnded to.
apr3d3m

DEPOSITS of GOLD and CURRENCY
received, aubject to draft at aigbt, and interest
allowed.
ADVANCES made on Consignments to Liverpool and London.
lebKiUSm

McOilvery. Esq., Searsport; Ryan

MAINE.

Stucco and Mastic Workers,

EXCHANGE on LONDON andPABU.
TBAVELEBS’ CREDITS issued on London and Paris, available in all parta ot
Europe.

in

J.

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

Merchants,

Yellow Pine
Stock. Orders solicited.
DEALERS

Law,

STREET,

.....

BKOWK

114 State Street, Boston.

WRIGHT & BUCK,
Proprietors of Greenwood
BUCKSVILLE, S. C.

WE

being Paid

cent. Davis, Chapman

OFFER TO THE TRADE AVERY LARGE AND

Notice.
the undersigned have this day formed
partnership under the firm name ot

AND

and Counsellor at

PORTLAND,
April 15-dtf

Also

LOANS OF STERLING made to
chant* ■ poa favorable term*.

FRANK,

Next Door above Caeoo Bank.

Cuffs.

Bankers and

JP.

NO. 99 MIDDLE

PORTLAND.

leP"Agents *or Maine for the Washington Manufacturing Go’s Cloth Button Hole Paper Collars and

PAGE, RICHARDSON & Co,

Terms

MISCELLANEOUS.

R. T. WESCOiT.

No. 1 Free Street Block.

Agent

Union Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
HAS REMOVED TO

Dry Goods, Woolens,

5, J.868.

ANDERSON,

S. A.

may4d3w«

STEVENS,

Nn. 1

and

THE

warranted._

clou.

E.VGIiVEEH’D

Fitters !

Steam

and

No. 41

5 per square lor the first
and k;5 cents per tquare tor each subse-

Dividend

firm of Anderson & Wescolt is this day dissolved by mutual consent Accounts settled and
business continued
by R. X. Wesott.

MAINE

...

2-dtf___
W. H. PENNELL & CO.,

Gas

Sotr-es, 81-

Advertisements inserted

M AY

MISCELLANEOUS.

Dissolution of Copartnership.

Commercial St.,

33
—

I®£KJ
lDbeiiioii,

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

MORNING,

__

Rates of Abverthi- o
One inch ol space, in
length cl column, con>titutesa "square.**
first
week. 75 cents pet
5-1.50 per square daily
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; contmut.g every olher day alter first week, 00 cents.
Halt square, three insertions or less, 75 cents- one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week alter.
Unde head of
“Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per week ; three inserti ns or less, $1 50.
‘AL

TUESDAY

PORTLAND,

BUSlMESiTcAKPS.

1HE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is pnblisbet
every day, (Sunday excepted,) at bio. I Printers
Exchange, Exchange Street, Portland.
N. A. FOSTER, PROPRtxion.
Terms
Eight Dollars a year in advance.
Single copies I cents.
same

7.

Vol.

23,1862.

AHcftmtfUfMnl Omal
"A woman” writes to thn Philadelphia
Press from Ashland, Pa., the following sto
ries about General Grant:
During the first three years of tlw war I
identified wflh ike western
a- lively
was
branch of the Sanitary Commission, and had
abundant opportunities! of judging tor myself
in regard to the character and ah Uty at mm
Daring the entire eta
uy of oar Generals.
paisa of the opening of the Miestasippt I
to
set in earing foe se te
was my privilege
hie patriots, hoik in hospitals and in stem
and 1 bare been lor weeks together where I
freqne tty, heard bra
saw General Grant
Isname esresteetly. aed m-vse did I hear
fit
tawmsfoun
mentioned
intemperate-e
etnhhnm
eta
things
Pacts
with It.
I win relate a few ef lha many the* at
wines,
the
In
knowledge:
ta
directly
my
of tfifif-S. when the army amend a*
wmfs
pbw. after brag, weary maerhtag and
that sicken the heart to thick «f, iwo-ihuds
Of the officers and sotdieea were ta the beeaf
General Greet wee lying tteh m the
tele
Uayeno House Dae morning Mm Grant
came lata the tedtre' parlor, tar; meek depri-eeel and said the medcal dwert-r had
been te aea Mr Greet, sad that be wan*
able t- go any inrthnr M
won hi
not ke
did not stimulate Asid she, "And I
he
mnn.it persuade him te de m; hr myt ha WiU
not die. ae.1 he wifi net mat* a drag agon
la lees than a aeaft ha
say coeetderation.
was oa baard the advance *wat ta Vichahagg.
Agsm. a fow inoolhs after, I was oa beard
the headquarters beat at Millikan's Bend,
where quite a lively gathering at sfi-sn and
lad es had asnemhied. Carls sad muatc wme
the order of the eveoiug. General Uniat M
in 'be ladles’ rgMa. leaning upon a table revered with innumerable maps and roe tee te
Vicksburg, wholly aheoriwl la cui.rurkfot
ol the great maiter be lore him. He paid no
was going on
attention whatever to what
around, neither did any oee dire to thn iwrad
him; for hours be aat thus, until
and lamented Mcl'bereou inyM* “P
and said.
with a glass of liquor in bis band,
do you are .ntu-ng yonrtW.

Meoi_

each.
The latest issue in the

autograph edition of
Dickens, published by Ticknor & Fields, Is
Tis ntd
Curiosity Shop. It has ten ol the original illustrations, and an vise otner vaeeuew*

features of this beautiful and favotite edition
(Received bv Hall L. Davis.)

VariPtlcn.
—Mils Hosmer, the sculptor, has sent homo
for publication in in the American papers a
sharp letter addressed by her to the Master of
the Roman Hounds, in which she boldly maintains that the American members of the Hunt
shall have due courtesy extended to them.
Miss Hosmer was one of the three who originated the Hunt, aDd it has been largely maintained b; American subscriptions, and the lady complains that invidious distinctions are

constantly made against American and in faof Italian riders.
—The Russian Government it pushing ou
with vigor the project of a railway from the
Black Sea to the Caspian; and in the course
of a very few years travelers may go from
Charing Cross to Balhurosh, on the southern

vor

shore of the Caspian Sea, through Austria and
Odessa, and by steamer across the Black Sea,
in six days. The Russian Government further intends to continue the line t6 India,
which will then be within eight days of London. Yet England, whiob is vitally interested
in the matter of speedy communication with
her own Iudian possessions, is strangely apathetic, allowing another government to establish that communication which would b*
available for Russia, but unavailable for Great
Britain in time of war, and neglecting the

splendid opportunity which the Euphrata*
Valley offers.
—A new posthumous volume from the pan
of Heine has jnst been published in Paris. It
contains four or five satirical pieces: on Poland, on Louis Marcus, and on Victor Cousin,
also a long and interesting accoant of th* rise
and fall of the friendship between Hem* and
Bcerne.

The satire

on

letter from Paris as
from beginning to and.

Cousin is described in

“unmitigaledly

aavag*
Heine maintains that
M. Cousin has never really studied Kant's
Critiques ol Pur* Reason, and that on account
of three circumstances: First—the hook waa
written in German. Second—it waa nonary
a

to

understand German in order to road it.
never understood Oar-

Third—M. Coaain has

—A recent police case la London hraapht
the fact that befure the pane*vet sets la
the Chief Rabat visits all the prime*. bad

out

makes arrangements tor th* Jewish pnaabst*
to have paaativar cake, fried M aad ail.
—A latter traas th* Moot Cent* Milas that
the Summit Kailway hats *P*a»d In May

Every arrangement
seems

a*

reason

to

has haoa made, aad those
bar a farther psamaao-

at the laag-eepiwted treat
—A writer ia the Lsedan Times, aha staas
bisssoM "Eedtaai* thanks that tbs si swaps
M IMMN pet saaam eajapi t by Mr hlM
»»l
ii
he., -mt«ana*e
» not
if Wain
days, *ar a toassata' mas I maeasah's aadsas
ana," nod espanaasa tbs bays that lbs rwpsw
aaasativea at ibt peep o" will mhe ay Mm moo
me, aad pnrdt thas nary aasdai poaag man
with eaoogh re bn* an.
meat

-A pond »bsry
aa.eha me*aped

a

mM,

that an EapMb *£•
~*
Mb
the fir
tadm the abate «d ahs

be ssmam at

~*

topimeaA m Engined,
Crimea* war, haa hMoty shornn*d saa mmtbs*
Mows iat ahasaa* m pa aad aha tbs pvaam ad
haa hratbsv 4m ah* dasd dnr-ap tbs srar.

last

"General,

sclf; loin with

eos’
us

in

a

few

Looking up and
tbit burden off your mindknow your
smiling be replied, "Mac, you
me to think; give me a
whiskey won't help
oan
hod, and, U
doaen of the best cigars you

warn
MM'N "Mb Mb
baMtom feemeUneaehe Maud M
mll), JM tweal.r-aigat Bulba <»e ana bandage
W ben Um aaa ha bad erased run stag, ibn
at

..

ibe

bandage* war* taban off and nca'.daJ, and Ibn
Ha Mb > «•
■rank waabad wtlb aoap-aod*
law egga depoeited in Um fork* of tba largn
I mb*; I bean Wort waabad off w.lb aoap-and*.
By the** mean* Ibe females aad Ibair eggs
worms
were *o cleaned oat that there war* not

enough for the birds

foun_Paris ta to bare ibe most magnificent
of four
tain in the world. It will be composed
and Imwaterfalls eight lions spouting wator,
candelabra to light up tba whol# at
mense

nigbt.

The

THE PRESS.

Beale

Fairbanks

Wherever goods

Works.

Htv Ailwl*M“pu*J Ibi* OBJ.

there is a market
on either continent,
for the Platform Scale invented by Thaddeus
Fairbanks, and manufactured at St. Johnsbury by Fairbanks, Brown & Co. As this immense manufactory is on the line of the proposed Portland and Ogdensburg railroad (116
miles from Portland, 205 miles from Boston)
better acquaintance with the works seems just
at this time
and we copy the follow-

weight,
Tuesday Morning, May 5, 1868,
Page to-day—The detence Closed;
Grant; Recent Publics*

Anecdotes of Gen.
tions; Varieties.

Page—Do you Mean to Propose;
Sharp Practice; The Crown Prince ot Prussia; Puzzle for Children.
Fourth

The Railroad Meet****:yesterday’s account of the

Our

meeting Saturday evening

was

railroad

necessarily

condensed statement of the important facts presented by the speakers who
reported the condition of the enterprise on the
It appeared that
various sections oi the line.
limited to

a

in the Lamoille towns a stock subscription of
$732,000 for 70 miles of road is already assured, and will probably be raised to $11,000 or
$12,000 a mile before bonds are issued; that for

the Essex county section of 35 miles $375,000
have already been subscribed to the stock and
$112,000 pledged in bonds; so that Vermont
may safely be trusted to build the road from
Connecticut to Swanton Junction. It apfurthermore that the 100 miles from
Portland to the Connecticut river can now be
contracted at $29,000 a mile,or at $31,000 hall
At the latin cash and halt in bonds at par.
ter rate the cash
required would be
the

pered

payments

the corporaters believe
Portland is
than that.
asked to use her credit to raise less than halt
this sum, receiving in return an impetus such
as no city on the continent is now in a posi-

only $1,550,000, and
they can do better

tion to receive.
Such is substantially a re-statement of the
case presented by the speakers Saturday evening. The response on the part of the busimen of Portland was
prompt and hearty.
Anderson, in behalf of the live business
of the city, cordially and gracefully

ness

Gen.
men

thanked the Vermont gentlemen for the good
news they had brought us.
C. P. Kimball,
Esq., expressed his thorough conviction of the
feasibility and necessity of prosecuting the un-

dertaking. Gen. Sbepley said that twenty
years ago Portland, in no respect enjoying
any advantage over such cities as Newburyport an! Salem, except in the enterprise and
sagacity

woke up and

of her business men,

cue Atlantic ana

ouut

at. Lawrence ranroau.

It had made her what she is. It was the possession of extraordinary courage, skill and energy which gave her then the advantage
which she gained. Now she finds herself in
the track ol coin in e rce, hy the virtue of her

geographical position alone enjoying au op
portunity open to no other city on the Atlantic coast, au opportunily promising ten-fold
the results of her former
if she fails to improve it
in the second crisis in her

and

enterprise,
she will

show

history an astonishing deficiency in the very qualities
which gained her former victory.
Leaving
out of sight importations from Europe for
Western cities, leaving out of sight the harvests of the West, leaving out of sight the

trans continental commerce of Europe and
Asia which will come in time from San Francisco to Portland, Gen. Shepley believed that
if the road were situ ply a line from Portland
to Franklin county in Vermont it should be

built for the local business, and predicted that
one year after the cars run over the line the
valuation of Portland wil1 have increased by
more than the whole capital of the road.
Hon. Geo. W. Woodman said he had doubted the feasibility of a route through the Notchi^
but the evidence was complete; and when that
point was settled, everything was settled. T.

C. Hersey, Esq., spoke with unwonted

en-

thusiasm. He wanted to recover the Vermont
trade which used to come heie after the first
snow storm every year when he first came to
the city forty years ago. Portland cannot af
ford to do without this enterprise. He would

whip

child of his that should advance so
an idea as
that Portland could
not alone build this line and make a profit by
the operation. He was conservative in politics, religion and business, but he wanted to
say as a conservative that he believed we did
not half appreciate the importance of this
road. Already the eyes of the West were
turning toward Portland. At the commercial
convention
in Boston Western delegates
complained of the delays in New York—goods
carted to government warehouses, a week’s
delay to get them through the custom house,
and cartage again from the warehouse to the
railroad depot. They wanted a law of Congress to facilitate the delivery of goods. Mr.
Hersey said he told them that what they
wanted could be obtained without petitioning
a

preposterous

Congress by coming to Portland, where goods
discharged into the warehouses on the

are

wharf and taken out on the other aids, so that
a
steamer is unladen half her cargo
might be in Chicago, and he said the
convention cheered him as he was never cheered before.
A telegram was received from Ossian Kay,

before

Esq., of Lancaster, New Hampshire, announc
ing that he was detained by business in couit
la. w—-

V...»

,...

r.i i'lli' success

of

the meeting. To complete the record and illustrate the feeling along the line in Maine we
append the following letter, mentioned yesterday, from Hon. D. K. Hastings, of Fryeburg:

Fryeburg, April 30,1868,

Gov. Washburn. Dear Sir,—I have jusf
received your note of the 28th inst, notifying
us of your proposed meeting next
Saturday
evening to consider the Portland and Ogdensburg railroad enterprise, and inviting the at
tendance of its friends in this section, &c., &c.
I much regret my inability from business engagements, to be present, aud that from shortness of notice, state of the roads and
day of
the week, our frieudB will alike be precluded.
don’t
attribute
our
absence
to
lukePray
warmness, or apathy. I assure you, sir, we
are all alive to the importance of’ this
great
enterprise. I believe our towns could afford
to give half their present valuation to insure
the road and then in ten years be the better
lor It. Can not Portland, with what this road
would do for her, again strive as nobly as in
the Atlantic and St. Lawrence enterprise? I
hope you will so feel. Let Portland do her duty, and say to us that we must build our station houses, pay our land damages aud take 5
per cent, of our valuation in stock—this as
corporations, and then go in for individual
stock subscriptions. This road can be built.
We here in the country (much less Portland)
cannot afford to lose it
Sit uated in the richest
agricultural part of Oxford county, in the valof
one of the great rivers of the
State,
ley
with abundance ot water power and forest
timber, yet, being in the centre of a belt ol
country seventy-five miles ur.more wide from
railroad to railroad, so. far from market that
freight eats up all, we find everything languid, sleepy, and so it will continue so long as
we labor under this great drawback to all
kinds of enterprise.
Portland must help her old customers to remove all these business
obstructions, and
what is our gain will also be hers.
My best wishes attend you for a pleasant
and profitable meeting. I have the
honor, sir,
to be, very respectfully, yours,
D. K. Hastings.

Portland Bangor and Machias SteamCompany.—This Company have purchas-

boat

ed of the Portland and Boston Company their
favorite steamer Lewiston, and are engaged in
fitting her up and furnishing her in the handsomest manner.

Fourteen staterooms have

been added to her accommodations so that she
now has forty-four staterooms, two of which
are

large family

The ladies’ cabin contains 60 berths and the gentlemen’s cabin 164
berths. The lower cabin is used for a
dining
room and will easily accommodate 100
persons
at the table.
The Lewiston is one of the most sound and
rooms.

thoroughly

built boats in these waters. Her
tonnage is about 1100. She was specially designed for the route between here and Boston
and built as strong as wood and iron could
make her. Her engine and boiler are of the
best make and the most approved pattern.

The arrangements for heating

are by hot air
and are so calculated that the saloons and
staterooms have the benefit of it all the time.
It is not yet decided whether to
put the Lewiston on the
or the Machias route.

But

Bangor

we

certain that with so staunch a
with her new furniture, carpets,

are

boat, and
ckery, &c.,

cro

she cannot fail to give satisfaction to the
people on the route on which she
uc
pmceu, and that they will find that
the Portland, Bangor &

Machias Steamboat

Company

have well cared
for the
comfort oi the travelling

safety

and

public

Her accommodations for
freight are of large
capacity, and she will vie win, any other
steamer in this respect. In fact,
she is admirably calculated to accommodate passengers
and freight, and we cannot hut believe
she
will prove as great a favorite on her new
route
she has been on the Portland and Boston
route.
She will make her first trip eastward in about
two weeks. Should she be
on the Machias
as

route

put
Oapt. Dtering will command her.

With two such flue steamers as the
City of
iehmond aud the
Lewiston, the company

wi

.we

or

e
an

doubt not, find it to their
profit, and
in
merchants to their advantage in

increase

IT

of trade.

seemsysln^^—cts„

New York legislature would
never come to an
end.
We supposed we had
exhausted this
mine, but were mistaken. Under a law
the
festive
cently passed
aldermen of

New
York city get #3,500 a year besides the
stealings. Only one thing more can be accomplished in this direction. Let an act be passed
dividing the State and local revenues among
the

unterrified, and
disposed of at once.

have the whole matter

ft P KOI A L
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ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

(iascolron
H. Stephenson.
Maine Savin -s Bank—N. F. Deering.
Store 10 Let—N. F. Deer.ng.

Company—W.

Rag Carpet Weaving.
Grant

Lite of Gen

Derby & Miller.
Emery <& Co.
Baarding House to Let -Mrs. Foxton.
House to Let—jeo. H. Cushman.

Rooms Wauted—JameB Wagner.

United Ntaien Circuit Court
JUDGE

PRESIDING.

FOX

Monday.—The evidence in the case of United
States vs. William Roy was all put in, and Mr. Sweat
made the argument lor the prisoner, and District At-

failure)

torney Talbot lor Government. The case was given
to the jury by Judge Fox, and alter they had been
out aflbut an hour they came in for further instruction. Judge Fox informed them what the law was
and sent them out again. From what occurred in
Court when they came in for instructions, it was evident that there was one juryman who would hold
out against a verdict ol guilty.
About G o’clock the jury came in again and said
they were unable to agree. Judge Fox gave them
some further instructions as to the 'aw, and sent
them out again. It was understood that there was
but one dissenting juror- What the result was, will
be known at the
In the

case

opening of

Court this

of Horace II.

Day

et

morning.

ux. vs.

Leonaid

Andrews, for trespass upon flats claimed by plaintills near Fort Gorges, a non-suit was entered and
allowed defendant.
W. H. Clifford.
S. C. Strout.

costs

commencement oi

the scale business, which has now grown into
world-wide notoriety. It then slowly increased Irom year to year for tile first ten or
twelve years. But from 1842 to 1857 it doubled
every three years. During this latter year a
Danic prevailed, and the business was much
reduced, and up to 1860 there was little progress.
During the latter year, however, the
business considerably more than doubled, and
has ever since been on the increase. It was
early in the history of this enterprise that or
ders began to be received from foreign countries, which are growing larger and larger, the
scales beiug adjusted to the standard of the
nation ordering the same, the latest order beiug from two distinct sections of China, the
beams beiug marked with grotesque characters and the weights sealed according to a giveu standard.
The shipment is to be made tbis
month. The yearly products of the St. Johnsbury establishment now amount to over $1,
200,600, while they have other factories in New
York and Jersey City. The consumption of
iron at this factory is immense, averaging over
thirteen tons per day, while there is a yearly
consumption of nearly two million feet of
lumber. The maximum number of men employed is placed at 500, and with tbis force,
during the year 1867, there were manufactured 31,132 scales, of various pal terns. In 1866
the product was nearly the same, and for the
first quarter of the present year there ij a
slight increase. From twenty to thirty per
ceu*. of this product is exclusively for foreign

G.

tracted to excavate between that village and
this city, a distance of six miles. He has now
at work a gang of about fifty men and is expected to increase the number. The ditch is
dug about six feet deep, four feet wide at top
and two and a half wide at the bottom. This
will bury the pipe about four feet deep. It will
be laid i n or near the main stage road the whole
distance and will cross the line of the canal
twice,—once underneath and once over on a
bridge—and will be capable of bringing three
million gallons of water per day.
We yesterday visited at Saccarappa, the
building where this pipe is cemented. It is a
barn seventy-five feet long and by fifty feet
wide. In this is a stationery engine with other

Molasses-Randall,

that gave binh to one of tlie most important
instruments in the civilized world—one which
has done more to correct the standard aud to
produce uniformity in the measurements of
weights in the United States and other countries than all other agencies combined—the
Platform Scale. Merchants and others made
contracts to purchase this
hemp by weight,
and as it could not be readily weighed by the
old-fashioned steel-yard, Mr. Thaddeus Fairbanks, who possessed a great inventive talent,
by this circumstance had his attention directed to the science of weighing, and he at once
commenced to discover or invent a way to
weigh things, especially hemp. He at first
constructed a rude apparatus which he suspended in a frame building which answered
the purpose, and improving upon this he at
last hit upon the principle of leverage, upon
which tlie present Platlorin Scale is based.
His brother Erastus discovered at once that it
was a valuable invention, and a patent was
(
applied for.
in

COLUMN.

New Millinery Goods—G. C. Robinson *& Co.
Oils—Aug. P. Fuiler.
To the Working lass—E.C. Allen.
Young Men Wanted.
Stated Meeting. M. C. M. A.

Ly tire and flood, and was therefore not very
successful. About the years 1829 and 1830 the
“hemp fever” broke out in New York, and
raged extensively in Vermont, especially in
Caledonia county, where Mr. Fairbanks resided. Farmers en ered largely into the cultivation ol hemp, aud it was this agricultural

oucu,

yesterday at Saccarappa by
Mr. Bernard Daly, of this city, who has con-

F. Talbot.

machinery. About equal quantities of cement
and sand are mixed to about the thickness
of brick morter, on a loft seven feet high. A
section of the pipe seven feet in length, is set
on the first floor in an upright position and
filled half full of the cement. A heated cone
is then raised by machinery and lowered into
this. The pipe is then worked round by means
of collars and this gives it an equal thickness
of about one and a fourth inches, while the
heated cone quickly sets the cement and makes
a smooth surface, leaving it tweuty inches in
the clear. The cone is then raised and the pipe
—weighing seven hundred pouuds is set away
by four men. The outside is to be cemented
with about the same thickness as the inside.
Thirty men are employed here under the su-

perintendence of Mr. G. H. Coleman, of Brooklyn, N. Y., who has had much experience in the
Brooklyn water works. Seventy sections or
about 500 feet of this pipe is cemeuted per day.
Among the recent confirmations of

a

Supreme Judicial Court.
APRIL

teen

cars

per week

are

demanded.

by

Mr.

Cleaves

for

the

plaintiff.

City Affairs.
IN BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.

The

regular monthly meeting

of Mayor and Aldermen was
Mayor McLellan presiding.

of the Board
held last evening,

Licenses.—Licenses were granted F. O. Bailey
and W. C.Holmes as auctioneers; L. B. F. Zitcof,
Daniel Gill & Son, Wall & Wiggin, and Elisha
Higgins as victualers; John O. Kidder as inn
holder.
Petitions of E. Gammon for license as ticLualer and S. Schryver for license as pawn
broker were laid on the table.
A large amount of business was transacted.
We have not spaoe to give the details.
An order was reported to pay Richardson
Wharf proprietors $5000 for laud taken in extending Cotton street to Fore street. This was
negatived, not receiving a two thirds vote. The
vote stood 4 in the affirmative and 3 in the

negative.

order was then amended by striking out
$5000 and inserting $2500 and was passed.
Various petititions were presented as referred.
An order was passed appropriating $500 to
tho Portland Mechanic Blues towards paying
for the equipments ot said company.
Louis .1. Bunco wTas appointed Superintendent of Burials.
Edward Moore was appointed City Liquor
The

But this

es-

tablishment at St. Johasbury, gives hut an
imperfect idea of the amount of business done
by this firm, which now consists of Thaddeus
Fairbanks, and Horace and Franklin Fairbanks, sons of Erastus or Gov. Fairbanks.—
Their establishments at New York and Jersey
City are very extensive,the products of which
are very large, though not equal to the
parent

Agent.

T. J. Murray and B. F. Hinds were appointed Inspectors of Explosive Oils.
The City Auditor presented his estimate of
expenditures and receipts for the present year,
which was referred to the Committee on Estimates.
His estimate is as follows: Estimated
expenditures, $805,123.56; estimated receipts,
$74,780; balance to be raised by tax, $730,343.56.
The salary of the Mayor was fixed at $1500
in concurrence.
The report of the Commissioners on the
Building Loan was presented and accepted.
Of the $2,000,000 authorized, the amount of
$742,000 lias been already loaned on first class

concern.

>v ork upon tne scale, alter the material is
all delivered at tbe factory, first commences in
the foundry, where all the castings are made,
this branch of the business being in charge of
Mr. Frank Walker, who has been connected
with the establishment from his boyhood, aud
who has reduced the science of moulding by
his many improvements to a nicety. This
foundry is a new building, measuring 115x175
feet, and contains three large cupolas for melting the pig. In these cupolas an average of
thirteen tons of iron are melted every day,
which Mr. Walker converts into castings of
various designs and magnitude for the scales.
Ou being removed from the moulding pits
these castings are first taken to the cleaning
room where they are placed
in the vitriol vats
for the purpose of removing all roughness.
When taken from these vats the castings are
so perfect, the surfaces are all so smooth and
even that no filing is needed to fit them for the
finishing process which they receive from the
painter audjapauer. On leaving the vitriol
room all castings are taken to the large blacksmith shop, containing from 45 to 50 forges,
where they are drilled, the wrought irons
forged and the parts thoroughly fitted for the
next process. We arc next introduced into a
large machine shop for cuttiDg bolts and
screws, which is done with nice aud peculiar
machinery invented by Mr. Tbaddeus Fairbanks. The threads upon tljp screw are the
same as those cut twenty years ago—and so
are all other parts of the
scale then used,
everything in fact being hrougnt np to a perfect standard, so that in case any part of the
scale is broken or lost, be tbe same in Paris or
San Francisco, it can at once be supplied. In
this same apartment, the neatly polished brass
beams, which are perhaps the most showy part
of the scale, are fixed with the long aud short
graduating marks, by means ol oce of the most
of im>r.ha_pjgin to
tile oouutry—tills also beitig the Invention ot
Mr. Fairbanks—he having discovered that the
old process ol marking the beams, by means ol
a chisel and mallet, lengthened tile
beam, and
therefore created an inaccuracy in weighing.
There are many designs for these beams, hut a
new pattern of a
double beam for weighing
the tare, (wagons, tiueks, etc.,) will be sent to
Boston this week.
It may not he generally understood, but like
the flue works ofaFrodsham watch, all the
nice jewel work of the platform scale is entirely out of sight. These jewels, fur we know ol
no better term to use, inasmuch as
they do the
same work as the jewels of a watch, consist ol
with
steel
surfaces
aud
finely
polished
loops
small steel shoulders or arms with highly polished knife edges, which when adjusted rest
upon the steel surfaces of the loops. This is
done to avoid friction, which is the great obstacle to be overcome in making a correct balance. These loops after being milled are all
carefully filed with a revolving file ot the very
finest character, so that if any scratches are
left upon the surface of the loop, now as clear
as a mirror, they will be at right
angles to the
knife edge of the pivot resting therein. By
this arrangement, which is perhaps the most
important thing connected with the mechanism of the scale, friction which, we repeat, is
the greatest obstacle that tbe correct scalemaker has to contend with, is reduced to its
fullest extent. This branch of the business is
under the immediate control of Mr. Thomas
Spooner, who has also been connected with
tbe works from his eariy boyhood.
When the various pieces of ihe scale leave
this department, all the nice and accurate work
for avoiding iriction and securing a correct
balance »s completed. In another department
the parts are now put together and the nice,
time-consuming labor of sealing commences,
which consists not only in the sealing of weights
which is done with the greatest of accuracy,
hut in the filing ot a pivot here and there, aud
the adjusting ol distances lrotn one
hearing to
another, which is. sometimes so minute that
the mere touch of a fine Arkansas whetstone
upon the knife edge of a pivot will alter the
distance from one bearing to another. But all
this work is done—doue with the greatest care
—and when finished everything must be so accurate that the maximum loud that the scale
is intended to weigh must be iudieated
exactly
trom the four corners of the pla'.for.-n. Tli s
done the scale is ready for the finishing rooms,
the painters, japaners and workers in
wood,
al|)f which work, including that of sealing, is
in charge ot Mr. Francis Bingham, who is regarded as a weighing aud sealing patriarch
about the whole establishment.
The scales are now complete,
and|are|taken
to the packing room, there
strongly boxed, aud
each box so marked and numbered that at a
glance the class of scale contained is at once
designated, and when shipped is accompanied
with directions so clear that a child could set
them up.
These works are very extenisve,
making in
connection with residences lor the
employees
quite a little village in the western part of St.
Johnsbury. All of the buildings, save those
built at an early day, are of tbe most substanr
tial character, and are so arranged and connected as to add largely to the systematic
working of tho various departments.
In conclusion, we may add that the business
of the establishment is now in a most flourishing condition; that orders were never more
numerous—especially for their hay scales and
railway scales— the former of which they are
turmng out at the rate of about sixty per
week.
Ihe demand for wareho use and counter scales is also
increasing, which with the
increased facilities added to the
establishment
by new buildings and uew mac! inery thev
can promptly supply. No second
c’ass article
is ever manufactured.
The scale must be perfect or it can never leave the shop.
Like several other well-known
manufacturing establishments in the country—Arne’s
Shovel, for
instance—nothing second-class or imperfect is
made. The name of Fairbanks is too well
known to ever be connected with a cheat.—
They put no poor machinery into a nice case,
but their only and sole object is to make a balance that shall be correct between
buyer aud
seller.

An order was passed directing the Committee on Salaries to enquire into the expediency
of allowing additional compensation to the
late Treasurer, deceased, for the arduous labors of the two past years.
Frank D. Moere, William L. Bradley and
Edward K. Cummings were appointed 1st, 2d
and 3d Assistant Civil Engineers
The report of Gen. Thom and Col. Casey, in
relation to building a dry dock in the harbor,
that it would in no way interfere with tue
safety of the harbor, was read and placed on
file.
An order passed authorizing the Mayor to
purchase the “Winslow” lot on the Northwest
corner of Lincoln Park, at a price not exceed-

ing $4500.

Much other routine business was transacted,
for which we have no space to detail. At ten
minutes past 11 the Board adjourned.
The P. M. B.’s Ball.—The ball of the Portland Mechanic Blues last evening at City Halj

magnificent affair, it being the first ap
pearance of this Company in their new uniforms. There were about eighty-five members
present, in uniform, and on dress parade they
made a fine display. The uniforms are of the
finest blue broadcloth, officers’ regulation
coats, that fit

to

perfection, white stripes

on

pa^iSlug oror
the shoulders. The caps are French style
blue, with white pompons. The officers have
white plumes, and otherwise their uniform is
of our army. On the front of the caps is the
letter B inclosed in a golden wreath. The
drummers were neatly dressed in blue suits,
short jackets and red caps.
«rn»3

l/dt

They came

into the hall and into line in a
them credit, and with as much
grace as a company that had drilled daily for a
year. After the dress parade they showed
themselves equally apt in the giddy dance, and
when we left we saw in the face of each a grim
determination to fight it out on that line if it
took all night.

way that did

The Board of Mayor and Aldermen which
was in session, having received an invitation
to witness the dress parade, took a recess aud,
with a large number of the Common Council,
repaired to the hall. Their gratification at the
fine appearance of the Blues and the handsome manner in which they went through the
dress parade was exhibited in the applause

they gave. It was the most brilliant affair we
have had this season.
Capt. Parker proves himself well worthy of
the command of this fine corps; and he is
handsomely

seconded by Lieut. Pennell, who
is every inch a soldier
The hall was crowded. It was the largest
attendance we have seen at any ball in this
city for years, and every one .seemed to enjoy
the occasion.

Barnum,

in the Reception Room, furnished
a fine collation for all those who wished for refreshments.
To-morrow the Blues make their first public
parade. They will meet at their Armory at
half-past one o’clock, and will, afterwards, parade through the streets accompanied by the
full Portland Band.
Masonic.—The Grand Chapter of Royal
Arch Masons for this State, met at Masonic
Hall Monday evening at 7 o’clock, Grand High
Priest Drummond presiding. The Grand Officers and a full representation from all parts
of the jurisdiction were in attendance, making
than ordinarily large attendance.
The usual business of the session was transacted. The following officers were elected for
the ensuing year:
a more

James

M. Larrabee, of Gardiner, Grand
High Priest.
Joseph Pearson Gill, of Lewiston, Deputy
Grand High Priest.
Francis L. Talbot, of Mtrchias, Grand King.
Nathan Woodbury, of Skowhegan, Grand

Scribe.

A. M. Burton, of Portland, Grand Treasurer, in place of Oliver Gerrish, who resigned,
after

serving in that office thirty-four years.
Ira Berry, of Portland, Grand Secretary.
Moses Dodge and Josiah H. Drummond of
Portland, and Andrew J. Fuller of Bath, Committee of Finance,
The hour of 7 1-2 o’clock, Wednesday evening,

assigned for Installation of Officers
and tho Grand Chapter called of! until 7
o’clock that evening.
This morning, the Grand Lodge meets at 9
was

o’clock.
Parepa in Portland.—Before leaving for
the golden shores of the
Pacific, the great
songstress will favor
enjoy her matchless
in the City Hall on
12th inst.

us

with

an

opportunity to

singing, and will appear
Tuesday evening next,

It will be seen by the advertisement that she will have the services of
Signor
Ferranti, whose buffo singing last summer aff >rded such delight to all who heard

it—Signor
charming tenor, M. Carl Rosa, the
splendid violinist, and Mr. Colby, pianist. We
may anticipate a great musical treat. Seats
Testa,

than is

generally supposed. Politics and education, as well as gymnastics are discussed at

a

will be ready at Paine’s music store

meetings.

on

Satur-

day morning.

The
testimony lor the defence of the Judd
divorce case at New
Haven has closed. The
testimony for Dr. Judd was of the
same general character as that for
plaintiff except that
it tends to show total
depravity in the wife instead of the husband.

a testimonial thereof, retains a sword presented to him by the citizens of Gorham. He has
since several times been elected one of the
municipal officers of the town, and his com-

rades in

have recently made him Commander of Post No. 21, G. A. E.
arms

Amateur

Theatricals.—The entertainment to be given at the City Hall this evening,
by the Portland Dramatic Club, for the benefit of the Female Orphan Asylum, promises
to br a very pleasant one. The lively drama of
PauTs Return is to be given, with, a very strong
cast, and will be followed by the laughable
farce of Who Speaks First f The pieces are
new, and each capital in its way; the cast of
characters embraces some of the best talent of
and the exertions of these gentleand ladies in so worthy a cause deserve
to be recognized and rewarded by a full purse.
Let all who appreciate a good thing, and all
the

Club,

men

who feel compassion for the little orphans
port themselves at City Hill to-night.

Delegates

re-

the District Convention.

to

Delegates to the First District Convention
to be held at Biddeford, Tuesday, May 5th,
will take the regular train from this city at 8.45
A. M., returning by special train from Biddeford at 2.30 P. M.
will he 75 cents.
Soldiers and
be

The fare for the round trip
dtTu

Sailors, Attention!—It

will

notiee in another column that a
Convention of the soldiers and sailors of
Maine is called, to meet in this city next Friday afternoon, to choose delegates to attend
the National Convention at Chicago on the
seen

by

a

19th inst.
The Late Buglary.—The man Broderick,
charged with breaking into the premises of
James McGlinchy on Friday night and who
was committed to jail on Saturday, was the
same Broderick who was up in the Spring for

Court.—The May term of this
Court will begin to-day, iu the
upper Court

Twenty-three
Forty-six

set down for
will be disposed
of without the intervention of a jury, as we
see by a printed list
comprising both “jury
trial list” aud “Court trial list,” which Judge
room.

jury trials.

cases

The Custom House will be closed

“Wed-

on

nesday during the Masonic ceremonies of laying the corner stone of the new Custom House
and Post Office, and will open at 1 o’clock P.
M.

Goddard has thoughtfully prepared tor the use
of the Bar.
Assignments of cases will be
published in the daily papers for the specific

information of all concerned.

°*

pulpits was an innovation and calculated
only to deprive the Episcopal churches
of the
sympathy of other Protestant churches,
not

I

ISlisineSH

John B. Gough will lecture in this
city before the Mercantile
Library Association on
Wednesday evening, the 27th inst.

Items.

Dr. Bennett, at No. 23, United States Hotel, is daily working wonderful cures without
medicines.
Constitution Water is a certain cure for
and all diseases of the Kidneys. For
sale by all druggists.
marl6eod3m
>
Albion

House.—Perry will serve to his customers to-day nice roast beef, chicken pie, oyster pie, roast veal, boiled halibut, brook trout,
and last but not least, a good old fashioned

COMMERCIAL HOUSE.
E Stuart, Maine
C Atwood, Oldtown
A Lombard, liath
S E rook,
do
E F Beal, Norway
G F Parsons, Bangor
F B Worse, New Haven
S G Burch. Waldoboro
N Coleman,
J Gilt, New York
do
A Partridge, Haverhill
A T Thompson, Rockland
E S Goodwin, Biddetord (J A Gould, Boston
B M Marshall, do
Mrs Ingalls, Lewiston
K S Whitehouse,LimerickH C Haskell, New York
II Hersey, So Paris
R A Farnsworth, Eastport
J Cole, Limington
S Rice.
do
H K Mi lett, Gorham
D I) Burnham, St John
W H Potter, uath
M McDonald,
do
H B Cleaves, Bridgton
D P Farmer,
do
A K P Lord, W Buxton WTm It l ike, Hartford
F Stearns, Bartlett
A Mason. Rockland
W F Mansfield, Saco
C M Mitchell, Thomaston
J Whitney, So Danvers C Pray, Westport
H O Graves, Eastport
E B Kimball, Rochester
J C Perkin?, Portsmouth Isaac Dyer, Baidwin
do
W D Perkins,
E F Bassett, Boston
J M Rock wood, Belgrade C H Tibbetts, Fryeburg
A Caswell,
do
E W Kellev, Winthrop
do
L Gruble. Boothbay
J C Mosher,
H W Golder,
do
J E Farwell, Boston
C Buckley,
Geo Pierce, Harrison
do
T H Wentworth.BradfordN B Barker,
do
Dr Fitzgerald, Dexter
E Rich, St Albans
W D Eaton,
do
L Trumbul-, Springfield
B G March, Carmel
S P Br\ ant, Boston
W B Ferguson, Dixmont R M Gilbert, do
S J Chadbourn,
do
J K Kiltredge,Cambrid’"t
J J Fairbanks, NewburghT J Pike. Charlestown
W C Webber, Carmel
G Y Gregory, Boston
J Burbank, Bangor
M S Lincoln,
do
H O Powers, Orono
C T Gleason, Mexico
J F Taylor, No Wayne
L L Kimball, Bangor
H Orr, Brunswick
R F Towne, Orono
A Sherman, Liberty
CITY

Harper’s

Bazar.—The number for next
has been received at
the periodical depot of Messrs. Fessenden
Brothers, Lancaster Hall. This journal of
Fashion takes the lead of all others, and is a
welcome visitor to the parlor circle.
“Ahead of anything yet,” is the exclamation of every one who has seen that fancy top
buggy, just finished by J. M. Kimball & Co.,
302 and 304 Congress street. It will be on exhibition to-day at their repository. Every one
should see it.
like the Phoenix from the ashes
with admiration the beholder,—so

transfixing

does the fragrance of Woodworth’s Flordel
Espiritu Santo captivate and enchant all
who enliale its delicious aroma. For sale everywhere.

M R Thomas, Thomaston Wm W Cross, Bridgton
J F King, Augusta
M S Eaton, Bangor
Miss Madden, Yarmouth O A Hall,
do
Miss Thorn,
A A Ward, Pittsburg
do
Wm T Nichols,
do
C C Cornish, Maine
LC Porter, St JohnsburyH Jordan,
do
W C Howard ,$almouFallsS A Hopper, Waldoboro
F C Buck, Paris
A L Miller,
do
Wm Poole, Biddetord
Henry Pennell, Gray
H O Stimson,
do
LB Weeks, Norway
W P Rogers, Maine
Jos Mason, St John
G O Noyes, Cumberland Mrs T R Tryon, Augusta
E K Benner, Waldoboro L O Coburn, Canton
C P Redman,
J Winchester Holyoke
do
H Farrington.
H J Fogg, New York
do
E S Wright, Bangor
W C Spaulding, Halifax
W H Whitcomb, Norway L Fuller, Boothbay
W H Hutchings, Bangor S A Evans, Berlin Falls
B F Taylor, Effingham
S P Grant Lewiston
S W Hall, Boston
Sami Lane, Augusta
H S Fuller, do
J B Hitcbings, Boston
C H Tibbetts, Fryeburg E E Wilson, Chicago
J Hughes, California
S H Hodgdon, do
E E Patterson, Augusta M C Davi3, Worcester
J Thompson, Boston
W E Bartlett, do
T Wingate, Springfield
PREBLE

Messrs. Hubert & Allen of Eockland are
selling at Kendall & Whitney’s in this
city a great variety of fruit trees and grape
vines; also, the best quality of currant, gooseberry and blackberry bushes. It is a good opportunity to get anything in this line that you
are in need of.
Messrs. A. G. Schlotterbeck & Co. have
just received from Germany a choice lot of
garden flower seeds of superior quality, all of
which are warranted

to

be

fresh, and

of the

greatest variety of color in each package and
kind. This is simply a trial lot. If successful, this firm intend to import a small invoice
every year. Lovers of nice flowers
to examine.

are

invited

Furnishing Goods.—Almon F. Hill & Co.
have received in their new store, No. 107 Middle street, a fine lot of gents’ furnishing goods
of all descriptions.
This enterprising firm
have a splendid store, and they have put in a
stock of goods that will enable them to supply
both the wholesale and retail trade. They

large assortment of paper collars and
neck-ties, and it is their intention to make
this branch a speciality, and you will here
find a variety in this line that cannot fail to
give satisfaction.
a

Has Nature an antidote for acquired diseases? The Plantation Bitters, prepared by DrDrake, of New York, have no doubt benefited
and cured more persons of Dyspepsia, Nervous
ness, Sour Stomach, Loss of Appetite, Sink-

ing Weakness, General Debility and Mental
than any other article in existence. They are composed of the purest roots
and herbs, carefully prepared, to be taken as a
tonic and gentle stimulant. They are

Despondency,

to

any age

or

condition of

adapted

life,

and are exten-

sively popular with mothers and persons of sedentary habits.
Magnolia Water.—A delightful toilet arti-

cle-superior
price.

to

Cologne,

ana

at half the

inay2eod&w2w

glad

to see that the jobbers of
dry
goods are exerting themselves to place before
the trade as good stocks of goods as can be
found in New England. In visiting the new
store of Davis, Chapman & Haskell, we were
shown some very excellent styles of medium
and low priced fancy casiimeres
especially
adapted to the Maine trade They are prepared to show, also, an excellent assortment of
fancy cloakings, together with a nice line of
dress goods, prints, &c., which they offer at
extremely low prices. This firm is active and
determined to suit the trade, and we should
judge that they get their share, as we noticed
We

are

to

all

parts of the State, and

many out of it. Their
and 53 Middle street.
Uotel

jobbing

house is at 51

Arrivals.

AMERICAN HOUSE.
P M Tutlle,S Norridgew’kP D
Bangor
L D Libby &
W <1 Davis, Waterboro
w, Oldtown
1> H Bartlett,
do
A M Noyes,
Harmony
H H
Clias Taylor, Unity
Bangor
N V Cook, bolon
M Maxneld, Pittsfield
J L Pierce, do
R K Stuart, Belgrade
A D Elms,
S D Miller, Waterford
Chicago
E L
P O Cameron, Exeter
do
W H Goodwin& w.Read’dJ
Solon
J F Lane & w, Wilton
J M Evans, Newport
A R Myrick, Unity
A Read & w, do
A C Myrick, West Troy
W Tarbox, Bangor
E M Smith, Boston
S Goodwin & w, Boston
J H Harmon, Thorndike C Stevens, Augusta

Vamlium,
Pereival,

Bouney,
Thompson,

HOU8E.

G A Marsh, Boston
C A Robinson, Moutreal
H J Cole. Bangor
E F Johnson,
do
W H Vinton, Gray
G H Ward, Skowhegan
J Doughty,
do
L Fuller, Boothbay
J W Ballou. Bath
J P Melledge. Boston
S T Holbrook, Oxford
B F Butler, W Vernon
Dr H J Jordan, Kansas D A Robinson, Is Pond
J A Bowker,
J H Butler, Boston
do
E D Terbell, New York
J P Gill, Lewiston
B Davis,
J B Hutchins, Banzor
do
Mrs E Allea,
do
Dr J B Ellis, Oldtown
T H Daggett, Boston
J D Warren, Carmel
E P Burnham, Saco
J Callott, Bangor
L Bradford, do
J O Belcher, Hamilton
do
J M Lynde, do
H Brown,
C Sheppard, Newport
J H Brown, Boston
DrS Mudi>ett, Guilford
H H Dickey, Lewiston
E W Jordan* w.NewportF Carson, Dexter
D E Symonds, Calais
D DollolT jr, do
B Baker, Farmington
J A Fletcher, Anson
A S Butterfield, do
A Moore,
do
A J Fuller, Bath
J H Webster.Norridgew’k
Mrs Goodwin, Augusta
S J Bond, Jefferson
E B Hinkley, Rockland E F Weeks, do
L Weeks,
H S Whitcomb,Farmingtn
do
8.

u.

hotel..

F J Merrill, Maine
B F Davis, Boston
B C Stone, Bangor
Mrs H G King, Calais
W J Clewhey, St John
E R Bow,
do
G H Messenger, Boston
W Randall, Farmington
R E Edes, Naples
S H Willard & w, Water’e
Mrs Black, Paris
J B Rand, Waterford
C K Green, Exeter
S K Smith, Troy
C E Moore, Mass
A Parsons, Gardiner
E L Jenkins, Boston
J L Perkins Winthrop
W P Faulker, do
H M Foster, Skowhegan
GE Baldwin,
do
W Walker,
do
A G O’Brion & w, Cornish A S Emery,
do
B W Hight,
S B Locke, Paris
do
P C Wiley, Bethel
W W Turno-,
do
J Atkins, Hallowed
FA Moore, Boston
W E Whitman, WinthropB F Warner, do
H Belcher, Farmington
S A James, New York
C H McLellan, Bath
S F Paine, Anson
W F Felton, Ohio
J W Hayes,
do
B F Otis, Waterville
A Crockett, Boston
C W Fulson, do
C Remdsieli, Maine
G W Morgan, Gardiner
C G Boardmau, Boston
do
W F Mayo,
A Bailey,
do
do
S J Fletcher,
S Henderson,
do
D C Putnam,
do
B C Perrv, New York
G M Holmes.
do
C H
do
J S Stoduard,
do
H 0 Nickerson, Readfield
Miss L Foss, Maiue
W S May hew, Ve; non
A Atwood. Waterville
S F Gilson, Bethel
E P Blaisdell, do
G H Brown, Bridgton
J A Jones, Augusta
C H Blaisdell, do
S Somerbv & w.Portsm’hWm Harrison, Biidgton
S Putnam, Bangar
L Billings,
do
B F Richards, Readfield T R Perry, Wayne

SPECIAL NOTICED
Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Convention.
and Sailors of this Stafe are requested to meet in Convention at Portland, on FRIDAY,
May 8th, at 3 o’clock P M, for the purpose of selecting delegates to attend the National Convention of
Soldiers and Sailors to be holden in Chicago on the
19th of this month.
JOHN C. CALDWELL,
President Maine State Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Union.
(E^The Hall of meeting will be announced in the
Portland Papers.
maj Bssdtd
The Soldiers

TO Tllvinuiis.
II. HALL &

G.

Co.,

has

-No 73 Free Street.
May

1.

U&w2msn

Aaeayer’s Office, Iloatou,
A

part of

and Gloves,

Hosiery

Dress
Orre &

in

Skirts

Hoop

Trimmings,

Macnaught, Hadley and other Spool Cottons,
Handkerchiefs, Edgings, Ruffiings, &c.,

Wo. 130 Middle,

Union Street,
Next to Brown’s Hotel.
eodtfsn

marl9

R

of

corner

M O V A.

E

DU*

jolealt>9

«t*

Has

L.

Removed his office to

105 MIDDLE STREET,
Opposite First National Hank.
(^“Residence 241 Congress St.
sxeodlm*
Portland, April 14th, 1868.

A Rare

Bargain.

The undersigned having disposed of his Flour Mill,
Stone Dam, and all the water j>ower on said lower
Dam in Athens Village, now offers for sale his Tannery, consisting ot Buildingb-feet long, by-leet
wide, thoroughly built, in sound and good condition
(excepting tan pits,) with good substantial Dam
across the river,and eight acres of land including river.
Also, materials now ou the premises for repai r
of Pits: with new Boarding House, thoroughly
built and finished throughout last tail, good spring
of pure water in cellar and full supply of so't water.
flie above property is located about one half mile
up river from the Stone Dam before mentioned, upon which dam a Flour Mill and large Lumber Mill is
now in full operation: commenced running since last
fall.
The above property, if not disposed ol at private
sale before Saturday the ninth day of May next, will
be sold at public auction on said day, on the premises
at eleven o’clock A. M., without reserve. Title perfect. Terms easy.
Also about 400 cords of good Hemlock Bark on
the premises if wanted.

Athens,

Somerset
1858.

April?,

County,

JOHN WARE,

State of Maine.
apr 11-titl9 may

Jackson’s Catarrh
AND
A

TROCHE

DELIGHTFUL

and

sn

Snuff 1

POWDER:

PLEASANT REMEDY Uf

Catarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarseness, A*tliin3i, Bronchitis, Conghi,
Deafness, Ac.,
And all disorders resulting from Colds in

Head, Throat and Vocal Organs.
This Remedy does not4 Dry Up,” a Catarrh but
VjOO&KNS it; trees the head ol all offensive
matter quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache;
allays and soothes and burning heat in Catarrh; is so mild nud agreeable in its effects
that it positively

CURES WITHOUT SNEEZING!
As a Troche 1‘owdcr, is pleasant to the taste,
and never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly
gives to the Throat and vocal organs a
Delicious Sensutiou of Coolness and
Com fort.

the Best Voice Tonic in tho world!
Try it! ftnfe. Reliable and only 35 cents.
Sold by Druggists, or m^led free, address
COOPER, WILSON & CO.,
Proprietors, Philadelphia.
W. W. Whipple at Co, Portland, General Agents.
Wholesale Agts, Geo. C. Goodwin & Co; Rust Bros
& Bird, Boston; J. W. Perkins & Co, W. F. Phillips
&Co, H. H. Hav, Portland.
Nov 14-8Neod&w6m
Is

Castor and Cod Liver Oil I
Etc., without

taste.

Dundas, Deek & Go’s Soft Capsules,
The best in

no others.
For sale by all tirst
class Druggists.
dietsn

Use

use.

April 2T.
ITCHl

lTCH’l

ITCHl 11

SCRATCH !

SCRATCH I SCRATCH I
in from 10 to 48 hours.

Whraton’. Ointment
« hr a ton’. Oiuinen

cures

’>

hr Itch.

cures
Halt Itheum.
cures
Tetter.
Oiutmrnt cures Barber. Itch
Wheatoa’.Ointment cures Kerry kind
of Hamer lihe Iflagic.
Price. 80 cents s box; by mail, 60 cents. Address
WEEKS A POTTER, No. 170* Washington Street,
Boston, Mass. For sale by all Druggists.
September 26. eod&wly

Wheaton’. Ointment
Wheaton’.

“OUT
Take

DR.

S.

OF SOKTS.”

O. RICHARDSON’S

SHERRY

WINE BITTERS,—the most medicinal in the marEstablished in 1808.
marl2eod&w6msn

ket.

Fisheries-Twines.
SALE to the trade by the Bale, 100 Bales
Superbne Cotton Twine, for Herring, Pohagen,
and Mackerel—tine nee.; these twines grade above
the ordinary quality.
AM. NET JSc TWINE CO., 43 Commercial St.
a29dlaw3m bn
DOSTON.

FIR

Jlan,

BOTTLE OF

ftel&ty, and Forrester, Sadler, Ellsworth; Ossian E
Dodge, Hinckley, Winterport ; Oceanica, Chesley,
m Wtscasset ; A Hooper, Hutchins, Steuben; Tyrone. Curtis, and Sea Bird, Wallace, im Mill bridge;
Yankee, Lewis. Bangor; Leesbu g, Davis, Portland;
Excel, Hatch, Rocidaml.
Sla 3d, sb*p Alice Thorndike; barque Wetterhorn.
Ar 4th, seb James, Winchenbach, Waldoboro.
Below. ship Martha R’deout. irooi New York.
brig Mary G Mariner. Mariner. Machias;
°f Newcastle, (Bn Finlay, St John. NB,
trrisl>ie' Bangor; llockanom,

Ar at St John, NB, 28th ult. ship Progress, Woodward, New York; barque C O Whitmore, Humphry,
Bath; brig Marion, Dlek, Portland; sells Earnest,
do; t airview, Cooper, Camden.

anil Don Quixote.
|*a, p*;?8 ■ V kioh.
V„A v.ii
'?*’ "th“ Idaho, Davis, Portland tor

Bris-

market, lor analysis*
It was found to be an excellent, matured ElderWin?,
comparing
berry
lavorably with the choicest
samples of “Sambuci Wine,” and containing even
——

of the acid salt-3, astringent and valuable
of the berry, than that wine does.
It has the best propertiesol Port Wine, without its
Intoxicating quality, and in sickness, or as a beverige, it should replace the imported wines.
more more

pialities

20 State
15th

Respectfully,
a. A. HAYES,
Street, Boston, I

Aug..
eblldtwttsir

1867.

M.

I). State Assayer.

mackerel.
Ar 2d, schs

ASD

OTHEK

BE0UBIIIE3 AND VALUABLES.

Deposit Vaults,

40 State tit., Boston.
LER, HIGGINSON & Co., offer tor Rent. Safes
inside their Vaults, at rates from $20 to $100 per
iuuuni.
They also ofler to receive, on Special Deposit, as BiUees, securities of persons living in the
:ouutry or traveling abroad, Officers of the Army
in-1 Navy, Masters ot Vessels, and others. Circulars
:ontainiog full particulars, forwarded on application
HENRY LEE, Manager.
Boston, Mar 13,1868.-SNeod&wly

21, Penang, Patten, for Sen
Francisco,
Ar at Singapore March .. J b Patten, Percy, Im
Yokohama, (and sa;led loth for Ak.vab.l
Sid March 5, Dellthaven, Kieesc. Kan goon.
Sid fin Calcutta March 17, David brown, Nichols,

schs Juno Met coll New

Dr.

HENDRICK’S BITTERS!
A standard remedy for all diseases having their origin in a deranged condition ot the Stomach or impure
state of the Blood. Price $1 00.
IaISKIIYG, Diuggiat, Proprietor.

Hattie N Reed, Reed, Western Banks;
lor Province town.
I

FOREIGN PORTS*

|

At Bombay March 28,
ship P Pendleton, Pendleton. and Warrior, Lunt, lor Liverpool, at £3 15*.
Ar at Victoria 9th ult,
ships Shooting Star, and
El Dorado, from San Francisco.
At Goree, WCA, 4th ult,
brig Snow Bird, Johnson. for Boston 10 days.
Sid im Mazatlan Mch 10, ship Ella Norton,Nichols
ler Playo.
At Arroyo 17th ult, brigs Plan Swan, Podger, and
Richmond, Powers, lor New York, idg; schs Windward. Ellis, anti E Closson, C ninths, da.
At Baraeoa 22d ult, seb Azelda & Laora, Mclndoe,
lor New York, Idg.
At Ponce 19th ult, seb Franconia, Treworgy, lor

Francisco.
Ar at Bordeaux 16th ult, Crescent City, Delano,

Ar at Montevideo Mch 10, S Blanchard, Meady,
Cardiff.
Sid Mch 14. Mary C Dyer. Wailing ton, Falmouth,
Eng; Flordel Mar. Wiswell, New York.
Calcutta. Feb 29— The John Watt, Poole, from
Shields lor Bombay, which put in with cargo on tire
and was scuttled, hauled off 14thand is now re-louding her cargo.
lluenos Avres, March 12—The Annie M Goodwin,
trom New York for Rosario, which went ashore off
Point Indio, has been stripped and sold.

New York.

Sid im St Jago 11th ult, sch F W Allston, Cummings. Baraeoa.
Slu fm Havaua 25th ul
»arque Neversink, Gibson, Sagua: brig Geo Burnham, McLellan, do.
SI4 im Matanzas 23d uit, sell Wiugs ol the Mornings. McFarland, Boston.
At Cardenas 24tb ult, soh David Wasson. Jones,
for Philadelphia or Portland, lakes 650 bbds molasat $5] pr 110

..

Callao.

Boston. Idg.
Ar at Mansanllla 181 n ult, brig Guiding Star, Free-

ses

Boston.
Ar at Akvab March 7, Canada, Patten. Madras.
Cld March 7, hi Dorado, Haskell, Falmouth, E;
Amity. Stinson, do; l.ill], C H Southard, Cooper, do;
16th, Yomig Eagle, Walker, do; Anna Camp, Drummoml 4 >.
Ar at Rangoou March 13, Susan A BlaisUell, Sawyer, Akvab.
Sid Fe • 29, China, Jordan, Falmouth, E.
Ar at Marseilles 16th
ult, Halcyon, Dunhaia, from
Barcelona.
Ar at Cadiz 13th ult. Goodwin,
Colttu, New York;
14th. C S Rogers, Ballard, do.
Ar at Havre 18th, Shamrock, Stone, Irom Sau
_

Satellite, Holbrook. Harpswell

thv,

20, US steamer Shemiandoah,

Ar at Sbanghae Feb
Irom Nagasaki.
Sid'm Manila Feb

)

ro Holders ot Government Bonds

to

GLOUCESTER—Ar4st,

A^ul“'

•

beth> Taylor' P°rt-

York lor Augusta; Gen Marion, Wev do for Garliner; Vicksburg. Kelley, do tor PorMaud* Maracaibo, Henley, Philadelphia lor do : Pearl, Viookin
io tor Saco. Sarah,Whalen Hoboken for Pembroke’
Mary Edward, McCully. from Boston lor Boothbay !
'auary, Thompson, Calais lot Pawtucket; island
Dueen, Htins n; Gen Grant, Berry, and Queen ol
the Fleet, Brewer, trom Boothbay, bound South, lor

S. DANA HAYES, Chemist

Union Safe

Off Dungeonaat loth. Limerick La-s, Marshman,

Irom New Orleans lor Bremen.
Jn Kiugroad lath, Ida Lilly, Patterson, trom
tol lor Now York.

.1

[las been received here, iu the state in which it is
sold in the

IPer steamer Union, at New York.)
At at Liverpool 18th ult, John S Harris, Daniels,
aud Belle Morse, Wyman, Com New Urleans; 20th,
Pleiades, Stetson, do.
Sid 1-th, Northampton, Fulton, Balh.

KdlerKockiau Jn,age’

Mr. W S. Main’s Elderberry Wine” wwtaker!Eiuwm'hBr,g<lou'

1

SPOKEN
Match 21. lat 16 49 s. Ion 35 26 W, ship St James,
Irom New York tor San Francisco.
April 27. lat 38 47,lou 75 05, baruue Lizzie H Jackson. irom Philadelphia lor Rotterdam.
April 30, lat 35 40. Ion 76, Kosevelt, Herriman, from
Cardenas lor Boston.

galls.

Lorinprs’ Chlorate Tooth Wash!
A delightful and efficacious Dentifrice, endorsed
by the best Physicians and Dentists in this city.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

Price 50 cents.

Lorinpr’s Instantaneous Hair Dye!
Warranted the cheapen and best Dye in the market.
Price 75 cts. per Box.

Trusses!

Trusses!

After

Trusses!

Bracen, Supporters*. and Elastic
Stockings* aud Crutches,
AT LOSING’S
DRUG
STORE,
ap30-T,S&Ttf sn
Opp. Post Office.

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only true and perlect Dye—Harmless, Reliable,
Instantaneous. No disappointment. No ridiculous
tints. Remedies the ill effects ox Bad Dves Invigorates and leaves the hair soft and beautiful black or
brown. Sold by alt Druggists and Perlumers; and
properly applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory 16 Bond

street, New York.

Costiveness, Liver Complaints, Humors, 'mpuie or
Bad Blood. General Debility, and all Bilious Diseases.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
marl8dtjy8sn
Boston, and all Druggists.
Perry’m “I'omedone

and Pimple Remedy.
Positively cures those disfiguring Diseases called
Comedones,—Black Worms, Grubs,— also, Acne, Sycosis (all pimply eruptions) on the face or other parts
of the body.—Prepared only by Dr. B. C. Pkrry,
Dermatologist, 49 Bond Street, New York. Sold by
medical dealers, everywhere. Price
GSfjT'Mtssrs W. F. Phillips & Co., and H. H. Hay,
Geueral Agents.
apr 24-»i&wlrasu

Patches, Freckles aud Tan.
The only reliable remedy for those brown discolorations on the face is "Perry'8 Moth and Freckle Iajtion.'* Prepared only by Dr. B. C. Perry, 49 Bond
iVloili

hold everywhere

mar21d*&w6mSN

MARRIED.
In Benton, Mav 1, by Wm. K. Lunt. Esq., Franklin A. Keet and Miss Addie E. Spaulding, both ol
Benton.
In Hallowell, April 28, Charles Allen, ol Vassalboro. and Hannah G. Sanborn, ot H.
In Gardiner, April 26, Martin Horn and Miss E.L.
Holbrook.
In Rockland, April 23, Chas. F. Hedges and Mrs.

Rachel O. Harrington.
In Rockland, April 26, C. J. Jameson and
A. Pendleton.
In Thomaston. April 25, Frank C. Libby, ot
land, and Hannah O’Ned, ot T.

In Wilton,
ot Port laud,

No.

years.

[New Hampshire papers please copy.]
In Westbrook, April 23, Mrs. Ruth N., wile ot
Charles A. Bradley, aged 56 years 6 months.
In Farmlngdalc, April 16, Mr. Everett Brann,
aged 33 years.
In Union, April 27, Dea. Church Burton, aged 60
years.
In North Appleton, April 20, Mr. Elisha Keene,
aged 71 years.
In Warren, April 19, Mary Augusta, daughter of
the late Oscar Eaton, aged 22 years.
In Waldoboro, April 23, Mr. Isaac Boyd, aged CI
veais 11 mouths.

CIENFUEGOS.

Biig Choice—100 hhds 4

tes sugar
to E Churchill &

200 hhds 45 tes 30 bbls molasses,
Co.
WALTON, NS. Sch P Blake—160 tons
master.

plaster, to

MARI NT E NEWS.

Winchester,

Ribbons and Flowers,

Sonnets*

shall sell Ladles’ Hats as lowas33eto. BonGreatly to their advantage, which we shall cheerfully do. Wo
We hope the ladies will take
net Frames, from 7lets down to 13 cts., and Hat Frames as low as 10 its each.
pains to come and

Before

purchasing

NEW

omit

SEE

as we know

it will be

decidedly

f jr

Boston tor

Brig Choice, (Br) Brown, Cienftiegos.
Brig Paragon, Shute, Philadelphia.
Sch Maracaibo, Henley, Philadelphia.
Sch Speaker, Matthews, York.

Sch Zingo. Bragdon, Wells.
Sch P Blake, (Br) O’Brien, Walton, NS.
Sch Nevada, Carlet. North Haven.
Sch Juniatta Patten, Erskine, Augusta,
Sch Splendid, Stover, Harpswell.
Sch Dexalo, Leland, Eden for Boston.
8cli Grampus, Joy, Hancock tor Boston.
Sch Ana, Abbott. Hancock tor Boston.
Soli Hannah Smith, Leland, Ellsworth for Boston.
Sch Mediord. Jordan, Ellsworth lor Boston.
Sch Eunice Gilkey, Jordan, Trenton lor Boston.
Schs J B Myers, Rich, and Python, Merrill, Ban
gor for Boston.
Sch President, Webber, Bangor tor Chelsea.
Sch Loochoo, Anderson .Be I last lor Boston.
Sch A ft Brooks. Arty, Vhialhaven for Boston.
Schs Eliza Frances, Poland, and Majestic, Tilton,
Bristol tor Boston.
CLEARED.
Sch Texas. Creamer. Boston—Berlin Mills Co.
Sch Sabine. (Br) Raye, St George. NB.
Sch Southerner, Darling, Machias, to load for
Cuba.

KSP“Tlio Custom House will be closed on Wednesday during the Masonic ceremonies of laying the
of the new Custom House and Post
It will open at 1 o’clock, PM.

Tinnt

STYLES!

interest

well

as

as

OCHS.

GEO. C. ROBINSON & CO.
May 5-dA.wlwLhen eod &

wt!

OII.S,_©ELS.

MANUFACTURERS. MACHINISTS, and all
those using or dealing in Oils, 1 offer the annexed
list at the Lowetf Price*.

TO

LUBRICATING,
PA ARALFINE,
PLAINS,
SPINDLE,
MACHINERY,
SPERM,
WHALE, and

in the field

Also— Nagua, Trinidad, Cienfucgo. nod
Sierra Iflorena Ulolaawes.
All choice new crop, for sale by

CO.,

Sc

EVlfcRl

Street, head Central Wharf.

Rag Carpet Weaving
oom

lO 1-S2 Jlarket Square.

GREAT REDUCTION OF FARE!

National Convention to be bold
Ubieftzo May 20th,

at

the Unprecedented Lew Fare *f $$4.50
f Chicago and Betara!

These tickets are not confined to delew4W—# gates, but are good for any person wishing to visit the Great West, at a iate of fare never
before offered to the public.
Tickets cau be purchased up to the 15th lust., and
will be valid for return up to June 5th, 1868, inclu'juiU4

sive.
Tickets strictly not transferable.
C. J. BRYDGES,
Managing Director G. T. Railway.
vs- Tickets and information can be obtained at
the^Grand Trunk Depot, and 282 Congress Street
Persons wishing to visit Niagara Falls can do so, going or returning, for $3.50 extra, or $28.00 from Portland to Chicago and return via N agara Falls from
—

may5dtl5

Toronto.

If A UN CM.

I8AAC

March 21.

dtf

Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad.
PROPOSALS will be received uniil
CiRIir.'IBTiaE^ the 30th day ot May. tor the gr ding,
masonry, bridging, bulla*ting and track-laying on
the Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad, extending
from its junction with the European and North
American Railway at Oldtown, or Milford, to Dovor
and Foxcroft, in Piscataquis County—about forty

(40) miles.
Said toad will be divide I into tour division*, and
proposals will be received for a part or the whole of

the work.
The Company reserve the right to reject any and
all
not deemed for iheir interest to accept.
at ions may be seen preProfile*, Plans and
vious to the day advertised for letting, by applic ttion
to the President of said Kal'road, at the office of
Charles Hamlin, Esq., in the City of Bangor.
11. HAMLIN, President.
A. W. WILDES, Chief Engiueer.
Bangor, April 28, 1868.
may2eod3w

proposals

HO FOR CHICAGO/

At

Ice Cream, &c„ &c.

Notice to Railroad Contractors*

lySatiafaction warranted, and prices reasonable.
w4w* 19
Portland, April 29,18G8.

Republican

first class

a

The above place will be open on MONDAY next,
March 23d, 1868.
By The subscriber is happy to announce that he
has secured ihe services of Mr. BENJAMIN BARNETT, the well known French Co k, who has for
so many years officiated at most of tlie Public Parties, Dinners, &c., in this city and vicinity.

FURNISHED

At the Mendenhall Selfacting Hand
l

SQTARE,

Cake, Confectionery, Fruit,

Manner.

the Best

Done in

MARKET

which he has renovated throughout, and tarnished

where he hopes that his old friends will drop
in *
and help him
out.’*
He is also prepared to serve
Wedding Parties and Families with every variety in
the way of

M.luiea,

RANDALL,

Saloon Under Lancaster Hall,

Porlo Bico

HOGMDRAUS Choice

to his old

Restaurant and lee ('ream Saloon!

ST.

Porto Rico Molasses 1
-rv

announce

the old

lor

May 5-d&w3mo»

OU

and would

IStriends and theagain,
public generally, that he has bought

out

FULLER,

FORE

208

ft

Not ioe.

BARNIJM

and cheap arti-

O i V SO A P, a superior
cle lor woolen manufacturers’ use.

ALSO,

%

0

0
0

OILS.

LARD

Monday. May 4.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Henderson, New York.

Steamer New Brunswick,
Bastport and St John. NB.

Block,

STREET.

E Li Jfl

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY

FORT OF PORTLAND.

New

manner

WARP

Miniature Almsnac....Mav 5*
bun rises.4.49 Moon sets. 4 25 AM
Sun sets.7.04 High water.10.15 AM

GOODS!!

open at

are now

Clapp’s

3

126 Commercial
May 5. dlw*

IMPORTS.

STOCK

of buying of Importers aDd at the large Auctions hi New York, expreeely for the Jobbing
trade, enable us to give our retail customers,
Our

May 4, Dev. Daniel Kendrick, recently

aged 82

returned from New York with

Portland, and

Ever in

AUG. P.

DIED.

have

we

MILLINERY

Ellen
Rock-

month's delay,

’Well!

’Well,

LAEGE8T

NEW

Marriage and Celibacy.
An Essay for Young Men on the crime ot solitude,
and the Diseases and Abuses which create impediments to marriage, with sure means ot rebel.
Sent
in sealed envelopes, free ot charge. Address, Dr. J.
SKILLIN
Howard
HOUGHTON,
Association,
Philadelphia, Pa.
jau3iSN d<Sfcw3m

a

THE

janllsMdly

“
Buy Ule, mid I’ll do you Crood.”—DR.
LANGLEY’S ROOT AMD HERB BITTERS in every instance prove this motto true.
They do good
to every one who use* them for Jauudice, Headache,

St., New York,

Well,

"Well,

Shoulder

their stock of

Fancy Dry

removed to

HIM new RESIDENCE,

Would respectfully call the attention of Traders to

Goods!

NOTICES.
MORSE

DR.

TodO,

may2eodlw

now

have

HOTEL.

Consisting

week, richly illustrated,

SPECIAL,

Slate

W G Hood, Worcester
C E Thompson, Elliott
C Grant, Mechanic Falls W A Hood,
do
H Knight. Falmouth
0 H Compton, do
A F Sbattuck, Durham
W Kay, Eastport
Horace Pike, Cornish
A Libby, Gorham
R Chase.
do
Chas Johnson, Windham
O
J
do
Durgan, Yarmouth E Merrill,

boiled dinner.

Eisino

Mrs I Dyer, Skowhegan
Dr E D Seymour, Calais
W V Jacob*, Brunswick
B C Metcalf.
do
H C Bartlett, Ellsworth
D Green, Berlin Falls
N Vickery, Pittsfield
J M Wood, Madison
II S Morgan, Dover
E C Robinson, Is Pond
D F Cummings, Albany
ML Kaler, Waldoboro

ALBION HOUSE.

maoetes

are

cases

D Harden, Lewiston
do
M Usher,
[) W Carroll, Boston
Mt
Desert
$ H Tbomes,
Jas Flint, Ashland
\V K Decoster, Canton
W P Gammon, Bangor
J S I*avitt, Andover
fc’DJ inkins, Pittsfield
F. D Martain, Montreal
P C Davis, Lowell Mass
S Williams, Morgan V T

illegal voting.

goods going

Superior

Stephen H. Tyng, Jr., preached in Holy
Trinity, Madison Avenue, Saturday evening
on historical precedents on
interchange of
pulpit with non-Episcopal ministers. He argued the custom of providing an
interchange

destroy its unity.

tunes of the 5th Maine until its final muster
out in 1864. He was in all of the earlier battles of the Army of the Potomac, and was a
brave and Christian soldier and officer, and as

was a

News Items.—President Johnson is having
his residence at Greenville,
Tennessee, put in
repair and is building a small addition thereto.
The Biennial National Convention oithe German Turners is now in session in Boston.
The
Turners now embrace 148 societies and 10,200
members. Their aims are more comprehensive

but even to

appoint-

ments by brevet of New England officers we
notice that of John C. Summersides, late first
lieutenant of the 5th Maine Volunteers, to be
captain, for gallant and meritorious services
in the battle of the Wilderness, Va., to date
from March 13,1865. Capt Summersides of
Gorham was mustered into the United States
service as first sergeant June 24th, 1861. He
was the first man to enlist in that town, and
continued to follow uninterruptedly the for-

security.

•—

their

followed

Judge Barrows gave the case to the jury just before
adjournment.
Augusta C. Jordan vs. Francis T. Jordan. Libel
for divorce. Divorce decreed.

countries, including England, France, Spain,
Germany, Turkey, China, and all the South
American States.
The shipments from St.
Johushury, given in tonnage, for the year 1807,
were, outward 3,390 tons, inward 4,757 tons,
making a total of 8,127 tons, which is an average of about 27 tons for each working day of
the year, for the transportation of which eighexhibit, being connected solely with the

TERM.—BARROWS, J, PRESIDING.

Monday.—1The ease of Isaiah Clark vs. City of
Portland occupied all day. Tlis evidence was all put
in, and Mr. Barnes made the argument for the de-

fence,

commenced

was

OOLUMH.

Unserviceable U. S. Property—E. M.Patten & Co.
Real Estate—E. M Patten & Co.

from the Boston Post:

a

COLUMN.

Theatre—Deering Hall.
City Hall—Parepa-liosa Concert.

Thaddeus Fairbanks, the inventor, was horn
in the town of Brimfield, State of Massachusetts. In his early manhood, he removed to
St. Johnsbury, in the State of Vermont, where
his elder brother, Hon. Erastus Fairbanks,
late Governor of Vermont, had previously settled. Thaddeus erected a carriage shop, and
subsequently engaged in the manufacture of
ploughs, but met witii a series of misfortunes

enterprise (which ultimately proved

NOTICK

Soldiers’ and Sailors* Convention.

desirable,

ing sketch

Laying of the Water Pipe.
The work of excavation for laying the pipe
of the Portland Water Company, that is, in a
year from this time, to supply Portland with
pure water in abundance from Sebago Lake,

Vicinity.

Portland and

bought and sold by

are

Specif!

Horse for Sale.
A good Gentleman's driving Horse.
TWvSeven years old this spring, and can road

/tt! 'twelve miles an hoar. Stands 14 hands
It 1 high; weighs about nine hundred and titty. Color, Sorrel. A very handsome and proud
driver. Enquire of
J. W. McDUFPKE,
Cor. Union and Middle St, Portland.
May 1-dtf

Grapes,
Grapes,
Grapes.
Q AA LBS. imported Grapes just received and
lor sale at 50 cents per lb. at
J. D. gAWYER’tf,

OUU

Maine Savings Bank.

may 4-dlw

117

Exchange

st.

corner stones

Office.

[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT 1
BOOTHBAY, April 29—Ar, schs Rosaimah Rose,

Burgess,

Calais tor New

Haven;

Dr

Rogers, Kelley,

do; Nictous. Collins, Mil (bridge tor Boston;
Harbinger, Ryder. M:> cbias fordo; Annie Nichols.
Brown, Calais tor Providence; Abigail, Bellaty, ftn
Ellsworth tor Boston; Sea Bird, Wallace, do lor do.
April 30—Sid, schs H 8 Rowe, Loye; Queen of the
Fleet, Brewer, and Willie Seayey, Seavey, for Cape
Maj, mackereiing.
May 3—Ar, sch Senator Grimes, Goves, Calais tor
New York.

do tor

PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 8th, barque Eruma AugusAznl.
Cerro
ta, Higgins,
Below 9th ult. ship Otago, from Mazatlan, with
damage to rudder, having been ashore.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 27th, sch Francis Coffin,
DOMESTIC

Cousins. Remedios
Cld 27th, brig Lizzie M Merrill, Ulmer. Matanzas.
Towed to sea 27th barque Never^ink.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 17th, sch Guiding Star,

Blanchard,-.
Cld 17tli. sch Tabmiroo, Cole, Boston.
KEY WEST—In port 24th, brigs George S Berry,
Braoley. an 1 Five brothers, Tburlow, disg.
CHARLESTON—Sid29tb, brig Mary Rice, Fisher,
Philadelidna; Webster KelJey, Haskell, lor Georgetown. DC.

WILMINGTON—Ar 30th, brig Harp, Daley, from
Rockport.
WASHINGTON—Sid 30th sch Lalla Rookh,Freeman, Tangier, to load for Portland.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 2d, brigs CH
Kennedy, tor Port Spain; Potomac, for Demerara;

sch Nevada, lor Cuba.
BALTIMORE—Cld 2d, sch Leilla. Carter, from
Matanzas.
Ar 4tb, brig Hyperion, Simonton, Cardenas.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 1st inst, schs Dauntless,
Coombs, Lisbon; J Johnson, McBride, Gardiner;
E C Gates, Freeman, Salem, (and cleared lor Portsmouth.
Ar 2d. barque Devonshire. Drink water, Leghorn.
cld 1st. barque Pleiades. Packard, Cardenas; tch
T D Wilder, Heath. Key West
NEW YORK—Ar 1st, ship Universe, Jolly, Liver-

pool; barque Marathon, McCaslin, Matanzas; biigs
Proteous. Driscoll, Machias; Elmira, Creamer, Portland ; schs Andrew Peters, Higgins,
Elizabethport
tor Boston ; Alvarado, Whitm re, Sau erties tor
Boston; Willie Lee, Whitney, Rondout for
Salem;
Ar 1-t, ship Universo. Jolly, Liverpool;
brigs Proteous, Brisko, Machias; Elmira, Creamer, Portland ;
schs C Grant, Greenlow, Calais. Onward,
Haley, do;
Msntana, Sawyer, and Nicola, Kellar, do; N Berry,
Pendleton, do; Edw King, Kelley, Jonesport; Alexandria, Alley, and Amanda, Lam son do; Brilliant
Wass. Addison; Connecticut,Davis, Portland; Mary Augusta Lord. Wilmington.
Also ar 1st, barque Marathon, Me7asLn. Matan-

zas; schs S L Stevens,
and Caroline C,
Ha nes, Philadelphia tor Portland; Alvarado. Whitmore, danger lies for Boston; Andrew Peter9, Higgins Elizabetlinort for do; Willie Lee, Whitnev, fin
R«»iidouttor Salem; Hariiet,
Crowley, Jonesport;
Alexandria. Moulton, do; Nicola. Kellar, Machias;

Studley,

Connecticut, Pendleton, do; Starlight, Pettigrew,
Caliis; D Bellows Goss, Dix Island for Georgetown;
Billow, Wass Addison; Ocean Wave, tin Portland;
S K Polk, Weston. Westport; Chiloe. Hatch, Fall
River tor Georgetown; Medford, Speueer, from Fall
River.
Ar 2d, ship Nunquam Dormio. Cousins, Liverpool;
Pontiac, Skahing. Havre; barque Ephnr Williams,
Palermo ; brig
Ingraham, Wilmington; Caro, Beals.
Ida L bay, Ray, Ponce; schs J M Morales. Truman,
Maracaibo; John Crook*t, low, Baltimore; Union,
Leighton and Freddie, Pendleton, Machias; Brilliant, .Worth, Addison ; Ossuna, Haskell, Cuter;
John Lancaster, Williams, Bristol; Marion Draper,
Meady,

Gardiner ;

Empire herguson, Ellsworth;

J S Robinson. Ke nedy, Port laud
Ar 4th, barque Desiali, Gilkey, Newport.
Cld 2d, brigs Ellen Maria, Hoxie, Arroyo; Renshaw. Smith, do; Sally Brown. Matthews, Portland.
NEW LONDON—Ar 1st, brig Aliston, Sawyer,
Arroyo.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 2d, schs E C Knight, Fuller,
Baltimore; Z Snow, Smith, Baltimore; Mail, Merrill, Philadelphia; Mary A, Jethson, from Rockland;
E'rancea Ellen, Farrell, Calais.
NEWPORT—Ar 1st. sebs Sarah, Pitcher, N Yoik
lor Portland; Good Templer, and Alice M Gould,
from Portland, fishing.
Ar 2d, sch Frank Skillings, Irom Portland.
HOLMES’HOLE—Ar Is schs Emeline T Sawyer, Keith, Philadelphia lor Boston; Laurel, Wooster. Newport lor Cohasset.
Ar2d, sch Harriet Newell. Gould, Rondout lor
Portsmouth.
BOSTON—Ar 3d, brigs A J Ross. Wyman, Goree;
Bu mail, Knowles, St Stephens, NB; schs Boston.
Rich, St Andrews, NB; Peace, Brown, St Stephens;
Arrade, Daley, Camden; Mary, Hallowell Dennysw

ville;

Susan

Taylor, Lord,

C as tine;

Abigail Haynes,

Annual

THEheld

will be

Meeting of this Corporation,

M.

Company.

hereby noheld
Stephenson, Treasurer, No. 34

of Ibis

Company
THEStocWholder.
tified that their Ann-ial Meeting
at tbe ofliee ot'W. H.

Exchange Street,

are

Bay 19tb,

at

MOLASSES.
~4

OQ

perior.
lOO
50
50
45

HHDS. 20 Tierces Cienfurgos Molasse*,
cargo of brig “Frank Churchill” very su-

HHDS.

4 P.

B.,

tor tbe choice ol Directors for tbe ensuing year, and
to actou any other business that may legally come
betoro them.
W. H. STEPHENSON, Clerk.
did
Portland, May 5, 1868.

'|10

easily

by

ple
Address

May

nearly

5-wtml9

E. C. ALLEN,
AVGUSTA* MAINE.

Z>.

W.

May

SEND

THE

To Let.
MRS.

maySdlw*

Plenty

FLOUR.
brands)

IX

W.

May 4.

of

400
400

manufacture.

TRUE

& CO.

d3w

•

KBLS. Pork.
BOXES c.brcse, Factory,
and a large stock ot

CHOICE

D.

GROCERIES,

a Year.

A

W.

Wanted l
floor, with or without
young men, within five
City Hall. Persons answering this
will please state price and location. Address
maySd3t*
JHMES WAGNER.

Prices!

TRUE &

CO.

Electro Medical Instruments.
HALL’S

Magnetic

and Galvanic
AND

Batteries,

Philosophical Instrumentj
the best Id
sale by

use

/
Institutions. For
EuWELr, & SENTER,

lor families and

84

mny4d6m

Exchange Street.

LIVERPOOL SALT!
TO .ZIiniYE
ABOUT 20 DAYS, per
Ship “Agues M. Lorttt,

3500 Ifthds!
It taken loose from
ship, there will he
ot trucking, ami
price will be less.

Wanted.
YOUNG man In each County in this Sta'e, having one or two hundred Dollars to invest, in a
Pleasant, Permanent, and Profitable business oi his
own, can learn of such an opening, by addi easing
L M. &F.
Box 1517,
May 5 dlw.£w2t*
Portland, Me.

A

market

May 4-dJw

FOXTON,

GOOD two story house, good Btable, and a large
garden lot of nearly halt an acre
Enquire at
No. >.06 Congress Street.
GEO. H.CUSHMAN
May 5. isedtf
[Argus copy.

rooms on second
two or throe

our own

Provisions & Groceries

IN

good
board, by
TWO
minuics walk ed

of

400 BBLS.
Louis Flour,
300
Wrilern Fxtra Flour,
In store and for sale by

124 Fore Street.

To Let tor $200

CO.

1500 BBLS. Paris mills Flour (Diamond and

To be Let.
Brick store on Exchange Street, being the second store from the corner o* M (Idle St. Aplo
ply
NATH’L. F. DEFINING,
at Maine Savings Bank.
May 5. d3w

let.

do.
do.

TRUE &

d3w

4.

Lowest

GBA.NT.
GBKBLEY
HOBAt'E
ARE YOU OUT OF EMPLOYMENT ?
at once and secure an Agency for HEADLEY’S UFK AND CAMPAIGNS OF GEN’L
GRANT, with Introduction by Horace Gkekley.
• •
It ii< the moat complete, most popular, and best
Illustrated, and tbe most liberal terms given to
Ag-Iitf, and is now ready for delivery.
Every tsmlly will de-ire a copy ot the Lite and
Public Services ol the next President. Ii you want
to make money we advise you to addresa, lor i'uitber
particulars DERBY & MILLER, Publishers, 60
Du»ne St., New York.
wlwl9

room.

very

superior.

do.
do.

For sale at the

O.V

HOUSE and Sliop to
BOARDING
good water and cellar

“

In store and for sale by

other

THE WORKING CLASS—Farmers, Mechanic les, Lilies, and everybody. I am now prepared to furnish you with constant employment at your
homes—tbe whole of your time, or in your spare moments. Business new, light and protltab e. Fitly
ce .ts to $5 per evening is
earned bv persons
as
of either sex, and the boys and girls ea< n
much as men.
Great inducements are offered to
those who will devote their whole time to the busi
ness, and, that every person who sees ibis notice
may send me their address and test the business for
themselves, I make the lollowing unparalleled offer:
To all who are not well satisfied with the business,
1 will send $1 to pay tor the trouble of writing me.
Full particulars, directions, &c„ sent tree. A samwill be sent
mail to all who send 10 cents.

Sierra Vlorcirn, very
*ngna nsacovado
C'la>ed
Trinidad

150 BBL9.

will be

on

TCEND4I

WILLIAM H. HYDE,
Metropolitan Bazar No 99 Exchange St.
May 4-d3t#

A STATED MEETING of the MAINE CHARIA -TABT.lt MECHANIC ASSOCIATION will be
held in the LIBRARY ROOM, on THURSDAY
EVENING, May 7th. at 71 o’clock.
STEPHEN MARSH. Secretary.
MayS. did

Casco Iron

Dress Braids.

A.

M.

C.

and Worsted

Alapaca

on

Wednesday the 13th of .VIay iuat.,
at their Banking Room at 4 o’clock P. M., for the
choice ot officers, and the transaction of any other
business that may be brought before the mectlug
NATH’L. F. DEER1NG, Secretary.
may5-td
May 4,1868.

no

charge

DANA A CO.
April 15-d&w3wis
Is hereby given, that tlie subscriber has
been duty appointed and aken upon himseli the
trust of Administrator of the estate of
ALBIuN H. JORDAN. late of Cape Elisabeth,
in the couuty ot Cumberland, deceased, and given
All persons having debonds as the law directs.
mands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
lo exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to t-ald
estate are called upon to make payment to
CHARLES E. JORDAN, Adm*r.
Cape Elizabeth, April 21, ltkib. apr24dlawihj*

NOTICE

JLATEST NEWS
PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

Tuesday Moraine, May

6, 1868.

I

wade’s cabinet.
New Yoke, May 4.—The Commercial’s special says Mr. Wade’s friends say he will not select his Cabinet until after the Chicago Convention, if lie is placed in the White House.
BETS

ON IMPEACHMENT.

A Washington special says bets are freely of
fered that President Johnson will be out of the
White House within a month.
THE DONNELLY

AFFAIR.
in the House, in-

The friends of Donnelly,
tend moving for a special Committee to envestigate the charges made by Washburne, and, it
they are proven untrue, to offer a resolution
for Wasbburue’s expulsion.
Another dispatch says: “It was * noticeable
fact on Saturday in the House, that the Speaker was the only person who called either Donnelly or Washburne to order. This he did
repeatedly, and did all in his power to check
the How of vituperation and billingsgate, but
the House, apparently relishing the matter,
paid no attention to the Speaker’s admonitions.”

XLth C0NGBE8S—Second Session,
1 he

Impeachment

Trial.

AKGl'MENT OF MR. BINGHAM.

Washington, May 4.—After reading the
journal Mr. Bingham commenced the final argument for the prosecution. Protesting that
he took part in those proceedings from no partizan feelings, but with a mighty sense of their
solemnity and true meaning, he proceeded

sketch events attendant in the assassination
of Lincoln and accession oi Johnson to the
Presidency. Keierring to his oath to execute
the law s, he spoke of their majestic supremacy
in our form of government and claimed that
the President is equally subject to their
authority with the humblest frontier settler.
He dwelt on the high trust committed to the
Senate and asserted that the issues of life and
death to the Republic hung on their decision.
He asked how the charge of violating the supreme law of the land was met by the counsel
who for hire defend the treason of the criminal respondent. It was by an outrageous assertion that each branch of government had
the right to judge of the constitutionality ol
laws and obey them or not at plesure. This
was the defence that was made tor His Highness the first King of our nation.
Mr. Bingham held that the Senate by uphold
ing this proposition would lay the foundation
of a monarchy first and anarchy afterward ; a
reign of chaotic darkness, on the issue of which
in spite of
lawyer’s tricks and special pleas was
the real question involved.
Their decision
must stand for trial
by the people. He repeated that the question was whether the President
could be held to answer for a violation of law.
He held first that the Senate had sole power
to decide every question of law or fact arising
in issue. They were also final arbitres and the
frequent attempts of the counsel to bring the
Senate and courts in opposition were miserable
devices to divert attention. He would not imitate the eloquent counsel Mr. Evarts, who
had shown himself an eater up of syllables, a
snapper up of trifles, who had displayed more
Latin than law, more rhetoric than logic and
more
intellectual pyrotechnics than either.
He also referred to the length of Mr. Evarts’
speech by saying he tried to render it immortal
by making it eternal. Mr. Bingham held simply that the Senate was the supreme and final
judicial tribunal of the United States, and as to
the article which had been made at such interminable length that the Supreme court was a
court of last resort for the decision of the conto

stitutional question.

He held it has no more to do with the present
question than the Court of St. Petersburg and
that the judgments of this tribunal could not
be affected by the decisions of the Supreme
Court made either before or after the impeachment trial.
He argued that the original jurisdiction of the Supreme Court did not extend
to impeachment, and that therefore their reference to its decision was irrevelent and their argument on this point without colorable excuse.
He then considered the proposition advanced
by the counsel that the Heads of the Departments were merely registering secretaries of the
President, bound to do his will. Reading from
the decision of the Supreme Court in the case
quoted by Evarts, he claimed it was the view
plainly laid down that such officers are bound
by law and not by the President’s will. He
also claimed that the other position assumed
by all of the President’s counsel that he could
6it in judgment on the vilidity of laws is overthrown by the decision of the same tribunal
30 years ago, which decisions had never since
been questioned, and proceeded to read extracts
from them.
He further asserted that the ex-Attorney
General w as wholly inexcusable in attempting
to force into this trial as authority the decision
of the present presiding officer in the Mississippi case, and argued that it had no relevancy
whatever to the question in dispute. He claimed then that it was proved that we could not
allow the President's discretion as to which
law he would execute without interpolating
words into the constitution. He referred to
the action of Washington in suppressing the
whiskey insurrection and to that of Jackson
in crushing out nullification as instances in
which obnoxious laws were executed by a
President who entertained grave doubts of

at 2950

41 and per steamer 5d.
New York, May 4.—Weekly Cattle market.—
Beeves pa sably acti.e and rather firmer, though not
higher on the week; offerings to-day 1300 head; demand chiefly for good baless; extra 18* @ 19c; prime
174 @ 18c; lair to good 16* @ 17*c; nferior and ordinary 13 (gj 16*c; receipts 0517.
Sheep and Lambs
fir er under light receipts; prices-(c higher; sheared
Sheep quoted at 5 @ 9c and unshorn at 64 @ 104c;
receipts 13,627; Lambs coming in slowly. Hogs fhirly active aud rather firmtr; most sales at 10 @ 104 c;

|

Mr. Eld ridge objected to debate.
Mr. Windom submitted his proposition. The
preamble recites the facts relative to the publication of the obnoxious letter in a St. Paul
paper; the repitition of the charges oi bribery, corruption, aud of being a fugitive from
justice, in the House on Saturday; reciting
Washburne’s language, and therefore resolves
that a select committee of seven members be
appointed to investigate the truth of the
charges made, with power to send for persons
and papers, with leave to report to the House
at any time.
The Speaker ruled that this was a question
of privilege. If there was no objection it
would be received as a question of
privilege.
Ihe chair caused the 61st rule to be
read, placing the
on members who fail to
call a member
speaking to order alter the
Speaker has notified him that his language is
u n par 1 iame n
tary.
®r- Spaulding offered a substitute for Mr.
Window’s resolution, which was read for information, saying that he submitted it with
the best oi feelings towards both gentlemen.
The substitute declares that the debate on
Saturday is filled with invectives of so gross a
nature as to be highly prejudicial to this
body
for dignity and decorum, aud declares the
House itself in fault for not checking the debate, especially as the Speaker repeatedly intervened, and concludes with a resolution that
no part of the debate be
published in the Congressional Globe.
Mr. Windom declined to accept the substitute, and repeated his reasons for changing his
resolution to one of investigation. It was because it was evident that one or the other of
the gentlemen were not entitled to sit on that
floor and should be expelled. He disavowed
anything of a personal character in the movement, turther than he thought the House
should investigate the matter, and asked to be
excused from receiving the appointment as
Chairman of the Committee.

Bo*tou Stock
Sales at

American Gold..

a

107*

July. 1865.

1084

States 5-20s, 1864

United States Ten-torties.
Boston and Maine Railroad.
Michigan Central Railroad.

Bangor City Sixes, 1871.
Rutland 1st Mortgage bonds 7s
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroad.

F O

AN AFFAIR OF HONOR.

ed

duly.

United

MARYLAND.

Baltimore, May 4.—A duel was fought near
Mount Wesales Convent, between Count de
Lattum, of the Prussian Legation, and Gen.
A. Gallatin Lawrence, of Khode Island. Bar
on
Kuscrow, also of the Prussian Legation,
was second ot the
former, and W. J. Slidell, ot
New York, for the latter.
One shot only was
fired the Count shooting high at the word,
and Gen. Lawrence, from some
cause, did not
fire.
Satisfactory explanations then ensued,
and the parties returned
immediately to Washington. The difficulty is said to have originated at a party in
Washington, when Gen. Lawrence, acting under a misapprehension, resentremark of the Baron.

“Highly Concentrate)!”

large and desirable lot of

T

IN

107*

DRESS GOODS I
Walking
Ala

Long

> a

and

153
May

And

Furnishing

All

new

TERRIFIC

TORNADO
FOUR PERSONS
AND MANY WOUNDED.
—

Sold very ;4Cheap for Cash !
CALL AND EXAMINE
our

J16
93
144

goods and learn

our

Helmbold's Exfact

179 Fore Street.

May 2. dtf

D

THE

AMERICAN

Button-Hole, Over-Seaming
Sewing Machine

!

Wonderful Invention.
i

as

Chicago, May 4.—At Shaugbae, 111., near
Galesburg, fourteen houses were blown down
by a tornado yesterday, two churches unroofed, four persons killed, and forty injured. A
number of those injured it is feared will die.
NEW

tion.

Many area ware

&o.

the patient may expire.

of the cause of their
will confess.

The constitution

Tremaine will follow this afternoon

people,

EUROPE.
GREAT BRITAIN.

4.—The British minister has

resigned. All compromises offered by Disraeli,

in order to bridge over the breach until after
the general election under the new reform bills
were rejected.
Lord Stanley, the Earl of
Malmsbury and Hon. Gathome Hardy |refused
absolutely to serve under Disraeli. Mr. Gladstone was immediately sent lor by the Queen
and to him will be entrusted the formation of
the ministry.
The old cabinet is now in session. The new
cabinet is not formed yet but will no doubt be

compromise.

London, May 4—Midnight.—There
lull

was a

Jump-Seat Carriages. Button-Hole Making

to call your attention to the Kimball
Jump-seat Carriage—as used for two or
lour persons. We have made a great number oi
these Carriages the past four
years, ranging in weight
from 335 to 425 pounds, capable of
carrying four
grown persons, and we believe they are universally
liked batter than any Carriage ever belore offered to
the public.
In addition to those heretolore
built, which we
have greatly improved, we have invented and
patented and «re now making an
New Style
entirely
Jump Seat, with Buggy Top to fall back or take
oft,
making six diff'eient ways the same Carriage can be
used, each perfect m itself, and manufactured by no
other concern in the Uniled States.
Finding it impossible to supply the demand for
these desirable and popular
Carriages in the old factory, we have built a large and commodious factory,
corner Preble and Cum be 1 land
streets, Portland,
tor the manufacture of these
Carriages exclusively,
and we are now prepared to fill all orders at short
notice and ou reasonable terms.
We have letters lrom nearly One Hundred persons
owning and using these carriages, all stating that
thejr surpass anything ever belore invented for a
•amily cariage, and recommending all to purchase
them in preference to any other kind. Cuts of the
carriages, price list &c., sent by mail, on application to the subscribers.
AH persons are hereby cautioned against
making
or selling (lie Kimball Patent
Jump Seat, as uur inventions and patents cover every possible movement
ol both seats.

ALLOW

25ct8, SOcts.

Asylums

and

Machine Combined.

us

That has made its advent in this

or

try.

Sewing

any other

Organic

This Machine is warranted to execute to the highdegree ot perfection all kinds ol Stitching, Hemming, Felling, Tucking, Braiding, Quilting, Gathering and Seicing, etc., and all kinds of work done
on any other Machine.
It also works a beautiful
Button-hole, embroiders over the edge of fabrics,
holes
and makes the
Eye-let
^prij8
over-seaming
stitch, by whicb sheets and pillow-cases are made as
by hand, feats which no other machine can do, hence
as we can do
every kind of sewing all others can do
and several kinds none others can. ours is
unquestion
ably far in advance of any other Machine in the market, and is the best to buv.
We have eat Wish d a permanent
agency at 1351-2
all idle street (up stairs) and we are desirous to have
everybody iu the city and vicinity call an I see these
wondertui Machines. Examine into their merits—
see what beautilul work
they will do—and get a sample of the work.
The lady in charge ot the Machines will take pleasure m
est

AND

$1.00

each.

“Or the Coming Woman.”
for sale at United States Hotel, Preble
House, Lowell & Senior's Congress st, Crosman &
Co’s, Short & Loriug’s, J. W. & II. H. McLuilee’s,
Thos, G. Loring's cor Exchange and Federal st*.
Tickets

does.

A Trial will Convince
Most Skeptical.

April 30-dtroayC

FLORAL
The

EXHIBITION!

Portland Horticultural Society will hold their
Annual Spring Exhibition ol

Plants and Flowers I
AT-

Reception Hall• Neiu City Building,
ON

WEDNESDAY, MAY Gth, 1808,
Opening at 2 o’clock P. M. Liberal premiums are
offered, lists of which may be obtaJued of Samuel
Rolie, Esq., Treasurer, Chestnut Street.

The Hall will be open for the reception of specimens, on the day ot the Exhibition, from 7 to 12
o’clock A. M.: and all persons living in Cumberland
County a'e entitled to compete for the premiums.
Admission to the Exhibition—Adults 25 ct*.; Children 15 eta.
Per Order,
may Id til
S. B. BECKETT, Sec.

HALL!

CITY

M.

FAREWELL !
MADAME

nounce

Retail

Who is Miss

LLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLL LL
affections peculiar to Females,

Bedsteads, Chairs, Blankets, Sheets, Stores, Augers,
Chisels, Files, Knapsacks, Drums, &c.

—ALSO—
The following Medical Stores: 14 Bottles Whiskey.
The same having been condemned and ordered to he
sold.
J. M. LANCASTER,
Bvt. Capt. U. S. A, 1st Lieut 3d Arty, A. A. Q. M,

May

ABOVE,

ASSISTANCE

WITH THE

5-dtd

Administrator’s Sale.
a license from the Judge ot Probate

virtue of

BY

ot Cumberland County, the subscriber will asll
at Public Auction (unless previously disposed of at
private sale), at the dwelling house ot Abby Starbird,
late of Saccarappa Village, in Westbrook, deceased,
on Monday, the 25th day of
next, at ten o'clock
in the forenoon, the dwelling house and lot of land
connected therewith, which was ol said deceased,
situated in said Saccarappa Village.
Said sale to be
made or the payment of said deceased’s debts and
of
administration.
Conditions
of sale will
charges
be make known at the time an t place.
WILLIAM L, PENNELL, Adm»r.
Dated the 23d day of May, A. D., 1868.

May

apr24dlaw3w

Real Estate in Falmouth for Sale.
property in Falmouth known
THE
Prince place, containing about ten

as

the Samuel
acres, some
is under

Portland, on the shore road:
good cultivation; location excellent: handy
six miles from

to Port-

either by land or water. Buildings consist ot
and a half story dwelling writh addition and

a one

barn.
This property will be sold low and on favorable terms. Apply to A. L. Fox, E.«q., or
jyi'he above contains about thirty acres, apart
being covered with wood.
E. M. PATTEN & CO.,

Auctioneers, Exchange Street, Portland.
April 23, 1868. dU

at Auction
on no

Carriages, Harnesses, Ac.
an-

P. O.

Aplilfl.

BAILEY, Auctioneer,

C. W. HOLMES,

N D

AUCTIONEER
OF

The matchless Italian Buffo,

Druggist,

300 Congress Street.
I^^Sales of any kind ot proj»erly in the City or viattended to on the most favorable

cinity, promptly
terms.

October 12.

Railroad Across

Signor Testa,

Maine.

dl

The eminent Tenor,

Sawyer ?

Mr. Geo. W. Colby,f
Conductor,

Sawyer

lives in the city of Rockland, Knox
County, Maine. She has devoted the best yeais of
her life to nursing the sick, and has had more experience in the cure of obstinate diseases, old Sores
and Ulcers, and Las also been consulted in more
cases of accidents,such as Burns. Scalds and Bruises
than any other person in New England, professional
or otherwise.
She *>as competed successfully with
the most able physicians in the States, as well as
with nurses and Indian doctors.
From time to
time she has compounded remedies for the use in
certain diseases in her own practice. Among other
compounds she has for many years made a Salve
which soon obtained an extensive
Sale, and is
low in great demand
abroad, as well as in private families and among the hundreds of men engaged at Rockland and
in the hazardous business of quarrying rock and burning
lime, and also
among the seamen along the coast oi Maine. So popular did it become that while it was
only put up m
old mustard boxes, without labels or the help of advertisements, Miss Sawyer received orders for it
from nearly or quite every State in the Union. The
demand tinally became so extensive that she was unable to meet it, and she made an arrangement with
L. M. ROBBINS, a druggist of
Rockland, to take
charge of the business and supply the trade. The
agent is so well satisfied with the merits oi the Medicine that he guarantees it to cure all diseases for
which it is recommended, and anv one who gives it a
trial according to directions, and' is not
satisfied, is
invited to return the box, with half the
contends, and
the money will be refunded. Full directions with
each box.

the Continent.

THE

Pianist and
Miss

THERE

Horses, Carriages, <Sc,

Mr. Carl Rosa,
The distinguished Violinist,

LLL

Willbesold at public auction on Friday,
Mav 8.1i. 1*68, at 3 o’clock P. M., at the Auction
Room ot E. M. Patten & Co No 14 Exchange st, a
lot of unserviceable IT. S. property consisting oi Iron

Saturday, at it o’clock a. m.,
Every
market lot, Market street, 1 shall sell Honor

CONCERT!
AS

PATTEN Sc CO., Auetiwnem.
OFFICE 14 EXCHANGE ST.

Jl.

Signor Ferranti,

Rockland,

LLL

K.

near

a

(i B A

BOBBINS,

Wholesale and

the

LLL
LLL
LLL

PATTEN Sc €©., Asctiesren,
OFFICE 14 EXCHANGE STREET

on the
at 11 A.
in
on the Gray
the school
house, will be >old without reservo the McCallar Farm oi about 50 acres in
tillage,
On the premises good
pasture and wood land.
orchard aud barn, with plenty of water.
Terms one-half cash, re • Binder on time, with note
A deposit ot one hundred dollars
and mortgage.
will be required of the purchaser at time of sale,
which will be positive.
mayltd

land

LLL

In many

are

PAREPA-ROSA!

AND PUT UP BY

L.

BUCHU,

invariably

WEDNESDAY EVENING,
The Spirit of Seventy-Six l

MISS C. SAWYER

HELMBOLD’S
EXT.

to

reserve.

M

read,

Betore leaving for California, has the honor to

Weakness,

—

F. O. BAILEY,
maylMtdAuctioneer.
E.

THE—

WHO SPEAKS FIRST ?

PREPARED BY

Requi'es the aid of Medicine to strengthen and invigorate the system, wi ich

coun-

and

affected with

once

!

TUESDAY EVENING.
PAUL’S RETURN,

|A great saving is made by taking large box.

melancholy deaths by consumption bear
on pie witness to the truth ot ihe assertion.

THE FIRST AND ONLY

Sale positive and without

Tuesday Evening, May 12.

PUT UP IN BOXES AT

suftering.'none

The Records of the Insane

aprlSeodtf

Patent

frequently followed

not

And the

KOIBALL

Albany, May 4.—Mr. Brady commenced his
to the jury tor the defence at ten
o clock this
morning, and closed at half-past
two. Mr.

a

one ('which

Itch, Scald Head, Teething, Chapped Hands, Scalds,
Cuts, Bruises, Croup, Cracked Lips, and Sores on
children.
It will never fail to cure Rheumatism if
properly
applied. Rub it on well with the hand three times
several cases it has cured palsied limbs,
ufeirw
For
PILES it lias beeu discovered to be a sure remedy. Persons who have been afflicted for years
have been relieved by a few applications. For ERYSIPELAS it works wonders, allaying the inflammation and quieting the patient.
For CHAPPED
HANDS it produces a cure immediately. Let those
with SALT RHEUM obtain this Salve, and
apply it
freely, and they will find it invaluable. It is good
In case of SCROFULA and TUMORS.—CANCERS
have been cured with it.
The best Salve ever invented tor SWOLLEN BREAST and SORE NIPNo
but
sure to afford relief.
way
injurious,
JbiES.
SORE or WEAK &YES—Liub it on the lids gently,
once or twice a day.
Cures deafness by putting it
in the ears on a piece of cotton.
For‘PIMPLES
this acts like a charm.
For BURNS and SCALDS
—apply the Salve at once and it gives immediate
relief. For OLD SORES, apply once a day.
For Horses and Cattle.—For Sores or bruises
ou Horses or Cattle this Salve is
invaluable, and
has astonishing effect in curing scratches on horses.
This Salve has worked its own wav into
notoriety,
and is a safe and sure
remedy for all the above ailments.

Insanly and Consumption.

ADAMS & PURINTON.
G3?”“Ca8h and the highest prices paid lor 2nd-hand

YORK.

argument

London, May

Wakefulness,
Pain in the back,
Flushing of the body,
Dryness of the skin,
Kruptions on the face,
Universal lassitude f the Pallid countenance,
muscular system
These symptom* if allowed to go on, which th
medicine in variety removes, soon lollows

Who cau sa that- they are
by those “dirfal diseases,”

of every descrip“Live ana Help

Furniture.

Difficulty of Breathing,
Trembling,

Loss of Memory,
Weak nerves,
Horror of disease,
Dimness of vision,
Hot hands,

short, House Furnishing Goods

THE BIBCOCK MURDER TRIAL.

for the

For weakness arising from^xcesses, Habits of Dissipation, early indiscitions, attended with
Ihe lollowitf symptoms:
Indisposition to exertion Loss of Power,

In

kinds of

Satisfaction guaranteed.
Live” is our motto.

Buchu

Impotence Fatuity, Epileptic Fits,

Tin and Wooden

LOlOlGES,

Children.

prices.

LEWIS & AT ASH,

103*

pain,

This medicine increases the
po\J of digestion,and
excites the absorbents into health action, by which
the water or caicerous dei-ositionknil all unnatural
enlargements are reduced, as wens pain and inflammation, and is taken by

ant

producing a bad effect, but always relieving
however severe.
It is prepared by MISS SAWYER, who has used
it in her own extensive treatment or the
sick, for
nearly twenty years, with great success.
The principle diseases for which this Salve is re
commended are, Chilblains,
Rheumatism, Piles,
Scrofula, Old Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Sprains, Burns,
Fever Sores, Felons, Pimples,
Krysiiielas, Sore
Eyes, Barber’s Itch, Deafness, Boils, Ring-worms,
Corns, Bites of Insects, Cancers, Toothache, Earache, Sore Nipples, Baldness, Swollen Breasts,
never

EEEEEEEEE

Men, Women

Parlor and Chamber Sets.

KILLED

1

NEW CITY HALL

raanv

EEEEEEEEE

and just manufactured, and to be

Ware,
ILLINOIS.

silver Plated Ware, Albums, &c., at Auction.
a

Orphan Asylum

no

Goods!

Gillespie,

tion.
L V K 5 Tuesday and Wednesday Evenings, (\N THURSDAY, May
M.,
7th,
/premises, Blackstrap,
Falmouth,
May 5th and

8 A

aches, wounds and bruises to which the flesh is heir.
Is more easily applied than many other
remedies,

EEEEEEEEE
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EEE
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Mr.

TUESDAY, May 5th. at 10 o’clock A. M.,
shall sell
small invoice of Jewelry,Silver PittClub edON
Ware. Albums, &c., in lots
suit customers

Dramatic
—AT

aoutherlv bait

This dwelling is in perfect
order, having been thoroughly overhauled, regardless of expense, by the present
owner, tor hie own
convenience.
House has ad the m- deru conveniences, gas throughout, wiih an ample supply o! haid
and soft water, lot about 83 feet on Atlantic by
about 70 on Monument Street, giving ample room for
another block ol dwellings. Good stable on the
premises. The above will be offered at private sale
for one week. For plai oi property and terms apply
on the 1
premise1*, or of
E M. PATTEN & CO.,
Exchange Street.
maySdlw

Jewelry,

Oth,

ings.

2-dlw

offered f,jr gale.

lieal Estate in Falmouth at Auc-

a

CARPETINGS,
all
Crockery, Glass,

MISS SAWYER’S

Bladder, Kidneys, Gravel
and Dropsical Swd~
LIBBY,
salve combining soothing and
you have
HERE
hea'ing properties, with
dangerous ingrediMiddle Street.
A remedy at hand for the
ent.
pains and

WINDOW SHADES,
well

Female

Extrac

for Diseases oi the

AND

HANGINGS,
as

Fluid

A Positive and
Specific Remdy

CLOTHING

Together with

Fixtures,

Square

property, beiug the
Thisthevaluable
ullage block occupied by

oi
is now

the

BUCHU,

kt.

line oi

tull

Real Estate Corner ot
Monument and Atlantic Sts.

Desirable

_

SPREE!

A

Sheet open from 10 A. M. till 1 P. M.
as usual.
may S dlt

Portland

VICKERY~&

138*

FURNITURE !

And

Suits

Cashmere Shawls.

103*

kinds ot

PAPER

Compound

lofif

STAND,
Cor. Exchange and Federal Streets,
And selling at prices that defy competition all

Box

OF

B^^Pricea, etc.,

Suitable for

Ladies’

OUR OLD

AT

MAUY ESTELLE.

Will give entertainments ior the benefit of the

1391

130I
113!

OUT

SPRING

the Brc kers* Board, May 4.

United States Coupons. May.
U S Coupon Sixes, 1881,.
United States 7-30s, dime.

FANCY DANCE,

The side-splitting comedy

NEW

Gents.

lilac.

Grandfather_Whitehead!

2
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Illinois Cen-

Frankfort, May 4—Forenoon.—United States
5-20’s 75* @ 75*.
Liverpool, May 4—Forenoon.—Cotton buoyant
aud firm; prices unchanged; sales
15,000 bales.
Breadstuff’s steady; Corn declined to 37s 6d. Other
articles unchanged.
Liverpool, May 4.—Peas declined to 48s 6d. Beef
declined to 115s. Pork declined to 83s. Cheese 52s.
Lard active, firmer and higher at 68s. Tallow 45s.
Sugar firm. Other articles unchanged.

Preparation

Tuesday, May 5th,
A

money and 93* @ 94 tor account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20’s70*;
tral shares, 95*; Erie shares, 46*.

The patriotic comedy of

WILL OPEN

On

Hall.

JOHN MURRAY.

Tuesday Evening, May 5th,

Goods !
HHH
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HHH

Veering
~

Lessee and
Manager,

GENUINE

VICKERY & LIBBY,»

Cincinnati, Mav 4.—Mess Pork in demand at
28 50 and held at 29 00. Bulk Meats firm but quiet;
shoulders 13c; sides 15 @ 15*c; sales of shoulders at
13*c buyers all the month. Bacon quiet at 14c tor
shoulders and 17* @ 18c for clear rib sides and clear
sides. Lard buoyant; sales at 19c; held later at 19*c.

responsibility

Theatre,

OJLB’& f

B

*

IV E W

@215*;

Foreign Markets*
London, May 4—Forenoon.—Consols 93* @ 93* tor

HeTTm

AUC TION SAL.ES.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

OF

receipts 17,040.

Chicago, May 4 -Flour unchanged. Wheat—No.
1 at 2 15
No. 2 at 209* @2 10. Corn firm;
sales No. 1 at 90
new 89c; rejected 85 ® 86c.
@
Oats active at 68*c. 90jc;
R e dull; sales No. 2 in store at
1 08; sample lots on track and delivered 1 75
@ 1 85.
Barley nominally unchanged for first class brands.
Mess Pork held at 29 00. Lard firm. Lite Hogs
steady. Beef Cattle nominal. Freights steady at 4c
on Corn to Buffalo and 10c on Wheat to Oswego.

48CELLAWBOPS.

_MUBUtOHANDlSE

© p E jy i jy g

Spring; Dress

!

pelled.

_MSfiCELL VI«GOIJS.

I

bbls.

..

by telegraph to the

•

regular. Lard firm; sales at
JJw
Butter heavy; Ohio 20 @ 43c; State 47 @ 49c.
very firm; sales
Whiskey quiet. Rice dull. Sugar
500 hhds.; Porto Rico 11* @ 13c ; Muscovado 10* @
12c. Coflee dull an i heavy. Molasses quiet. Naval
Stores dull and heavy: Spirits Turpentine 74 @ 75c.
Oils unchanged. Petroleum firmer; crude 14 @ I4*c
in bulk; refined bonded 29* @ 30c. Freights lo (LivIs 6d; Wheat per sail
erpool lower; Flour per steamer

nied the impeachment committee to the bar o
Senate.
a
After the members returned from the Senab
Mr. Washburne of Illinois fi'ed a resolution >
which was adopted, that the Secretary of thi 1
what
Treasury inform the House been judgment
paid, th<
of the Court of Claims*have
amount oi each, who for, &c.
Mr. Windom of Minnesota said, that at tb<
he had decided t<
request of his colleague,
modify his resolution of censure growing ou
of the letter of Washburne’s, relative to hii
colleague, of which he gave notice Saturday
To au enquiry, he thought the resolution o:
censure would uot reach the
case, for reasoE
that one of the two gentlemen should be ex-

Secured Seats One Dollar.
Admission Fifty
ceuts. The sale of tickets will commence at Paine's
Music Store, Saturday morning. May 9th.
Doors
open a4 7±; Concert at 8 o'clock.
maySdtd

CENTRAL

Pacific Railroad
COMPANY
Are authorized by Acts of Congress to

construct, with
house at the opening or the session of the
showing and explaining them to all who may
favor her with a call, and we
House of Commons to-night. The Prince of
invite all to
earnestly
aid
the
and
of
the
United
States
Governsupervision
call and see them in operation before
Wales and Prince Christiau of
purchasing. A
SchleswigSewing Machine is to last a life time, and heuce the
Holstein were among the distinguished visithe
and
Western
of
the
NaIs
one that will do the
ment,
principal portion
unequaled by any other remedy, as in Chiorosts
greatest range of work, and do
tors present. Great interest was manifested
or Retention,
it the best, is the one to
Irregularity, Painfumess or Suppresbuy.
tional
m the proceedings, and much
Trunk
Line
between
sion
the
Pacific
Coast
and
the
We
oi
have sold nearly a hundred of these Machines
excitement was
Customary Evacuations, Ulcerated or Scliirin Concord, N.
apparent among the members. The Premier
H., and vicinity, and every one speaks rus state of the Uterus, Sterility, and lor all comhave
built
lar
the
most
in
plaints
the highest praise of them. Call and
incident to the sex, whether arising from inand Mr. Gladstone were
by
get a circuhalves, of this famous brand Mississippi Valley, They
loudly cheered as they
Ofk/'k/'k SACKS
lar of recommendations.
discretion, habits of dissipation, or in the
entered and took their seats. After some unoi Flour, which gave such universal
difficult and expensive portion ot their Road, and
All kinds of silk and cotton
and the best
satisfaction
last
thread,
Just
received
and
lor
sale
important business had been transacted, Mr.
year,
by
C. P. KIMBALL CO.,
Machine oil for sale.
Decline or Change of Life,
vicinity
D’Isjaeli arose and was greeted with cheers
have an unprecedented working torce extending the
Instructions given on the Machine gratuitously to
PORTLAND, ME.
from the minslerial benches. He reviewed the
all who purchase Machines.
(See symptoms above )
track across the Salt Lake Basin.
course of the tory
All
kinds ot plain and fancy stitching done to orEP-I still continue the manufacture ot all other
By the close ot
administration, which, at its
153 Commercial Street,
outset, was without a majority of supporters kinds of carriages at my old factory on Preble Street der.
it
Call
is
will
have
400
miles in tall
and see us.
1868,
April 28,1868. dtf
expected they
iu the House, and spoke of its uniform success
GEO. W. DREW, Agent,
Portland, Me.
CHA’S. P. KIMBALL.
March 31-eod3m
135 1-2, Middle street, Portland Me.
May 2
so entire indeed, that even its
opponents acand
that
the
operation;
Tilton &
knowledged it, and on two occasions, when
Lord Derby expressed a wish to
resign, they
Entire Line will be Completed in
Desire
to
call
the
attention
to
the fact that more than
they had urged him to remain in office. FiMMM
MMM
1870.
MM M
nancially, its records was faultless. In foreign
M MM
4 O
affairs Lord Stanley bad raised the prestige
the subscribers have this
MMM
MMM
day formod a coOf their Safes gave AMPLE PBOTEOTION In the
More than TWENTY Hill.LIONS
OF
of the nation vastly in
MM MM MM MM
under
the firm name of
partnership
the
late fire. Parties desiring a
preserving
MM At MMM MM
peace, not merely with the continent but with
-OF THEDOM AHN have been expended in the work,and
MM MMM MM
O WEN & WOODSIDE,
the great republic of the West. In Ireland
FIRST RATE SAFE,
MM
MM
MM
the ministry had triumphed at every
At a MODERATE PRICE, will please call on
for the transaction of a
the CONSTRUCTION RESOURCES are ample tor
MM
M
point,
MM
grocery and provision busiwhile at the same time conciliating the
ness
at
EMERY & WATERHOUSE,
peoTake no more Balsam, Mercury, ror unpleasant
Middle Street, Portland.
the remainder. They consist of
ple; and in Abyssinia, tbe great deed of arms
-ATl-££
had done credit not only to officers and solDanlorth street, Medicine tor Unplnasant and Dangerous Diseases.
Or al HO Sudbury Street, Boston.
1. UNITED STATES BONDS to the
diers engaged in it but also to the ministry
where we are ready t > wait on aU our old
customers,
MP'Secoml-hand Safes taken in exchange for sale.
who planned it. On Thursday last, on the vote
and as many new ones as
The following are a few selected from the multimay lavor us with their
Parties desiring Sanborn's Steam improvement atextent ot $35,000 per mile, average, delivered as the
on the first of the series of resolutions the
302 and 304 Congress Street, patronage.
tude of recommendations in the possession of the
B. h, WOODSIDE,
tached to Tilton & McFarland’s Safes, can order ol
Agent.
ministry encountered a new and sudden quesJ, W, OWEN
—AND—
work progresses.
Fmery, Watcrhouso & Co.
PORTLAND, ME.
May 2, 1808. dtf
Jan 15—sxlstw in each mo&adv remainder of time
tion, which threatened confusion to Ireland
Mrs.
[From
Elizabeth
Coombs, Brunswick.)
subscribers have now on hand and for sale
and ultimately- to overthrow the
9. FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS to the
English
the largest and best stock ot Carriages ever ofBrunswick, April 4,1867.
Miss Sawyer.—I received your letter last
church, the effect of which would be the ab- fered in Vew England, comprising in part Carryevening
IMPORTAN T
same amount issued also according to the progress of
and was very glad you concluded to let me fake
sorption of all sects in the Church of Borne. all* of all descriptions; Coupe* and Cabriola*,
your
Cures
Secret Diseases.
TO
Salve. I think 1 can do well with ir, and it will be
To this measure he could not assent, and he
both Platform and Perch. The finest lot of
Top
the road, and having the j referred claim—superior to
quite an accommodation to my husband, as he canhad asked the House for time to advise with
Buggies in the world.
Mined Cumberland Coal lor Blacksmith’s
lu all their stages, at little expense, little or no
not get
without it. He has tried
the Queen on the new attitude of affairs. Her
use.
A nice article, warranted to suit.
everything
change in diet, no inconvenience and no exposure. else andalong
that of the Government.
has never tound anything that heafed his
“JUMP
SEATS,”
It causes a frequent desire, and gives strength to uriMajesty had heard his statement, and had not
leg as that Salve of yours, arid we have both found
attention is called to the Patent Rubbernate, thereby removing obstructions, preventing and
declined his tendered resignation but had
Side Spring Wagons, Open Baggie*, Sun
3 GRA1VT OF PUBLIC LANDS along
it
only
to
be
all
and
even
more
than
u
Lined
recommend
it
Horse
McAllister
to
which
is fast coming into
&
y
their constitutionality.
Collar,
curing strictures of the Uretlia, allaying pain and inbe. We have had it in the family 5 or 6
urged him not to dissolve Parliament in the
general use. It has never failed to cure any chafed
years, and I
Shades, Rockaway*, Cnt-under
flammation. to lrexuent in this class ol diseases, and
He also spoke of the acquiesence of the
the route, 12,800 acres per mile, or nearly ten million
have
used
it
for
or
and
can
It
s
anomalous
we
galled
circumstances
until
an
horses.
warranted
present
everything
to cure any galled
60 Commercial st.
truly say
apexpelling all poisonous, diseased and worn out matBuggies, Are., Are*
have never found its equal. I use it for weak back
American people in the unconstitutional and
horse, or no pay. It is superior to the common colpeal could be made to the new constituencies,
ter.
May 2-dlw
acres in all, which are now selling at the minimum
and it acts like a charm. Mr Coombs has had a Felar iu every respect
and heavy carriages ot all descriptions made
Call and see the testimonials
BBB BBB
iniquitous fugitive slave law until its abroga- and this he hoped to do with the aid o' the toLight
ver
Sore
on
his leg for thirty years and would be a
order. Being the oldest carriage establishment in
and examine the Collar at the sb-re of
House. He deprecated the urgency with which
BBBBBBBB
tion, and in this connection dwelt at length on
rateoi $2 50reracre.
the state, (the senior
if
he
had
not
cripple
to-day
a
had
in
over
found
BASSETT
&
BE
having
remedy
your
thirty
ARSE,
BBB
BBB
the subject of slavery with its various charac- Mr. Gladstone had pressed the resolves, and years experience) anapartner
Salve. It keens it healed, and takes out the indammaapr29dlw*
No 236 Congress St.
‘‘knowing our business” and
BBB
BBB
that
a suspension of orders would not be
4. CAPITAL STOCK ol $20,000,000 ot
hoped
it
our
and
an
tion,
proud
flesh,
1
does
giving
we
can
for
him
of
counsel’s
reference
sav
all
teristics. He spoke
the
personal attention,
swelling,
sately
BBBBBB
that he can ask. I can recommend it for a
pressed now as he was ready to give some oth- that we defy competition as to quality of work, style
good
BBB
THE
to President Lincoln, saying he had violated
BBB
which
and
er government
have
lor
of
1
many
use
for
and
you
not,
it
to
on
our
low
$5,000,000 is subscribed and paid on the work
the
discuselegance
finish,
things
everything.
right
prices bring
carry
BBB
BBB
I consider it invaluable in a family. If
the laws of his country and furnished many
these very desirable Carriages within thereach ot all
sion. If debate there must be, Mr. Gladstone
you can put
BBBBBBBB
this testimony together, and it can be of serviee to
and
done.
as a
crimes
examine
and
for
President
Johnson’s
ty*Call
be
satisfied.
said the Premier’s praise of the tories was not
precedents
BBB BBB
Hhds., I
_
J. M. Kimball.
you, you are welcome.
Z. Thompson, Jit.
bold calumniating slander on his memory.
.5 Tierces, ®*«scoTad« Molasses.
only in bad taste but untrue, and especially
You can send me large boxes it you please, and a
3* CASK RESOURCES, (comprising doApril 28-eo(i2m&w
A SPECIAL MEETING
USE
HELM
BOLD’S
The suspension of the habeas corpus was not that portion relating to finance. Lord Derby,
For sale by
tew little ones. I can do better with the large ones.
GEO. S. HUNT,
nations
ELIZ
from California sources amounting to $1,250,BETH
made by him but by the civil war which ren- he remarked, was not asked to slay in 1859.
COOMBS.
Yours,
*Src.,
the Stockholders of said
maj ld3w
111 Commercial Street.
Company will he
held at the Treasurer’s Office, In Waterville, on
dered it necessary. In regard to the passage of Mr. Gladstone doubted whether the eulogium
!
Net Earnings, etc., 1865 to 1870, $6,500,000, mak000,
the
Premier was a challenge to the
passed by
the indemnity act he said the purpose of Con[From the Bev. E. A. Helmershausen, now of
Wednesday, the Thirteenth Day ot a total of more than
opposition or to tbe tories, to persuade them
For all affections and diseases of the Urinary Organs
Bucksport, Maine.
gress in such legislation was to furnish authorto remain in office. He
at the cry of
laughed
in
whether existing
This certifies that I have used Miss
For
sale
in
May, A. D. 1868,
all
its
eases brought against
to
court
to
dismiss
the
variety
by
Sawyer’s
Seventy Billions upon the first 796 Biles.
ity
danger to the established church of England,
Salve and consider it superior to anu other. I cheer& SONS* Raw Bone Super Phosphate of
At aiz -’clock in .be cretains, to act
the President’s agents for what they had done and at that of the church of Borne, absorbing
upon the
recommend it to all in want of a good Salve.
Lime in Barrels and Sacks, for sale by
fully
following article, via:
or
all other sects. He said it was unprecedented
in pursuance of the constitution. If their acts
E. A. HELMERSHAUSEN.
The Company now oiler for sale through us at their
To see if the Stockholders will authorize the Dithat the ministiy, which had been beaten by
J. G. LOVE
January 25,1867.
had been unwarranted the indemnity laws
Prom whatever cause originating,and no matter how
rectors to issue Bonds secured bv a
mortgage of the
O majority, should talk of dissolving Parliawould have been of no avail. The Senate then
Railroad
for
Diseases
of
these
the
the
33 Commercial st.
long standing.
orgaus require
purpose of paying or renewing the Par Value and Accrued Interest,
ment. It might be right to elect a new Parlia[From S. AT. Stetson of Freeport, Maine]
aid of a diuretic.
bonded debt of tlie Company as it matures.
49
St.
May 2, 1868.-d3w
took a recess.
ment to settle the question of tbe Irish church,
in currency, a limited amount of the
April 14, 1868.
May 4*eod3mo
March 20, 1865.
On reassembling at half-past two, Mr. BingFbeeport,
but its first duty when chosen would be to setI hereby testify that Miss Sawyer’s Salve has cured
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND,
ham resumed, and referred to the argument of
tle the ministry itself. The Premier’s course
on my heel of several years'
Clerk.
swelling
I
FIRST
standing.
MORTGAGE BONDS,
_apr29dtd_
on
a
resistance
Mr. Evarts, based
successful
gladly recommend it to the public as an invaluable
was unconstitutional; the House was hostile
to the brokers’ tax law in New York as an inTO
lor swelling aud lameness of any kind.
remedy
to the ministry, yet he wanted to govern the
six
Is
the
bearing
per
cent, per annum—both INTEREST
Great Diuretic,
sult to the Senate, and said that one capable
S. M. STETSON.
country till fall. In the meantime the fate of
AND PRINCIPAL being explicitly made (i Payof making it was not to argue grave ConstituInfalible
or
never
And
is
certain
Cement,
to have the desired effect in all diseasfailing
Ireland and other great questions are to retional provisions.
Relating the passage of main iu
glue, is (he best a«ticle ever presented to the
es for which it is recommended. Evidence of the most
able in Oold Coin,” conformably with the
[From Dr. R. Richard Clay, Boston, Mass.]
NOW DISCHARGING
suspense. The duty of the liberals
American people for mending all kinds of ware,
bills over a veto, and maintaining that every I
responsible and reliable character will accompany
This is to certify that I have known Miss Sawyer’s
was clearly to follow up the resolves with the
(ilaas, China or Crockery, Wood, Bone Ivory, LeathC. FRED V(JELLIN«>8
the medicine.
specie laws ot the Pacific States.
one who has learned to read can plainly settle
From
Sell.
J.
Salve
for
more
than live years, and of its having
McCloskey,**
supervision bill, thus clearing the way for tbe er, Rubber, Sfc. Every family should have a supply.
OOO
the question whether or not the President
been success ully used in many cases. I consider it
new Parliament.
The Bonds are of $1,000 each, with semi-annual
They must go on, (cheers); lts coBt.is trifling, alwa>s ready, and easily applied.
OOOOOOO
a
broke a law. Referring to a citation by Mr.
LIQUID
superior article, and well worthy the confidence of
The subscr.bers, sole proprietors and manufacturthey had no bargains to make; the Premier
OOO
OOO
those requiring such a remedy.
ers lor the State ol Maine ot this invaluable
Nelson, he contended that it had no bearing had said nothing
gold
coupons attached, payable in July and JanuCement,
OOO
that
the
OOO
would
course
change
R.
RICHARD CLAY, M. D.
are now prepared to supply the trade and manufacon the case, and that besides its author (JefferIN BULK AND BAGS.
OOO
OOO
of the ministry. He (Gladstone) would, thereBoston, Dec. 10th, 1867.
ary.
OOO
OOO
son) was not authority., ip regard to the Con- fore, net urge the supervision orders to-night turers in quantities to suit.
SMALL & MARK,
OOO
OOO
“BUTTER” in Uhls.
E~F~ltie company reserve the right to advance the
stitution, which he did not help to frame. if the ministers would allow the earliest possiNo. 155 Commercial Street, Portland.
[From Mr & Mrs. Wm. R, Kendall, Freeport, Me.]
OOOOOOO
Reading the list of powers granted to the ble day for a consideration of the resolves; if
The latest improvement in Family
sale also at the Inventors’ Exchange, 209
price at any time; but all orders actually in transit*
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now
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Dyes,
DANA <£ CO.
the many Salves now in use, Miss Sawyer’s
Among
President by the Constitution, he called attenintroduced
and
the
at
being
throughout the country.
principal stores.
they passed, the House bill should follow, sus- Congress Street,
stands pre-emiuent for almost all the aches and pains
April 15-d&w3wia
at the time of any such advance will be tilled at
tion to the fact that no power of suspending
These colors are all prepared in Liquid form with
April 30, eodlw*
the human family are afflicted with. For Rheumapending appointments in the Irish Church.
Physicians, Please Notice.
laws until their validity is tested is anywhere
very simple directions lor use, and are made trom
present price. They are believed to combine greater
Lame
Bobert
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ministers
had
after
the
Nervous
tism,
it
inJoints,
Headache, gives
the same material used by dying new silk and
JOSEPH CURRIER,
given him; and he held that such a claim of nullified the will of the House, they had
stant relief. We have used it tor several years, and
I make no “secret” of “ingredients.”
woolen goods.
attractions of safety, reliability and profit than any
both legislative and executive functions was a
it
an
remed
find
sore
unfailing
for burns, scalds,
had the audacity to ask forthe control for
A large variety o different shades of color can be
contravention of the express terms of the insalt rheum, swelled joints, &c., &c.
other securities now offered, and are recommended
throat,
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from
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to
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come
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the
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government.—
by using more or less of the
cheerfully recommend it to the public as being perstrument. He insisted that this claim involvT^OR Country Trade and Fishing purposes, at reSuch a course was unconstitutional, and it was
Dye Stuff.
to persons seeking desirable steady investments. We
safe and good for many more aches than we
fectly
ed also an assumption of judicial powers, and
.T duced prices.
absurded for the Executive and Legislative,
No. 31S Congress st,,
have mentioned.
characterized the entire proposition as too abIs
of
Cubebs
and
receive all classes oi Government Bonds, at their tall
composed
Buchu,
Juniper
Berries,
of
each
distrusting
MR. &
other, to maintain a show
WM. R. KENDALL.
selected with great care,
8.000 Hogsheads Cadiz,
surd to be submitted to children. By the exManufacturer and Proprietor of
harmony until next year.
market rates, in exchange for the Central Pacific
Freeport, March 17,1867.
ercise of this assumed power, the President
The House in committee then took up tbe
“
nr Sold by all Druggists everywhere.
PREPARED IN YACUO,
1.000
Liverpool,
could suspend legislation of all kinds. He
Railroad Bonds, thus enabling the holders to realise
Currier’s
Patent
Bell
for
budget and considered the resolution to make
Hotels,
could prevent the creation of .judicial dis“
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ALL YOUNG
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not

hard-hearted

so

ami look

tear.

I may appear

as

;

sheepish?—there’s nothing

to

Yon men are such geese! only Beelzebub knows
The trouble you give us beiora you propose!
’Tis almost two seasons since I’ve been out;
You simper and smile and you whirl me about;
But this is not buxines*, the horrid time goes,
Another will have me
do not

ifjou

Lake

propose!

You take all the airs oi a man I’ve
preferred;
You keep off'the rest, and don’t
say a word.
inis is not lair
fellow who shows

play—a

Such uncommon devotion should speak and propose!

I want to be married—do you understand?
You’d give me a world .'—only give me your hand!
One can’t go on always with cons and with pros,
Never come here again- or be hank and propose!

31iscellauy.
Sharp Pr acticc.
Some years ago a celebrated highwayman
was arrested for robbery; and while he was
thinking what a good chance there was for
him to escape, a cunning friend ( also in
trouble) offered to help him for a reward.
“X have 200 pounds,” said the robber,
100
of which, if you save me, shall be yours.”
said
the
other.
“And now all
Agreed,”

yO have to do is to tell me every particular,
word, etc., that passed at the time you committed the robbery; and when
you are
brought to the bar plead not guilty ami
leave the rest to me.”
Then the highwayman related
every word
and circumstance that he could recollect as
having passed between the gentleman he
robbed and himself.
At the trial, when the robber was
brought
to the bar, be pleadeu not
guilty. Just at
this time there was beard a
great bustle
among the visitors, which being loud enough
to disturb the court, the usher was called
upon to explain the
disturbance; be reported

in

Fire Bilk.
Out-standing, 11,900.‘J«S.
Marine Kink.
do.
11,3*0,903.
ASSETS.
United States Bunds, market value,
186,226 00
Bank Stocks,
345,124 00
91.800 00
Kailroad Bonds,
Heal Estate in Boston,
90,0 0 00
Loans on Collateral,
13^,900 00
Leans on Mortgage ofBeal Estate,
33,000 00
Shares in Whart and other property,
67,000 00
on
risks
Notea
Marine
7,500 00
terminated,
Cash on hand and in Bank,
25,976 00
Loans on Personal Security,
60,615 00

resorts in
Particular atl.ntlon is attached to this
mg the inxn'ain ol the great water works,
constructed to water the city of Portland.

Surrounded by

tuc

saiu

juisuuns

variegated landscape of
fill natuial scenery, it offer* particular
attract
persons, or parties, wishing to visit the count!
Pleasure jar lies visiting us will receive onr
t,.n„,
attention, and be provided with riding,
*,,
6 sailing
evut*
fishing accommodations.

bery.

‘How

will you

judge.

“The gaoler will prove it for me. If
you
will please look over his list of
prisoners you
will find that 1 was in prison at the time the
robbery was committed.”
On the gaoler’s examining his books he found
to his small satisfaction, that this fellow was
brought into prison the day before the robbery was committed. For his neglect in not
examining his books he was very near losing
his position, lor botji rascals had
escaped.
Anecdote of Grant.

It is well known to all who have had
any
experience in the matter, that it was with
great difficulty that the volunteer regiments
of our late army were
brought into strict discipline. While General
then ColonelGrant was with his regiment at Cairo, he is-

1,036,140

benelicial.

Bisks,

princess, Queen Victoria’s daughter,
and is so vulgar and citizen-like as to be
fond of being surrounded by his little ones.
There is a pretty photograph out
representing this happy family. He has one of his
crown

children in his arms, and he looks

as

disThe

gustingly contented as any shopkeeper.
nobility do not expect much good of him,
and aie

much alraid that he may consider
the Constitution of the country not as a bad
joke, but as a solemn pledge. As this tendency is attributable in a great part to the
influence of Victoria’s clever little
daughter,
you can hear the aristocracy speak of her
with shrugs of the shoulders and a sarcastic
twitch of the mouth.”

The next year he passed the same tree
and it bore the same kind of fruit, but
not apples.
The next year he was there and saw the
tree, hut not with his eyes.
Children, how could this be?
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British
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The unfortunate should be particular in selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; foi
it is a point generally conceded by the best svphilogradhers, that the study and management of these come
dlaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure. The Inexperienced general practitioner. having neither opportunity nor time to makhimseff acquainted with their pathology, coinmouly
one system of treatment, in most cases ma >
tig an indiscriminate use ot that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.
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Mar® Con^urnce.
All who have committed an excess ot any kino,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence In maturer years,
SEEK FOR an: ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervou*
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow; do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

Thurston.

Fire, Marine & Life
Insurance
No. 7

Office

I

Agency

Street.

Exchange

and

Security Insurance Comp’y,
NEW

OF

lfORK.

Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—*
complaint generally the result of a bad habit ir
youth,—treated scientifically and a perfect cure war-

F. Hastings, President.
W. B Buckhout, Yice-Prest.
Frank W. Ballard, Secretary.
M athan Harper, Asst. Sec.
Cash Capital,
$1,000,000 00
Assets, January 1, 1S68, $1,477,677 11

Assets, Janaary 1st,
hand and in Bank,
Cash in hands of Agents and in

made.
passes but we are consulted by one or
Hardly
more young men with the above disease, some o'
whom are as weak and emac iated as though they ha<!
the consumption, and by then- friends are supposed tc
have it. All such cases yield to the proper aud only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

96,112 95
course

ill

10
00

92,565

27

132,295 80

$1,477,677

71

12

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and •
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organa.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a description of their diseases, and the appropriate remedial

& Thurston, Agents,

Office No. 7 Exchange St.
eod3w
Portland, April 18, 1868.

will be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will
be returned, If desired.
AddreSB:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street,
Next door to the Preble House,
Portland, Me.
HP* Send a Stamp for Circular.

ATLANTIC

Mutual Insurance Company.

Electic Medical Infirmary,

Wall St, cor. William, NEW YORK,

51

January,

DR.
wht
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 14
Preble Street, which they wil find arranged for the I
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.'s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivailed in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of otstructiona after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be take!
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part ol the country, with rull direction#,
DU. HUGHES,
by addressing
tanl.lft65d&w>
No. M Pxoble Street, Portland.

Risks.

The whole profits ot the Company revert to the
are divided annually, upon the Premiums terminated during ihe year; and tor which Certificates are issued, hearing interest until redeemed.
Dividend of 30 per cent, tor 1867.

Assured, and

The com pan v has Assets, over
Thirteen
million Dollars, viz:
United States and State of New-York Stocks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise,
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable,
.leal Estate, Bonds and Mortgages,
and other securities,
Cash In Bank

6,864,485
2,175,450

NATHAN

3,694,*68
373,374

113,108,177
John D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W. H. H. Moore,

Sturgis,
Henry K. Bogert,
Joshua J. Henry,

IV o. 137 Middle Street
(UP STAIRS,)

Dennis Perkins,
Jos. Gaillard, Jr.,
J. Henry Burgv,

Lewis Curtis,
Okas. H. Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,
R. Warren Weston,

Having Just returned from

Cornelius Grinnell,

Hand,
B.J. Howland,
Benj. Babcock,
Fletcher Westray,

C. A.

Royal Phelps,

Caleb Bar stow,
A. P.Piliot,

—

Rubt. B. Minturn, Jr,
Gordon W. Burnham,

Men’s and

Fred’kChauncey,

James Low,

Geo. S. Stephenson,
Wm. H. Webb
R L. Taylor,

is

b'OK Sale

by

& Parsons,
merchant tailors,

rAp?&1&fl-

*•>*

Saddles and Bridles !
The subscribers
offer for sale

600 Black Leather

Cavalry Saddles

Complete with Bridle with Curb Bit »,„i1 ■
Hnltrr; price lot complete set,
Saddle, Bridle and Halter

...

$io.

prime condition and suitable to.
private use, and are offered at about one third their
original cost, a rare opportunity in offered io everv1
Farmer, or to any one owning a horse.
A discount will he made to dealers purchasing a
quantity.
As these

are

all in

WILLIAM READ & -SONS,
mar

13 Fauueil Hall Square,
21-.0.12m

OIL
Sperm,

_Boston.

STORE.

Lara
01

whale
beat quaijiv

LUBRICATINu

on

Sperm, Adamantine,

bast in the Market.
18-eod3m

*

Oils,

v

kinds,
givifjaH.?/
,Tan°l"
<°r Heavy
!fact,0,‘

such as are warranted to
and Light Machinery, at leas

April

Han.

and

ParaMnTwT'?0'1
Jnne Wax
S'/1*'
handles,

*2?F«e‘ 8?.

Medical Notice.
CHADWICK, M. D., will devote special at
Untion u> Disea es ot tbe Eye. No. 301
i Congress It
Office hours trom 11 A. M. to 1 P. M. ,VWDgre,6Bt
ti
May
Q- H.

Wear /

and

them into Garments of all kinds,
in the

everybody else

are

invited to call and

see

for

1868.

dtt

OOOLD.

FAIRBANKS’

com-

giviug

Ageita

Wanted

on

Company!

SCALES !
TAKE

All Policies Non Forfeiting. CASH distribution of Surplus made yearly to the policy holdNo policy issued by this Co. is lorteited until its
ers.
value is worked out in
by law of 1861.—
Tbe iollowiiig table will *how the time that a life
this
Co.
will
issued
in force after
continue
policy
the annual cash payment of premiums has ceased.
2 Payments
«
1 Payment
3 Payments
in cash.
in cash.
in cash.
*
«n
C3 fl
CD
a>
>»
oj
tr
ZL

X
1

o
228
300
12
96

x
2
2
3

ft
170
277

CONSTANTLY ON HAND

27

Jolin IF. Manger <£ Hon, Agents.
Feb

Waterhouse
Emery,
11-dlm

Apr

iFo S3.

makctactdred By
J. e. came &
oo.,

A

Z'

A

Building well known
ARCADE,

the

Where they
customers

prepared to ofler

are

STOCK

OF

Embracing

mar31dtt• Real Estate A^snt.

LIBRARY, and
Together with
Common Grades of Work,
prices to suit the most economical.
27-atf
At
Mar

Heal Estate for Sale.

subscriber offers for sale two new muses,
built in the most substantial manner ind in
modern style. These houses are near the coner ot
Congress and North streets, two stories high,with
seventeen rooms in each, good cellars, and an uatailing supply of hard and soft water. They are in a
desirable location and will rent ieadily at large perTerms liberal.
centage.
Enquire of Messrs.
HEARN & CO, Comer of Congress and North sti.

THE

GEORGE HEARN.

25, 1868.-dtf
House Lots.
on Congress near State Street, and
eight
TWO
lots on Emery, Lewis and Thomas streets, lor
sale by
W. H. STEPHENSON,

Feb 10, 1868.-tfAt 2d National Bank.

For Sale—One Mile from Portland.
beautiful residence occupied by Rev. W. P.
THEMerrill, situated in Westbrook,
on the Back
Cove road, known by the name of the Machigonne
Villa, The grounds are tastetully laid out with

walks, flower beds, splendid evergreens and shade
trees; about 200 pear, apple, plum and cherry trees

in bearing; plenty of currents and gooseberries;
about
n acre ol strawberries—raised 1,600 quarts
this year. The lot embraces nearlv lour acres, with
streets 60 feet wide all round it. ^The buildings—a
flne house with 15 rooms, French roof and cupola,
and a piazza round three sides; warmed with furnace, good well and cistern in cellar; gardener’s
house and summer house, and good stable well
finished with cellar, at the low price ol $7,500.
Terms easy. For particulars euquire on the premises, or ot WHJTTEMOKE & STARBIRD, on
Commerc'al street; or FEKNALD & SON, corner
of Preole and Congress streets.
Sept. 3. dtt

Removal.
leased for

HAVING

And Removed to the

South Side of Commercial Street,
On said wharf, I am now able to ofler to the trade
assortment of Long and Short

Tj UMBER,
Under

Sashes and Blinds l

Doors,

constantly

on

hand and tor sale by

K. DEEBING,
No. 292 Commercial Street, Hobson’s Wlmrt, foot oi
feb!3dtf
High Street.

REM OVAL.

SPARROW’S
OFFICE
this

Day Removed

to

Exchange St.,
(BOYD'S BLOCK,)

Where Insurance of Every Kind,
-AKD-

FOR ANY AMOUNT,

land. House contains 7 finished
rooms; is painted and blinded
! Plenty water. Apply to WM, H.
real estate agent.
may2d2w*
—

JERR

others

being represented

at this

IN

R

E

M

Gould, and afterwards occupied by
Mrs. Mead, situated in Gorham Village, Me.
The
locality is one of the most desirable in the place.—
The lot has nine rods on Main Street, is the«econd
from the corner of South Street, and contains two
acres of land.
Terms literal, Apply to the subscriber, at the National Traders Bank, Portland.
EDWARD GOULD.
April 15,1868. d&w3w
This wpII known Public House,
being centrally located, on Main
Street, in the business part ot the
city, will be leased tor a term of

desired.

_:■ years, if
For particulars apply to

ALBERT EMERSON,
No. 20 Summer Street.
eod&wlw*

1868.

Laud for

EL. M

O

A

V

L.

near
to

Purchasers.

Enquire

in person

or by letter of
JAMES JOHNSON,

B ft E W

92 MIDDLE STREET,
I Marrett & Poor’s New Block, where may be fcund a
full assortment ot Leather Belting, as
cheap, and
equal to any in New England.

Belting and Loom
Straps made to order. Also lor sale. Belt Leather
Backs and Sides, Leather Trimmings, Lace Leather,
Belt

Hooks, Copper
A.

ME

19dtf

BRILL,

Counsellor and Attorney at Law,
144$ Exchange Street, opposite pres-

has removed to
ent Post Office.

R

julyttdtf

K M
W.

y

O

Counsellor
And

A.

!

CLIFFORD,

II.

at

Law,

Patents,

Solicitor of

Has Removed to

Corner of Brown and Congress Streets,
BROWN’S NEW BLOCK.

Jal6

dtf

Large Lot ot Splendid Steel EnKngravlngs

a

ol the most eminent artists
AT COST.
MONG them are Berry’s Idea IHead and Elliot’s
celebrated engraving of the Better Land. Also
Frames of all kinds at corresponding prices, at 134
Middle Street, up stairs, over G. A. Suss kraut.

apl7d3w.

<31 Jk. S

CHANDELIERS,

^
All

Gas

AkJLiJS.

Commercial St., loot
Portland, Aug 29,-dt
o

actu-

&c., and other gooua usually found in a House-Furnishing Gwis Score, all of which we will sell at the
Lowest Market Prices.
WOODMAN & WHITNEY,
51 Exchange street, below Middle.

of

22 dtf

184 and

Wharf.

1

April 15-dlm

186 Pore Street,
AT-

LOW

Piping

done

April

STREET,

PORTLAND.

a A S

FIX TURES
V

30.

ROSS & STURDIVANT.

dim

and

ground

WHITNEY,* Agent.
*

CARl»ET
FOSTER

Proprietors

Portland and Forest

of

March 18.

eodlm'

Gas Fixtures!

We have connected GAS FIXTURES with

October 30.

ness

our

busi-

ot'

Grating*, Pump*, Ac., Ac.,

prepared to furnish them as low as they
can be purchased in Boston,
Our stock is entirely new, and is selected trom the
latest and most lashionabie styles.
We invite persons who intend to
purchase fixtures
to give us a callbefore purchasing elsewhere
O. M. & H. T.
Nos. 9,11 and 13 Union Street,PLUMMER,
Portland, Me.
September 12. dtt

and their wives
Danlortli street.

or

be

obtained for gentlemen

single gentlemen,

at No 57

mar26dti
~

PARLOR SUITS,
Spring Bed. and Bedding
Manufactured to order at short notice.

the

Oity Dye

rooms can

House,

returned, free ot charire.

Mar 21-dtr

li». 3t

Free Street.

Tents.

THE

and

coita.

RETURNING will leave Damariscotta every Monday. and Waldoboro every Fiiday at 7 o’clock A.
M, tor Portland and intermediate landings.
Kfl’- Freight received at Brown’s Wharf for Wal-

Routes, via. Bouton and
By all the
Worcester to Albauy and the New York
Central Kail way to Buffalo or Niagara
Falls; thence by the Great Western or Lake
Shore Railroads, or via New York City and
the Brie. Atlantic and Great Western and
Pennsylvania C entral Railways.
For sale at the Lowest Rates at the Only Union Ticket Office, No. 40 1-‘J Exchange hi.,
Portland.

principal

W. 1>. LITTLE & Co., Agents.

Friday.

inquire

Apr

Portland & Kennebec R. R.
Trains leave Portland at 1 P. M. tor
all stations on this line, and for LewisAlso
ton and stations on the Androscoggin Road.
Bangor and stations tfn Maine Centrr.l road.
Leave Portland daily, except Saturdays, at 5 PM.
for Bath.
Saturdays only leave Portland at 8.15 P
M, for Bath and Augusta.
Trains are due at Portland at 8 JO A. M., and 2.10
P. M. daily.
The through Freight Train with passenger car attached, leaves Portland for Skowhegan every morning at 7 o.clock.
Fare as low by this route to Lewiston, Waterville,
Kendall’s Mills and Bangor as by the Maine Central
road, and tickets purchased in Boston tor Maine
Central Stations are good for a passage on tlii* line.
Passengers from Bangor, Newport, &c., will purchase tickets to Kendall s Mills only, and after taking the cars on this road the Conductor will furnish tickets and make the tare the same through to
Portland or Boston as via the Maine Ceiitral load.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and tor Belfast at Augusta, leaving daily on arrival of train from
Boston, leaving at 7 JO A. M.; and lor Solon, Anson.
Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Luke at
Skovsbegan, and for China, East and North Vassalboro* at Vassalboro*; for Unity at Kendall’s Mill's,
and tor Canaan at Pisbon's Ferry.
W. HATCH, Superinteniifot*
nov!2dtf
Augusta, Nov. 5,1667.

International Steamship Co
Eastpnrt, Calais St. John.
nigby.W inilsor

TWO TRIPS

TRUNK
OP

S^L^jA-SfCapr E.

■BEStf^Sk

Richardson

&

Co.,

114 State Mt., Boston.

Morse men!

NY person wi-hing to go into the Hack and

Livery bnsiness under the most advantageous
circumstances, ami with a most decide,) certainty
ot making money, either as an active or silent
partner, wouiddo well to confer with the undersigned.
No rarty need apply unless they mean business and
have got means to go ahead, and I think such inducements can be offered as wouldbe satisfactory.
Address M. K. W„ Press Office.
aplldtt

Large

Are

now

Lot

of

finishing

up

No baggage
above slated.

will

as

Bangor, Montreal, Que-

M.
South Paris, and intermediate sta-

can

he received

or

checked after time

Trains will arrive as tallows:—
Lewiston, Auburn and South Paris, 8.10 ▲. M.
Montreal, Quebec, Baugor, Wa2.15 p.m.
terville, &c\, at
Local Train trom South Paris and intermediate statons, at
8.00 P. M.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that j>ers< nal) unless notice is given, and paid tar at the rate cl
one passenger for every $500 additiona value.
C. /. BIIYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILS Yy Local

Portland, Nov 9,

MM CENTRAL
SPRING

TIBBITS
Cor

Mar 2-dtt

* TENNEY,
Congress and Washington sts.

Ordinance Against
1.—No

dog shall lie

Dogs.

permitted to go at large
any street, lane, alley, court
SEC. loose, In any
eled way,
inclosed
or

or

in

R.

R.

public place in this
city, until the owner or keeper of such dog, or the
bead oi tbs family, or the keeper ot the house, store
Shop, office, or other place where such dog is kept or
harbored, shall have paid to the City Marshal two
dollars tor a license for such dog to
go at large.
SBC. 7.—In case any dog shall be tound loose or
going at large, contrary to any of the foregoing provisions, the owner or keeper thereof, or the head ot the
family, or keeper ot tne house, store, shop, office, or
other place where such dog lg
kept or harbored, shall
lorteit and pay a sum not
exceeding ten dollars.
All persons
all dogs to be

are hereby notified that I shall came
destroyed which shall be found at large

within the city, in viola* ion ol the above ordinance,
unless the owner or keeper shall have procured
a license on or

before the 20th day ot May.
J. S. HEALD, City

Marshal’s Office, Apr. 30,1868.-ti

Marshal.

s’eam-

ev-

M„
on

A. R. STUBBS
15dtt
Agent*
GREATLY RliDltlD ISATES

TO

CALIFORNIA!
Tickets lor sale at the re
on caily application at

Le,

TICKET OFFICE
49 1-9 Exchange Stree t, Portland.

D. LITTLE iC CO.,

If

Agents_

Mar
__

DAYS I

OF

CHANGE

For California.
The Steamers lor California are
to sail from New Yoik onn the 1st, i>th, 16ib and 24th
ol April.
Passage Tickets for sale at the Ixtra Reduced
Rates, by

IF. IK LITTLE it VO.,

uuu31d3w

40 I-J fcxthaoKe »l.

Office

BBISTO L
LIKE
TO

YORK

NEW

BRISTOL, It. I.
BY

KAIL

after Monday, April 15th.
will leave Portland (or
station on this line, at
and
all
intermediate
Bangor
1.10 P. M. daily. For Lewiston and Auburn only, at
trains

7.40 A. M.

KJ^Freiglit trains for Waterville and all intermediate stations, leave Portland at8.26 A.M,
Tram irom Bangor is due at Portland at 2.15 P. M,
In season to connect with train tar Boston.
From Lewiston and Auburn only,at 8.10 A.M.
EDWIN NOYES, Supt.
noNdtf

1.1865

FKOM BOSTON TO BRISTOL.

leave Bouton and Providence Kail-

road tttataou daily (Sundays excepted), at 5.30
CARS
P. M., connecting with the New and Lligant
Steamers

Providence,CAPT.SIMMONS,on

Mon-

days, Wednesdays and Jr'ridah*. Bri«lui, CAPT.
BltAYTON, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

rassengers by this line to PHILADELPHIA,
B ALI JAiOKE and WASHINGTON can cunt ec; with
the New
Camden anu Auiboy Railroad. Buggage checked through.
Tickets, Berilis and State-Rooms secured at the oitlce ot the Company,

Jersey,

NO. 3 OLD STATE HOUSE,
the Station of Boston and Providence Rail-

and at
road.

H. O. BRIGGS,

GEO. SHIV ERICH,
Agent.
Jan 17,18G8, dly

General

Inland

Manager

Route.

To Mt. Desert and Mackias.
ONE

On and

'tSutfillWin

Minutes

Only One Hoar Thirty

A EE AN GEMES T.

SEEING

TRIP3 PER

WEEK.

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND,
Chas. Deeriso, master, will leave
Railroad Wharf, toot of Staiestreet
every Friday livening, at 10
o’clock, commettciug the 2utb, Inst,
for Rockland, Castine, Deer isle, scdgwick, Mt.
Desert, Mill bridge, Jonesport and Machiasporc.
Returning, will leave Machiaai>ort every IJoaday

•Tloruing, at 5 o'clock.
The “Ciiy of Richmond” connects at Rockland
with Steamer Katahdiu for Bangor and intermediate
landings on the Penobscot Bay and River.
BOSS & STUKDEVANT, General Agents,
151 Commercial Street.
Marl2<dtf

SEW

YORK.

STOKINOTOK 1.1NK KG ENTABI.IIU
kB.

1 nsido

Uoute.

1
Cars lea c
)epot Bosand Providence T>"ilroad. Pleasant Street, near t ie Common, dailv,Sundays excepted, at5.45 P. M, connecting with the new
and elegant sea-going Steamer N AREA GAN SETT,
Capt. G. B. HULL, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, and Steamer S'iONLNGTON, Capt. W. M.
JONES, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays.
Through Tickets furnished, and baggage checked
through to Philadelphia, Baltimore,Washington and

■■HP

tftgP»ligtoD

the West.
Tickets, Berths and State Rooms secured at this
office; also at the Bostou and Providence Railroad
station.
J. W. RI^HaRDSGN, Ag> nt,
134 Washington stree
febl4-3m

PORTLAND A ill)

htVs

YUKR

STEAMSHIP C OMPANY.

IEMI-WKEKLV

The subscribers have selected from their Nursery
and others a fine lot ot Firm-CIa** 'I'rerN and
Hit rub* which they offer for sale at low
prices, at
KENDALL, WHlfNEY & CO’S.
HERBERT «& ALLEN,

apr25d3w__

Star

Rockland, Me.

Match_Corporation.

W. &

a

E.

MILLIKEN,

t'orlland, me.,

GENERAL SELLING AGENTS.
to the public the Star Match,
INtoroffering
them the following advantages
the
to

we claim
consum-

er, over any other Match, viz:
Each bunch is full count, one hundred.
Each gross contains 576 more than the commou
card matches.
The tull count is equals to about six bunches more
in

a

gross than other matches.

They keep in any climate.
They have less odor than any other Sulphur Match.
They aro longer than any other Sulphur Card

Match.

both for Splint and Card Matches
They do not black the wall wl en rubbed on it.
ked in fine shipping order, in cases
are
par
They
containing 10, 20 and 30 gross each, in 1-4 gross
ages.
The above named firm are the
tor the corporation.
K. P, GERRISH,
J. S.

pack-

sole Selling Agents
6

&T**ce*

Leave Galt’s Whurf. Portland, every Wednesday
and Saturday, at 4 o’clock P. M., ami leave Pier 88
East River, New York, every >» ednesday aud Saturday, at 4 o’clock P. M.
'1 he Dli igo and Franconia are fitted np with fine
accommodation* lor passengers,inakin. tlii- ihemost
speedy sale and comlortable route tor traveller* between New York and Maine. Passage, in State Room
$6.00 Cabin passage $0.00. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to r from Mon
treat, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augasu*. East port aud

St. .John.

Shippers are requested to send their a eight to tlie
steamers as early as 8 i\ M, on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMEUV A FOX. Galt's Wharf. Po Hand.
J. F. AMES, Pier 86 East River.
dtf
August 15, l.rT.

FOR

WBW

Fall
•

—

_

.Tlx

STABLE.

bosTon!
Arrangetnenr /
surfflM

The new and
steamers JOHN

wbe.e v
he will
ng StaDle.

keep

a

baa leased the new
*,ree. tor a term of years,
first-class boarding and Bali-

Also, constantly on hand good work horses and
entlernen’s driving U rses lor sale.
H^Rsod Teams to I,et.
J.A. UliTHty*1
marZtdtf_

Door Plates#

will

run

the

season as

follows:

M, (Sundays excepted.)
Cabin fare,.*...$1.50

GET

YOP»

-AT

A. H.

--

ATWOOD’S,Uli'VKIt PLATER,

No. 181 Middle Street, (Up Stairs),
jy jhe largest assortment to be found in tbs city.

April 18, 1808.

dtl__
Ladies

come to the city for medical treatment, can
find board and eare at No. 7 Munjoy
“
^ 3 Street.
April 2*. d2w&wlw»

WHO

LOC

Deck..

September 19,166*-dtt

L. BILLING!,. AjeoL

FURNI’

ERE

-AT-

Reduced Prices J
TIBBETTS

&
AT

Boor Plates, Street Si Pew Numbers

ana

Leaving Atlantic Wharf, Portland vt7o’clock
and India Whan, Boston, every day t 7 iVlock, P.

TTHE

undersigned, formerly Superintendent of the
renpepifully inform. tils ItAnd.
...is!..
K?"’"1,
Md the public
generally Cl,at he

wa-gotn*

BROOKS,

MONTREAL, having been fitted
ui) at great expens, with a »arg«
iikimmi)er of beautiful tab? Rooms,

iTtfrA

/

\

{ Directors

LINK.

The fine steamers DTK I GO and
FRANCONIA, will, until lurther uoruu 119 follows:

They answer

or trav-

or

and the

Apl

ARRANGEMENT.

*ggjp®§Bccurrent»

Sets,

Furniture

Winchester,

Whait,

Boulton stations.
Connecting at St. John with E. & N. A Rahwa
for Sbcdiae ana intermediate statioi s; and wit
Steamer EMPRESS lor Dighy,Winusor aud lialilhx
an t with Steamer for Fiedericton.
gST'Freighi received onuays ot sailing unul 4 o'clk

Superintendent.

1867.dtf_

MARRETT,

Made to order by

B

NEW ENGLAND, Capu E. Field,

days.
Connecting at Eastport with Steamer BELLE
BROWN, for St. Andrews, ltobbinstou and Calais,
and with N. B. & C. Railway for Woodstock an l

same

tallows:—

a

Chamber

WERE.

toot of State screei.
THURSDAY at d o’clock P.
au« Si John.
will leave St. John and Easipcrt

Eastport

tor

RAILWAY !

From
From

At Corner of Congress and Washington sts.
Mar 2-dtf

Office

ir

williesvc Hai road
ery MONDAY and

CANADA.

Mail Train tor Waterville,
bec and the West at 1.10 P.

Europe,

Issued upon London and Paris,
Available in all the cities ot Europe and the East, by

PER

ON and after MONDAY Apdl t3tb,
^gg=aWrtbe Steamer NEW BRUNSWICK,

VIA

GRAND

Goods!

in

At Halifax.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

NO. 146 MIDDLE ST„ OVER LANE & LITTLE

Travelers

Damariscotta every

18-dll__

onari

Gloves, Hosiery, Corsets, Yarns, Small
Wares, Trimmings, &c.
mar6dtt

lor

& Co.,
chas. McLaughlin &oo.

Winter Arrangement, Nov. 11, 1367.

J obbers and Wholesale Dealers in

ME.

and

HARRIS, ATWOOD

of

or

dtt

Txtrinu

Dry

Tuesday,

doboro every

Returning

West,

North

MERRILL, PRINCE & CO.,

are now

good

AT

South

napgK~

ywptwj

d

TIBBETS & TENNEY,

Steam and Gas Fittings,
IRON RAILINGS, WINDOW SHUTTERS,

From Portland to
all points

preserving the
parting a pleasant odor to the breath; in iact<jt cannot be excelled. It acts not only as a powder, but as
a soap and wash, three in one.
Contains no injurious grit or acid.
Try it. For sale by all druggists.
M. D JOHNSON, Dentist.

Gas Fixtures!

Lnngc,

CO.,

great facilities forcleansiug Carpets. Leaee
HAVE
your orders at No. 315 Congress Street, and your
will be sent for and

Ca-pets

BROWN.

Tickets

Tliroiif»-li

and
im-

•

8

To Travelers

BROWN’S WHAHF, Portland, every WEDNESDAY
morning, at 7 o'clock for Boothiay. Round Pond and
Wald >boro, and every SATURDAY, morning at 7
o’clock lor Boolbbay, iiodgdon’s Mills and i^amaris-

se-

use,

_____

L

CfStages connect at Gorham for W*st Gorham,
5 tan dish, Steep Falls. Baldwin, Denmark, oebago,
Brldgton, Lovell, Hiram, Browniiold, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jaekson. Limington, Cornish,Por>
tsr, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Bnxton Center for West Bnxton, Bonny .Eagle
South Limlngton, Limlngton, Limerick, Newfleld,
bartons field and Osaipee.
At Baooarappa for South Windham, Windham HBl
tad North Windham, dally.
By order ol the President,
mar 25-dti
Portland, March 19, 1868.

l

Partner Wanted l

AND

A

as

A

ME.

OTB

8 trains will run as follows:
Passenger trains leaye Saco River for Portland al
5.30 and 9.00 A. M., and 3.40 P. M. Leave Port land
lor Saco River T.15 4. M., 2.0n and 6.15 P. M.
Freight trainB leav. Saco River 6-50. A M.; Portland
12.15 P. M.

Seaiuer “C'hun. itough
ton.” ALDEN WINCHLNBAC1I, Master, will leave

TOR

Dentifrice

cleansing, polishing
teeth, hardening the gums, and

none

To

PORTLAND,

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
gnaci On and oiler Wedcesiay. March 25,

aipma*

And Intermediate Landings

Preparation is recommended by eminent
THIS
Dentists, Physicians and Chemists,
being
in
for

cond to

I*age,

Board

CUBAWSIWCr.
A.

Foam

teb27d6m

At Reduced Prices!
JVo. 96 Federal Street,

portlahdTrochesterr.r.

luumjan

Portland, April 16,1868. dti

DR. JOHNSON’S

Sea

FOR THE USE OP

30-dtl

Agent.

Eagle sugar Refinery,
Fore Street Portland, Me.

dim

KINSMAN,

EXCHANGE

Trunk Ticket Office.
jn3’b8d&wly B. AX. B LAN CM AUD,

Nov.

SPARROW,

LETTERS OFCREDIT
J.

and

PRICES!

slate for patent roofing.
C. C.

El.TPS.

THE

J. E« CAME & CO.,
Sudbury Street. Boston.

and

AT

Notice.

174

City Lead Company
manufacturing
selling

Paints oi all Kinds.
Nos.

JOHN

PORTLAND,

April 29(1 tf

THE

Park St.

Office of the Portland, Bangor and Machias
Steamboat Company has bten removed to 179
Commercial Street, opposite bead oi Richard son’s

BILLIARD tables.

WHITNEY.

FAINT MANUFACTORY.

Forest

and
on the line of any
Railroad in this State, or within twelve or
fifteen mil1 sot Portland, wishing to test our climate
and soil tor raising the sugar beet, and wishing to
cultivate them according to the rules furnished, will
be supplied free, each with enough for an acre or less
ot the best seed, selected from model farms in Fiance
and Gennany, by application to the subscriber. In
turn be wishes ouly an account ot the relative yield
per acre by weight and half dozen beets from each

April 6.

Ticket* at Loweiit Bate*
Via Boston, New York Central, Buffalo and Detroit.
For information apply at 282 Congress at. Grand |

Dec 14,

>at Notice.

-*

RAILWAY

DEALER IK

Notice.
Agriculturists

Fancy

Kinds I

Glass Ware!

will sell at very low prices.
Wo would
call particular attention to our stock of

April

MERCHANT TAILOR,

at short notice.

we

A.

1IIEIR

Special Steamb

:

For Waldoboro’, Damariscotta

TRUNK

Git AN U

Local Train for
tions, at 5, P. M.

GENTS* FURNISHING GOODS*
No. 107 FEDERAL STREET.
We have in store one oi the finest assortment of
ENGLISH, GERMAN. FRENCH and DOMESTIC
CLOTHS, CASS1MERES, &c., that can be found in
Portland. These goods liave been selected with great
care and especially adapted to the fashionable trade.
and at prices that cannot fail to please, and all goods
thoroughly shrunk and satisfaction guaranteed.
A call is respectfully solicited. Thankful to triends
or past patronage, hoping to merit a continuance o
the same.
jan9dtf
M. H. REDDY, Proprietor.

Gas Fixtures

large stock of

GEORGE

depot

<

any other Route, from Maine
all Points West, via the

rjBngnThan by

West,

e

•

rr

&
LESS

#6

Express Train tor Lewiston and South Paris at 7.4C

REDDY,

party for analyzatlon.

Bangor.

CITY OF RICHMOND,
Charli * Doerinz, Muster, wi t oive
Railroad * burl, loot ol Suite St.,
e ery Ti’tsday Evening, at lo
o’cloak, or ou arrivul of 5 \dock
or express train Irom Bosten. touching at ho. kland,
Camaen, Belt ist. Sears port, S.udy Point, Bucksport,
Wbiterport and Hampden.
Rktuhning—Wi l leave Banzor every Toi rsday
Mousing at •' o’clock, touching at the above named
landings. For i*Hrticular« enquire of
ROSS vV STURDIVANT,
General Agents, No. 179 Commercial Stieet.
Portland, April 24,1WJ8, dtt

TICKETS

e

A. M.

FARMERS

to

c

Star;

TO ALL PARTS OF THE

wholesale

AKD

Inside Li

On and alter Tuesday. A] ril28tb.
the Steimer ‘‘City of Kicumond’’
will make oue trip per week to
Bangor, and one t. Mm-bias leaving Portland lor Bangor every
at
10
o’clock
P. M and Bangor for PortTuesday
land every Thursday at 0 o’clock A. M
Ami Portland for Macbias every Fildayat 10 o’clock 1*. M
aud Macbias lor Portland every Monday at 5 o’clock
A. M., until further notice
KOSS A STURDIVANT, Agents.

(■■Btrains

SPMJVG

A.ND

large stock of

N. M. WOODMAN.

BOBBINS,

Also for sale by
SAWYER d; WOODFORD,

A

OF

and

Crockery

jy

Rivets and Burs.

LOW PRICED FURNITURE!
Which

EB,

RICHARDSON, Agent.

J. W.
dim

May 4.15 08-

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
antl alter Monday, Not. 11,1867,
I HfFWffm
run

No.6 1-2 Union Wharf, Portland.

•

WOOD MAM ITWHITNEY,
We have also

JB.

TICKETS. BERTHS and STATEROOMS secured
Washington Siuket; also at BublON and
Proviuknc*; Uailkoad Station.

at PJ4

To New Vork, Philadelphia,
Baltimore and
WiiMhintslon,
anil all points Weataud Month, lor sale at lowest
rates by
IV. B. LITTM: A t O.. Acents,
Union Ticket Office, 49$ Exchange at.
ap 3dCw

GORHAM. MAINE.

AT

Has removed to

in Furniture.
a

SAMUEL

Manufacturer of Leather Belting, MH

oct 22-d&wtf

Have just received

recommend it to all m> friends. I also know ihat
my neighbor, James Moody, Esq., used it on his
farm and nursery with the same result? as mysell.
E. VV. JACKSON.
Gorham, March 1,1868.

so

Htore No
119 Exchange Ntrcet,
And D. B. RICKER, No. 185 Fore St.
Portland, Maine.
March 14.
d2m

(Successor to J. Smith & Co.)

Sale.

of the late Mary S. Lunt’s Estate,
APART
Portland, via Tukey’s Bridge; in parcels

used Croasdaie's Super-Phosphate the last seaplanting my coni, potatoes and garden, and
wiih the result.
I got good crops of
corn and potatoes on newly broken up land, which
was run out and had not been tilled lor many years.
I regard it as an exceedingly valuable lerti izer, and
son in
was satisfied

Heed

Heal Estate in Crorbam.
sale, the house and land formerly owned by

PlR
Nathaniel

uorham, Maine, uec. zs» iw>i.
Mess BR Croa8dalo «& Co:
I used in the spring of 1867 a small
quantity ol
your Super-Phosphate upon my apple orchard of
The effect was
young growth—just before a ram
surprising; it changed the foliage at once, became
dark, and the growth of wood during the season
greatly exceeded that of previous years. T found also the loliage remained longer on the trees than when
I (lid not apply the Phosphate.
1 used it on my garden lor corn, potatoes, beans,
beets, cucumt-ers, &c., and the effect was highI had a row
y satisfactory excepting the potatoes.
1
of grape vines, and used the Phosphate on them.
was agreeably surpiised with the result, as 1 did not
run
from
as
the
lanu
was
so
expect anything
it,
down. It did well for them, and they showed a very
remarkable growth. I can fully recommend this article as a good fertilizer.
ISAAC McLELLAN.
Yours,

agency.

BTA11 persons desiring insurance of this character, are respectfully in viced to call.
Portland, Feb. 7, 1868. feblldtt

Country Residence for Sale.
Falmouth, five miles from Portland. Good two
story house, with L. Also wood house and barn.
All in good order; excellent water: one and halt
acres land under cultivation; ten minutes walk to
depot. Price $1,800. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS,
real estate agen t.
may2d3 w *

West Falmouth, Me., Dec.23, 1867.
Mess. B. R. Croasdale & Co.:
I chanced to fall upon some of your Phosphate in
Portland last year, ana being pleased with the apThere was
pearance ol it, I triedit on my carrots.
three-fourths of an acre of ground, and I used one
barrel cf Phosphate. I harvested fifteen tons ol carrots trom the piece. I have used Coe's and the Cumberland, but never received so much benefit trom
them a9 from this.
The carrots were large size aud
fine flavor. I also used it on barley; and had it not
been blown down, 1 should have had a good crop.—
As it was, it was much better than any other in the
neighborhood. 1 used one barrel to the acre. 1 also
used it on my strawberries, and in setting the plants
put it in ti»e hill. The growth wa> splendid, and 1
shall be able to tell you ot a large crop ot berries
next year I hope.
Yours,
IRA WINN.

First Class Companies,
no

turnips.

The grass crop was remarkably good, and it remains to be seen what tho
turnips will do. The season was too wet to properly
test it.
F. E. HOWARD.
Yours,
on some

APB BE 88

NO.

A
of

West Bridgewater, Mass.
MessrsB RCroasdale & Co.:
I used your
Phosphate side by side with Coe’s and
could see even till tne first of Augu t a decided benefit in favor of yours—that is, the stalks of com were
much larger. I used it freely on grass in the spring,

obtained In

Can be

—

House and One Acre of Land
At Morrill’s Corner, for sale.
good 1$ story house and one ae ro

Messrs B. R. Croasdale & Co.:
The Phosphate has given perlect satisfaction in
every case save one, ana in fields where it has been
used it can be plainly distinguished by the superior
growth and color ot the crops.
A. F. LUNT.
Youis,

I

No. 73

Only,

or

fieas,

INSURANCE AGENCY!

_

MA

cover

gy Spruce dimension, all kinds, sawed to order.

Is

two story and a half house, situated on
Franklin Sireet. directly opposite the Park,
containing thirteen finished rooms, very convenient. Hard an t soft water to the second story
A fine garden spot in front of the premises.
Size of
lot 33 by 102 leet.
Will be sold low as ilie party Intends leaving the city.
Also a house Lot situated on Mupjoy Street, 40 by
80 feet, commanding a perfect view of Casco Bay.—
Will be sold cheap. Enquire of
P. RUGG,
No. 30 Franklin Street, Portland, Me.
May 2. d3w*

a

good

A fine

For Sale.

Wharf,

Hobson*s

of

Head

On Back Cove Road.

ter.
This is a very pleasant locali m and one that should
not lie overl 'oke i by any gentleman who would like
a country residence within ten minutes ride from the
business part of the city. For terms, etc., apply to
WM. H. JERR1S, under Lancaster Hall, or to the
subscriber on the premises,
THOS L HASKELL.
mayl- dtf

of years the buildings

term

a

your letter should have been anI can say in reference to to your
tlial
I have u ed the Phosphate of
ouper-phosphate
two other Manufacturers, and 1 hive never received
as much benefit from any as from this.
I sold it to
twenty-one farmers, and they all say it is the best
they ever used. I used it ou an old mowing field;
120 lbs. to the acre, and it increased the crop onethird to one-fifth part. I used it on my oats, and
the piece of ground was run down and worn out—
the oats were about three or tour inches high—it
changed the color at once, became dark and stout;
had a splend d crop. I can raise as good corn with
six dollars' worth to one acre as 1 can with eight
cords ol manure.
I will send you the testainony ol
ray neighbors soon. I think I can sell from 50 to 100
tons. How soon can you ship it? I think now April
will be soon enough.
Yours &c,
M. E. RICE.

and late

at the

Suburban Residence for Sale
Cottage house, contaiuing
large parlor, sitting room, dining
room, kitchen, store roo «-,tive gootl
chambers, with plenty of closet
room, cemented cellar and large
brick cistern; beng the property known as the
About two acres ot good land, also
Dodge P;a c
bam, carriage house and wood house.
I’pon the place are 80 Apple and Pear Trees, together with Grape Vines. Currant and Gooseberry
Bushes, and and an abundance of hard and soft wa-

SUITS,

TUNIS G-ROOM

this lino t ueh at loot of

o'

1*1 Eli NO. M NO 1STII RIVER,
Oue Pier above tho Erie Railroad.

TaitOUGIl-”I'ICKETS!

-w

Testamony.

PORTLArffe Me., Nov 13, 1867.

CHAMBER,

N. B.—The steamer*

19th Street East River, to land passengers fur the up
t *wn Hotels, and the Harlem and the Iludaou River
Railroad Depots.
Regular Lauding iu New York,

rgnan

Broth,

Stetson, Maine, Feb. 12th 1868.
This certifies that I used Croasdale’s Super Phoslast
season
on
com and believe it increased my
phate
crop one-third at least, as I left a part of the piece
and
all
manured alike.
without,
DANIEL GOODWIN.

Furniture 1

Kr,

apr28.ltt

THROUGH

BRAND

BEARING

Ma

First Class

miles from Portland—isa^BaaKw

March

friends and

their

an

EXTENSIVE

MPM

next to the Methodist Meeting House,
bindings
all in complete repair, having been recently oamted
and papered.
Cuts about eight tons hay. plenty
ot' wood and water.
This is one of the mogtpleasant places in this vicinity. It commands a tne view
of Portland on one side, and of Casco Bay tpon the
other, and is on the mam stage road to Xarnouth.—
Will be sold low to a cash customer. Apply o
WM. H. JERKli,

Portland,

the

ns

PARLOR,

±*\.

and tortythree acres land, in Falmouth, (fore side), seven

six weeks,
swered sooner,

Street,

No. 18 Free

PACKAGE

some

REMOVED TO

HAVE

Phosphoric Acid

Stetson. Maine, Nov. 27, *67.
Messrs. B. R. Croasdale & Co. 104 North Del. Av.
Pliil’a.—I have just returned from an absence of

MANUFACTURERS,

Residence tor

Sale.
good 1$story dwell*

A “•>
M
A'

T1ckets can 'e Obtained for the Round
I
fiM^^MPSTrip. Good ior «« daysat the low price
For Tickets apply at Grand
ot thirty uollars.
Trunk Ticket Office, opposite Preble House.
alter May 15th.
sold
ESr"No Tickets
D. H. BLANCHARD, Agent.
ap28dtf

lor all

Fertilizer

Read the

-AND-

goodporch

tag House

April

W. D. Pill

recimdined

Co

EIGHT HORSE POWEf
Portable Engine,

ONE

Old Tables
with the above New Combination
tor *75
per set. These New Cushions have proved,
by
al use, to excel all other styles ever made.
Tables of all st\ les and finish constantly on hand
Al«o. Phelan & Collemler’s Combined DINING ami

eod3m

and made onvenient tor twe
p*
-Lit"J- tenements;
and bare
and a large shop suitable tor any k.d of a
mechanic.
Cistern on the premises of 75
fine yard
hogStoad8;
in front and yery tine garden.
A. W.VNDERSON.
Gray, March 28, 1868.

Country

in
10 nil

and Methodist Conventions
held nt Chicago in
May.

To be

Fertilizer in the market.

any

EACH

Dealers !

Furniture

In

propsrt.known as the “Ford
Stand, consis^g 0f a large 2 story
house, recently ,ut in complete re-

jyTtiey can supply dry painters’ sand

AGENTS IN PORTLAND

billiard tables,

March 31,1813.

aprl5-dtf_THOMAS WILDES.
For Sale at Gr(y corner.

Drawers,

Fairbanks, Brown & Co., Boston.

5-eod3m

Cushion?

SALE.

AND FOB

Also Iluldwiu Alarm Motley
The best now in use.

3
125
OOee 166 Fore Street, Portland.

WpRO™coNmbS
tented November 26,1867.

man who wishes a
central part of the city.
May be examined any day Terms ot payment favorable. For farther particiara
in(]luire of

are

RAILROAD TRACK, DEPOT,
DRUGGISTS’, GOLD,
And -A.11 Kinds of Scales

-/

1
1
2
2

AT THE

Grain, Coal, Hay,

w.2

x

PREMIUMS

Platform, Counter, Warehouse,

by

a

HIGHEST

PARIS EXPOSITION.

insurance,

293
329
3
49

residence tor a bigness
place
house at moderate cost in

Seaside

nn.i
aud

To Travelers!

Standard Guaranteed by Prqf. James C.
Chemical U. S. Mint Philadelphia.

Wood and Willow Ware,
Tin Ware. Cutlery,
Rogers Brothers
Plated Goods,
Clocks,
Children’s Carriages. Brushes, Toilet Ware,

KTIM,

BOSTON.
Capital, 99 901,736.16, Bee. 1867.

x

eighteen tod B|ze r0oms, fifteen large
cio eis and pantries.
It is
taa ju an the rooms.
thoroughly built, and joshed in the best mode n
stvle, and in perfect orn,.
can ^ rented tor $600.
The location is
exceei^g’y pleasant, convenient
to the horse cars, and in
vCry particular a desirable
of
ing

Standard

than

d6w

WALTER COREY & CO,

corner

We aTe selling the
very best quality oi Salir Paper
lor 25 cts per roll, and nice silt Window Shades for
75 cents each. We have a large stock of

NEW ENGLAND

*
25
30
35
40

SeT1Jeel an desirable House on the

Cumberlan^id Anderson Sfre-ts, contain-

Paper Hangings & Window Shades.

General Agent for above Counties, No. 5 Deering
Block, Congiess Street, Portland.
February 10. eod3m

Insurance

oi

at

Republican

Crops.

sale.

Cloths,Hemp Carpetings,Straw
Matting., Stair Carpetings,

for the principal towns in Cumberland, York, Sagadahoc, Kennebec, Lincoln and southern partol Androscoggin. Apply to

Life

FOi

M. Jones,
Capt. Geo. B. Hull.
Passenger* will take Steamboat Express Train at
Boston ami Providence Ral'road Depot, Pleasant
Strec at O 1*. HI., connect lug at Sionlngton with
the above snlendid steamers 111 :1 rue lor an curly supand arriving in New Vork the folluwaig inoru>
g in time tbi all the early train*

Grand Excursion to Chicago,

Super Phosphate,

Richer in Ammonia and

Build-

REMOVAL!

Floor Oil

Liberal Terms!

K. 8. tl

jt will be sold on favorable terms.
WM. H. jerris.
Real Esiale Agent.
aprl8dtt_

The

Jr.,

Has removed to No. 24 Exchange st., Thomas
apr 23
ing, over Merchants Exctoange.

cornel

Bargains

to the assureu every
pany in existence,
Diviconsistent with T>ertect safety.
d nds made and available to the assured yearly irom
the first.

Local

<and tor Sale.

will annexed.

NATHAN

April 1,

w.

on

southerly
Appiy to

Genuine

REMOVAL.
w.
Thomas,
LAWYER,

Stroud water, Westbrook Adrn’r of said Estate with

YORK.

advantages unsurpassed by any

.,

HE

suit

STYLEI

themselves.

Company,

will

valuab^t of land
Middle Street, bounded by rraoiu! and K0re
T„„
Streets, being the

Bangor, May 2,

1ST*CUTTING for others to make done at short
notice.
ALL OLD CUSTOMERS

ASSETS,.91,600,000!

Marstou

—

Boys’

or

Capt. Wm.

u

CROASDALE’S

REMOVALS.
leet

STONINGTON, and NARB4GANNETT,

3.00

A. M., returning at

Portland, April 23,18;'8.

Apr 7-dtf

d_Preble St.

a

All Garments Warranted.

HOME

73 cents, $1.00, $1.95, $1.50.

fob

a corner

E.k.LEMONT,

Anril„0
22,
April

At tlfic Lowest Prices.

Insurance made to

OF NEW

being

Hatch House to Let.

with

AND

Office 160 Fore St., Portland.
Feb 6—dlm&eodtojanP69&w6w

Prices,

to make

BEST

John W. Hunger,

PIVOT-ACTION BRACE! OFFERS
advantage

ready

Sheppard Ganby.

Life Insurance

Market

First Class Stock of Cloths!

J. H. Chapman,Secretary.

Applications lor

OOOLD,

Merchant Tailor,

trusters:
Wm.

Henry Coit,
Wm. C. Pickerhgill,

and

ALOT

TO THE LADIES.
HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies,

1868.

Insures against Marine and Inland Navi-

gation

A jjed

There are many men of the age of thirty who arc
troubled with too frequent evacuations Irom the bladder, oiten accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a mam
ner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or ab
bumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue. again changing to a dark and turbid appearance. There arc many men who die of this difficulty
ignorant of the cause, which is the

379,675 00
145,500 00

market value
Cali Loans on Government Collaterals
Salvages, Accrued Interest, Re-Insurance
Claims, Bills Receivable and Unpaid
Premiums
All other Property

LoriDg

or no
a day

of

172,544
Mortgages, (on property worth
458,684
$1,136,500 00),
United States, State and City Stocks,
transmission.

Bonds and

$100,626

charge

rantee

1868.

on

Complexion.

HawXiaaf Thou«snd3 Can Testify to T ait
by Unhappy Experience!

A.

Cash

Islands,

For Sale.
ofjmd on Paris St., 55x100
exclian, jor a House. Enauire oi

afflicted,

Caaffon so eae Pablie.
Every intelligent and thinking person must knoa
hat remedies handed out for general use should have
Pheir efllcacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies tit him for all the duties he must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.

PLUMMER & SONS,

For Maine and the

and

r

Ssry particular a very eligible location for
dwelling .UPeg, Terms liberal. Apply to
April 2b d3w
CHARLES ROGERS.

oar31-dtf

he can be consulted privately, and gwitt
the utmost confidence by the
at
hours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of i rivate diseases, whether arising from
Impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cube in all Cases, whether of long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing the
dregs of disease from the system, and making a perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
feet of his long-standing and well-earnad reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and success.

Mutual Life Insurance Company,

B.

RE^o 85 feet on State street and 115 feet on York
^eet, (with a small house thereon), very
pieasaty gjiuated, commanding ;ui unobstructed
barb

M., and

t;r, HaverhillaDd Lawrence,
On Tuesdays, Thursd.ns and Saturdays It will run
via Eastern Railroad, slopping only at Saco, Btddetord, Kennebank, South Berwick Junction, Porlsmouitr, New.mryport, Salem and Lynn.
Freight Trains daily each wav. (Sunday excepted.)
FRANCIS OHASE, Sunt.

This Modern Hotel contains HO Rooms, Laige Parlors, Reading
Rooms, Bath Rooms and Billiard Hail, connected with the house are
SAMPLE KooMs in the cent' rot' business whore Commercial Travelers can show their goods withe ut extra charge.
Stages leave the house for all sections ot the country.
The attention of the public is called to the fact that this House:
FIRST reduced prices in this city—others followed.
FIRST established t ree Hacking---oihers followed
FIKST established SAMPLE B«»OM« —others followed.
Transient rates from $2.00 to $2.50 per day, according to rooms.
•T. II. KL1MG, Proprietor.

^irable Lot ot Land on State st.,
For Sale.

the Preble Hew^e,

CONNECTICUT

Accumulated

ROOMS

Augusta House, Augusta, iflaiue. |

_jr29dliu*

?! 6
jrlyjr
»ot

»t 7.30
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JOHN C. PROCTER.

raf Ju*2i|ILPa'r

PRIVATE MEDICAL

Rob*t C. Fergusson.
John D. .Jones, President.
Charles Dennis, Vice-President*
W. H. H. Moore,2d Vice-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett, 3d Vice-Prest.

Its simplicity, durability, ease, and convenience
commend it to every Lady, Gentleman or Youth.
Examine for yourself, ana be convinced that all
herein stated is true.

of

l

D&.X B.KKIGKES

DanielS. Miller,
Paul Spoflord,

ALWAYS A SUSPENDER I
A BRACE OR NOT AT PLEASURE

public.

notable characteristics ot the St. James are
its broad, light, and well-venti’ated corridors and
vestibules, i! s cheerful and well-arranged apartments,
and its domestic convenience from basement to
dome. The house contains the largest and most approved Passenger Elevator ever erected, which lands
the guests on any floor, from parlor to attic, in one
minute. Horse cars from the depots and all parts of
the city and environs, pa s within a rod ot the Hotel
continually through the day. Special coaches, attached to the St. James, will be found at all of the
Railroad Stations, and new carriages and attentive
drivers at the House.
The undersigned trusts that his long experience in
the Astor House, New York, the Stetson House,
Long Branch, &c., will enable him to make this new
and spacious Hotel a favorite resort for the travelling
public.
The

Deering, Agent,

kiddy,

A Superior Suspender for Skirts or Pant*!
An unequalled Brace for the Shoulders!

a

the entire

B. F, White,
ot

and is

by broad streets and beautiful squares,
spacious park in iront. and open grounds in all
directions. The immediate locality is believed to be
unsurpassed in the country.
The St. James combines in its construction every
modern domestic convenience and luxury, the aim
having been to furnish a house which shall commend
itselt to the most fastidious taste, and to the favor of

that the above statement by ti em subscribed is in
their belief true.
Before me,
Justice

city,

centre ot the

surrounded

wiib

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

(Stamp]

geographical

Portland

1 uni:le l.int, via Moniugton !
with the New ana Elegant Side-Wheel
Steamers

Connecting

The train leaving Portsmouth lor Portland at 10 00
A. M .does not slop at Intermediate
On At niiays. Wedm sdays and Fridays ilte it n’clk
P. M. train to and from Boston will run via Boston
6 Maine R. K stopping only at Saco, liiddelord
Keunebunk, South Berwick Junction, Dover, JS*e-

Farm tor Sale at a Bargain,
Falmouth, four and a halt miles irom Portland,

The site for the St. Jimes has been most admirably chosen for all reasons afleeiing a superior Hotel.

Suffolk, as—April 27. 1868. Peisonallv appeared Samuel Gould President, and Jas. J. Goodrich,
Sec’y ol the above Company, and severally made oath

Wm. E. Dodge,'
Francis S
David Lane,
James Bryce,
Charles P. Burdett,

the

Inquire

April 28-d3w

'0r

Portsmouth lor Portland at 9
and 5 20 and 8.00 P. M.

House and lot No 6 Cushman St. Lot 40 by
House new; arranged tor tenements.

105 feet

BOSTON, MASS.

Amount required to reinsure all risks,
249,201 00
Stir "None of the Capital ot the Company consists
of Stockholder’! Notes.
Sam’l Gould, President.
James J. Goodkich,Sec’y.

Puzzle for Children.

A gentleman passing saw with his eyes
an apple tree laden with
apples.

5 20*£!eM.rd

ot a mile trom brand Trunk
if aid farm consists ot about
Falmouth,
and twenty acres of land, thir»y ot
one
which is heavily wooded, and the balance conveniently divided into pasturage and tillage. The buildThe undersigned takes pleasure in iutorming his ings are a good old fashioned two story hou^e, the
friends and the puhl;c that he has leased the new rarne of which is white oak. A good baru eighty
iet long, with cellar and other necessary outbuildand elegant St. James Hotel,
Boston, situated up- gs The location is very desirable, and the soi< as
on Franklin
Square; and that be will oj en the house ;>d as any in the County. A part or the whole will
Hiold at a bargain. For particulars enquire ot
tor the reception of guests on Wednesday, the 22nd
DK. E. N. TUKESBUKY,
day of April, 18C8.
Neat the premises.

00

146,950

Liabilities

Crown Prince of Prussia.
A Berlin letter contains the
foliowing:
“To me the Crown Prince is the most agreeable of ail. He is about five feet
ten, has
broad shoulders, and a fine,
manly figure.
He is fair, and wears a
moustache, and a long
silky beard. The expression of his manly
face is as pleasant as can be, for it is natural
and extremely kind.
The ladies
are
of
course id ecstasies about
him, and everybody
loves him, with the exception ot the highest
asistocracy, to whose taste he is not sufficiently dignified. He cherishes his dear little

audt 00 PM10"

lAJUJaL

and

Cash received lor Interest,
66,467 00
Income received from other sources,
6,427 00
Fire losses paid the past year,
50,248 00
Marine losses
do.
176,17100
Dividends paid the past year,
40,000 00
of
Expenses
office, including taxes,
Premium notes for Marine Biaka undetermined,
141,014 00
Premium received for Fire lUska,
108,187 00

——--

The

m

and G OO p m.
*°r Portland at 7.30 A.

IN tliree-lourtlis
St. James Hotels Depot
hundred

Lobscs estimated and unpaid,
113,000 00
Cash Premiums received tor Fire Bisks,
142,240 00
Cash Premiums received tor Marine Bisks, 184,234 00
Notes received tor Premiums on Marine

—

sued orders that roll-call should take
place at
seven o’clock.
One morning he, in company
with our informant, took a stroll
through the
camp at about eight o’clock. In the course
ot their walk they came
upon a company
drawn up in line lor roll-call, under the supervision of the Captain. Taking his pipe
lrom his mouth, Grant
said, “Why I how is
this, Captain ? was it not ordered that the
roll should be called at seven?”
“Why, yes
Colonel,” said the Captain, “but I can’t get
my men up till eight.
“Send the men to
their quarters,” ordered the Colonel; “we
will have no roll-call alter time.” The old
soldier can imagine the condition of the men.
Their day s rations depended on their morning’s report, and none couid be handed in for
there was no roll-call.
That day the men
were scattered in all
directions, begging, borrowing and buying something to eat; audit
is needless to say that alter that
they were
“up at roll-call.” The effect of that quiet decision upon the whole regiment was most

a

Cabin 93.
SHORTEST AND MOST DIRECT ROUTE!

4th« 18* 8«

leave Portland daily
1>assenger
TBeSHsiSundays excepted) for South Berwick
and
Boston, at tf.45, 8.40 A. M,
;■?»
ana
2.55 ^P^TOouth

DAVIS & CO.,
Dealers in Real Estate,
Argus copy.

dlw

BETWEEN

Boston it New York^

ARRANGEMENT,
Trains

GEO. R.

to

Stoningtou Line.
«bbat beddctio.i in fabei

&Comnaencinff Monday, May

Mechanic st, containing

in

this?” said the

prove
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PORS

W. H. MURCH *
CO.,
April24. dim*
PROPRIETORS

some-

ne naa

may 4

,

a?’,,
oel“B

rear

rooms

Apply

X"

lol,

story house,

PORTLAND

SUMMER

To Rent.
1 1-2

New,,„,„'
*

delighi ful summer

cistern
Terms cash.

perfect.

7

'lire Lake House Is situated in Stand
miles trom Portland, and is oue of he rat
ful and

cellar, brlok

ITEAHBR4.

SACO A PORTSMOUTH R, R.

finished rooms, all in good order;
and well of water. Title

contalus 8

Su,-

May 4th, 1808,

OO

J

thing of the utmost importance to say to
the judge, who immediately ordered him to
the bar, and asked him why he disturbed the
court. He then, assuming a piteous countenance, told the judge that, though he had
been a wicked fellow, his conscience would
not permit him to let an innocent man suffer
foi a crime that himself bad
committed; upon
which the gentleman who was the
prosecutor
seemed greatly disconcerted. The fellow then
addressed himself to that gentleman, and repeated every word that had passed between
them at the time he had robbed
him, and had
the impudence to exhort him to take care for
the future how he swore
away an innocent
man’s life. The gentleman stood
reproved.
The real culprit was
acquitted, and the other
remanded back to prison, till a bill of innocence was found against him.
The real criminal was faithful to his promise to his
preserver, and then made off at full speed.
When the supposed culprit’s trial came on,
and he was at the bar, to the astonishment of
the whole court he pleaded not
guilty, for
which be was severely reproved by the
judge,
who asked him bow he dared have the effrontery to deny a fact to which he had pleaded
guilty at the bar. To which he with great
composure replied, that he not only denied
the tact, but could immediately
prove his innocence, not only to the satisfaction of the
but
to the whole
judge,
court—adding that he
could prove an alibi at the time of the rob-

MA

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

For $1,800.
saw lj story house, situated in a good
neighborhood, first bouse below Oxford street;

JH^use.

Tlie undersigned, having let, thoroughly repaired, and newly lurnisf
named house,hereby iniorm
iiiends
and the puolic that they will
oQ tlje

1822.

$400,000

...

REAL ESTATE.

Vr

Incorporated

Company

Capital,

You say that you love me, but love all alone
To unmarried girls is a
thing quite unknown;
You gigli and look down, and present m a rose;
But that Is all stuff!—do you mean to propose?
am

HOTELS.

Jan. 1,1868.

The house is besieged, both by rich and by poor
Who knock all day long at grandmamma’s door.
They turn up their eyes, and turn out their toes,
But what is all that il they do not
propose.

Why stop

Co.,

Boston.

Of

LADIES.
Yon come very often, ’tis all very well,
You’re a very tins man, and a very big swell;
You’ve a vsrv good heart, and a very long nose,
Bat now to the point!—<lo you mean to propose?

I

|

INSURANCE.

Poetry.

TEX KEY,

THE

Cor. of i'ongrc’S & Wathiuglon Ntrreli,
a large stoc
of Furniture, on bracing every
article in the line, ate ottering it at a great teduction

Having

trom former prices.
Nearly every article is custom made, and warranted to b^as good as e»n be ouml in tue market.
Setee* furnished for Hall and Vestries ;»t short
Hoiic
in all its brancoes
Reparing and
fhiibiully and promptly Gone. Call and eiamine

upholsiering

BEFORE PURCHASING ELS\v HERE.
Mar 2-1 tf

KINDS OF job

PRINTING
All
promptly executed this office.

ueaUy and

